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ASSTRê.CT

The present. study characterized a cutaneous reflex pathway ín the

anesthetized, intact, adult cat spinal cord, and investígated its

integration rvith other segmental reflex paths. thís analysis was repeaÈed

in the adult chronic spínal preparation (6-7 r^¡eeks post.-transection at Lr-

L), as an approach to understanding the neuronal basis of paraplegia-

induced cutaneous hyperreflexia.

(1) The pattern of short-latency excitatory and inhibitory synaptic input

from sural afferents to 115 triceps surae (TS) motoneurons in 10 intact

animals was determined with intracellular recording methods. The results

revealed e differential sural input to the 3 ankle extensor motor nuclei,

with excitation predominating in the medial gastrocnemius (MG) portion.

(Z) The technigue of spatial facÍlitation was used to determine whether

interneurons in the excitatory sural pathvray to MG are accessed by other

segmental afferents (70 MG, 12 animals). The results suggest a relatively

restricted convergence by nerves with receptive fields near the MG muscle,

and v¡ith the caudal cutaneous femoral nerve in particular.

(3) Surat synaptic input Lo L22 TS motoneurons vras re-examined in 9 chronic

spinal animals to determine the integrity of its distribution after chronic

spinal transection. The results show a qualitative integrity of synaptic

organízation, with evidence for a quantitative enhancement in interneuronal

transmission.

(4) Spatial facilitation of excitatory cutaneous pathways I.Ias re-examined

in 8 chronic spinat animals, in order to explore pathway interaction after

a prolonged absence of the descending systems which normelly coordÍnate

their activity. Again, the results suggest, an integrity of synaptlc

organization coupled to enhanced synaptic transmission; expressed here as

increased convergence of segmental pathways orrto coûImon ínterneurons.

These resulLs provide a solid basis for testing existíng theories of

neuronal plasticity in poly-synaptic segmental reflex pathways, and suggest

that cutaneous hyperreflexia is operating through a spinal netv¡ork whose

organization is highly conserved after chronic spinal lesions.



GEÌ{ER.åÌ, IÌüTRODTICTTON

In contrast to our knowledge of the segmental reflex effects

produced by rnuscle receptors, there is a very poor description of those

evoked from receptors of cutaneous origin. This is largely because of

the difficulty in studying reflex pathways rqhich are at a minimum

disynaptic, and usually rnulti-synaptic (see Baldissera et aI. 1981;

Fleshman et al. 1988; Lundberg L975), and because cutaneous afferents

are nol easily separated into modality-specific categories with

different strengths of electrical stimulation (Hunt and Mclntyre 1-960) '

consequently, there is little data available on the specifíc

interneuronal pathways mediating cutaneous reflexes, and So on the

integratíon of cutaneous reflex pathways among themselves, as well as

rqíth other segmental, propríospinal, and supraspinal descending

systems. This information is necessary to appreciate the role of

cutaneous reflex pathways during behavior, and it is also necessary if

we are to identify mechanisms which underly altered cutaneous reflex

function after central nervous system lesions. Experirnents in the first

two chapters of this thesis employ electrical stimulation of hindtj¡tb

cutaneous afferenÈs for intracellular (motoneuron) recording of

cutaneous reflexes in the anesthetized spinal cord-intact adult cat

preparation. Electrical sti^mulation is used ín order to achieve a

prelíminary characterization of a cutaneous reflex system in the spinal

cord, and its convergence with other segmental reflex pathways' Sinilar

experiments described in the second two chapters are performed in

chronic spinal animals, in order to investigate the neural basis of

cutaneous hyperreflexia which presents caudal to chronic spinal lesions

in both animal and nan. The following Introduction is intended to

provide some background to our present understanding of the central

organization of cutaneous reflex pathways, in particular those arising

from the sural nerve and projecting to tríceps surae motoneurons'



Peripheral afferents projecting to the central nervous system

comprise the first component of segmental reflex pathways to

moLoneurons, and in the case of potysynaptic path!¡ays, spinal

interneurons comprise the second. However, reflexive behavior is

linited in the intact adult anj¡ral (or man)' and Sherrington's early

suggestion that a 'simple tefJex js probabJy a putely abstract

conception a convenient, if not probable fict,ionn (Sherrington

f9O6) reflects his sstute hypothesis that segmental reflex pathways

functíon as integrated components of a corrplex spinal motor system.

Indeed it appears that segmental reflex path\,¡ays act as substrates for

higher levels of motor control, and that purposeful and coordinated

movements are achieved through descending control of spinal

interneurons in the reflex paths. The question arises as to hor¡multi-

sensory afferent input is utilized in the selective control of

partícular reflex pathways. One possible organization is to have

Sensory nerves, arising from different receptors on' the same or

different regions of the body, project to separate or nprivaten spinal

pathways. These pathïrays could then be activated (or inhibit'ed)

índependently. However, there is a great deal of evidence which favours

the existence of ncottlonn spinal pathwsys from diverse sources of

peripheral afferents. By studying the acute spinal preparation,

Sherrington (L9L0) noted that the dominant action of many peripheral

afferents (íncluding cutaneous) r{as that lrhich promoted a nflexion

reflexn (ipsilateral excitation of flexors and inhibitíon of extensors;

contralateral excitation of extensors and inhibit,ion of flexors ) .

EccIes and Lundberg (i-959) further descríbed the participating

afferents as coming from cutaneous, jointo and high threshold muscle

receptors, and collectively referred to these afferents as the nFRAn

(flexor reflex afferents; see also Holmqvist and Lundberg 1961;

Lundberg 1972t Lundberg 1979). It was logícaIly assuned that the FR.A'



could exert their common act,ion through shared interneurons o and so the

concept emerged of polysynaptic segmental pathr4rays shared by several

classes and sources of af f erent f ibers . Hor¡rever, vrhile the f lexion

reflex is powerful ín the acutely transected spinal preparation, it is

not the only action of FRA afferent stimulalion, and so reflex pathways

arising from these same afferents whích promoted the alternate pattern

of activity (for e.g. ipsilateral excitatíon of extensors) were called

nalternate FRA' pathways (see Lundberg L972; L979; Lundberg et al.

f987). Perhaps the most important general feature of FRA pathways

(which distinguishes them from many other !¡rown reflex pathways) is

that a convergent afferent ínput to interneurons from a variety of

muscle, joínt and skin receptors frorn a wide areal source, leads to a

wide dÍvergence of effects on muscles throughout the fírtb. However,

this converging upon, and diverging from spinal interneurons does not

negate the possíbility for more nprivaten spinal Pathways' rlor does it

disallow the opportunity for more discrete reflex actions by afferents

wíthÍn the FR{; it only complicates sinplífying generalizations of how

spinal integration is achíeved. It ís worth noting that the term nFRAn

has revealed itself to be somewhat of a ruísnomer; investigators have

frequently assuned that these afferents mediate a flexion reflex. The

point is that the afferents are able to support behaviorally

appropriate patterns of muscle activation by producing similar effects

in motoneurons; and the neural circuitry for this is minímízed by

afferent convergence onto coûxaon interneurons.

Ihus, r,chile the FRA concept has provided a much needed

theoretical franer,sork wíth whích to consíder the problem of cutaneous

(and other) reflex organization, it does not províde s complete

description of segmental pathways arising from peripheral afferents

which partícipate in the FRA. For example, Sherrington observed that

pressure on the dog toe pads could elicit an extensor thrusto while



nociceptive st,i¡nulat,ion of the pads resulted Ln líglb f lexion

(Sherrington 1903). More recent studj-es have demonstrated specific

reflex actions of peripheral afferents in restricted groups of

moLoneurons (e.gs. Eccles and Lundberg 1-959; Engberg 1964; Hagbarth

L952; Holmqvist and Lundberg 1961). While lt ls conceptually attractive

to suppose that such special reflex effects compríse prlvate Pathways

whích are entirely segregated from the FRA (or other segmental) spinal

systems, there Ís líttle evidence that such an organization exists '

Determining the true extent of prívacy in a polysynaptic pathway would

reguíre testing for all possíb1e convergent inputs at each

interneuronal relay. It is also possible that special reflex effecLs

in particular motor pools are achieved by having portions of

interneuronal pools wíth widespread convergent input (like those in FRA

pathv¡ays) project to relatively few motoneurons (unlike those in the

FRA); i.e. there may be subpopulatíons of FRA interneurons which

mediate more specific reflex actions.

Early on there was reason to suppose that reflex effect's in

motoneurons evoked by low (el-ectrícal) threshold cutarieous afferents

had a role distincr from the FR-A,-like effects evoked by high t'hreshold

cutaneous afferents, when Lundberg and Voorhoeve (L962) shor¡ed that

cortical stimulation could selectÍveIy facilitate excitation of

extensor motoneurons produced by low threshold cutaneous afferents (see

also Hongo et al 1966; Lundberg f975); although the division of

cutaneous effects into those evoked from low and high threshold

afferents has been somershat arbitary at best. An Lnteresting Pathvray

to consider in the context of ospecíal cutaneous reflexesn, is the

short-latency (first l-0-30 milliseconds) pathway from lor¡ threshold

afferents in the caudal cutaneous sural nerve (CCS) to t'riceps surae

motoneurons. This cutaneous pathr+ay can produce excitation and/or

inhibition in these ankle extensor motoneurons ' witb inhibitory



postsynaptic potentíals (IPSPs) always occurring subseguent to the

excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) when mixed effects appear.

However, characterístics of this pathway have been reported which may

suggest it urediates relatively specialized reflex act,ions. Within the

medíal gastrocnemius (MG) notor nucleus, motoneurons innervating fast-

twitch muscle fibers were found to receive a predoninance of excitation

from CCS, rqhereas those innervating slow-twítch fibers were

predomínantly inhibited (Burke et aI. l-970; Burke et 41. l-973b; Kanda

et al . Ig77 ). Soleus ( SOL) motoneurons , which innervate slow-tr,¡itch

fíbers exclusively, also r¡Iere predominantly inhibited (e.9. Burke et

aI. 1970). It has been tacitly assumed that the pattern of CCS PSPs in

lateral gastrocnemius (LG) motoneurons is similar to that of MG since

it is also a functional synergist and like MG, consists of fast and

slow motor units (Burke et al . L973a) . Thus, the CCS pathway to triceps

surae has been of considerable interest to investigators, since the

predominance of excitation in nfastn extensor motoneurons revealed a

new level of cornplexity in the organization of cutaneous reflex

pathways to motoneurons and potentíally challenges the concept that

mo¡or unit recruitment always begins with the slowest" and ends with

the fastest motor units (see Henneman and Mendell 1981). 0f interest

here is that the CCS pathway to ankle extensor motoneurons IIIEy medíate

highly specialized reflex effects, since it has not been demonstrated

that a fractionation of reflex effects on the basis of motor unít type

is a general feature of either cutaneous or FRA synaptic organization.

Because reflex pathways do not function independently, knowledge

of central convergence upon a given pathway is a step tol¡ards

elucidating íts integrated role during movement" For exanple, a

tendency for either pyramidal tract (Endo et al . Lg75) or red nucleus

(Hongo et aI. 1969) sti¡rulation to produce EPSPs Ín fast' and IPSPs in

slow ankle ext.ensor motoneurons, led to the suggesti.on that descending



systems nay access interneurons in the CCS pathway to overríde normal

recruíLment patterns, and selectively activate hígher force-

producing/faster contracting extensor motor units (cf. discussion

Pinter et al . :-982); perhaps during gatloping or jumping, or at the

onset of these movements, or perhaps during rapid alternating movements

such as paw shake. It has been suggested that the preferential

inhibition of slow units nay be a mechanísm to reduce residual tension

and so hasten the development of flexor antagonist tension in rapid

alternating movements. Pyramidal tract (Lundberg and Voorhoeve 1962;

Pinter et al. 1982) and red nucleus (Pinter et a1. L982) convergence

upon the CCS pathv¡ay to MG motoneurons has been demonstrated, but

preferential facilitation of EPSP (compared to IPSP) comPonerits lras

only demonstrated for pyramidal conditioning aL extremely low

thresholds of CCS stimulation. This nay indícate that low and high

threshold CCS pathways involve separate sets of interneurons, and that

only interneurons in the forner pathway are utilized by higher centers

for selective activation. It is of interest in this connection that

there is previous evidence that low threshold cutaneous afferents have

reflex effects in extensor motoneurons distinct from theír role in the

FRA (Hagbarlln L952; Holnqvist and Lundberg 1961; Engberg L964).

Allowing that other descending pathways nay also have excitatory

convergence on the CCS pathway (Lhe vestibulospinal pathway from

Dieter's nucleus for example; see ten Bruggencate and Lundberg L974),

ít is worth exploring the extent of its segmental convergence r¡ith

other perípheral afferents. Since reflex effects of other cutaneous

inputs to triceps surae motoneurons do not seem to be as tightly

coupled to motor unit type (Burke et aI. L970), it is possible that

special CCS refl-ex effects in these motoneurons E¡"ay be rnediated by a

relatíve1y restrícted set of segmental- interneurons. Support for thís

idea stems from the early work of Sherrington, and later Hagbarth'



v¡hich suggested that reflexes evoked by cutaneous stjmulation are

influenced by the parLicular area of skin stiÍulated (Grahan Brot¡n and

Sherrington 191-2; Hagbarth 1952). In particular, Hagbarth showed that

in acutely transected/decerebrate ani¡rals, stimulation of the skin

overlyíng an extensor Èended to facilitate stretch reflexes of that

muscle, while stj¡rulation of other skin areas tended to depress them-

The latter effect was more in keeping with the flexion reflex-like

effects cormonly seen in thís preparation. Indeed the CCS nerve Ti|¡las one

of two major cutaneous nerves he ascribed to this nmyotopicn effect of

stimulating the skin over the ankle extensors. Flexor muscles on the

other hand, contracted upon stimulatíon of skin spanning the entire

lirnb; inhibit.ed only by skin over their antagonist exterisors .

Hagbarth's tentatíve conclusíon for the function of this organization

was that it might a1low for local rrrithdrawal responses of extensors to

nociceptive stímulation which did not necessarily require rernoval of

the entire limb. A flexion reflex to remove the entire limb, however,

could stilt be ellcited from widespread sensory loci. It is possible

then, that Lhe CCS excitatory pathway Lo triceps surae has a nprivaten

component which is rooted in this myotopic organization described by

Hagbarth. If so, cutaneous afferents with excítatory convergence on

the CCS pathway nay be linited to those with lrear or overlapping

receptive fields, such as the second nerve described by Hagbarth, the

caudal femoral cutaneous nerve (CCF). It should be noted that Hagbarth

suggested quite a different role for CCS excitation of extensors from

that suggested by more recent investigators (described above).

In su$mÂry, then, a relatívely high degree of privacy may be

indicated for the CCS excitatory pathway to tríceps surae motoneurons.

llhile privacy in the inhibltory pathlray cannot' be excluded, CCS

inhibition in these cells is more characteristic of pathways from the

FRA, and thus may be mediat.ed entirely via iFRA' inter:leuronsr' There



are further indicat.ions that only the lowest Èhreshold CCS afferents

nay be segregated from the FRA. It is also possible that afferent

pathways arising from the ankle extensor muscles themselves nay

converge on interneurons in the nprivate CCS" pathway' as part of the

same myotopic organization suggested by Hagbarth for cutaneous nerves.

Tn part f of this thesis, intracellularly recorded short-Iatency

pSps evoked by low threshold CCS stj¡rulation will be examined in

antidromically-identified MG, LG and SOL motoneurons of anesthetízed

spinal cord-intact animals. This characterization of a cutaneous refex

system among functíonally related motor nuclei in the unlesioned

preparation will be used for comparison in the chronically transected

spinal preparation. Short-latency PSPs in these motoneurons evoked by

low threshold lateral cutaneous sural (LCS) stimulation will also be

examíned, since we have preliminary evidence that these effects are

prirnarily inhibitory, and may thus provide a contrast to CCS effects

for examination in the lesioned preparation. In addition' motoneuron

membrane properties r,¡ill be measured to predict motor unit type (Zengel

et al. 1985), ln order to test for the presence of a type-distribution

of sural reflex effects. This latter focus vrill compríse a minor

component of this investigatíon.

A survey of convergence upon the excitatory CCS path\üay to MG

motoneurons will be examined in Part II of the thesis, and as far as

rre krow, will represent the first study to syst,emâtically describe

segmental convergence among multiple sources of cutaneous afferents.

Because of the evidence this pathwsy uright be at least partially

segregated from the FRA, analysis of its convergence is an approPriate

starting point for understanding the spatial relationships of different

cutaneous reflex pathl¡ays (since analysis of a path!"ay predicted to

have widespread convergence from many types of peripheral afferents



would not promote our understanding beyond what Lundberg's FRÀ

hypothesis has already given us). As we1l, the broad assumption in the

literature that this pathv¡ay conveys special cutaneous reflexes in

extensor motoneurons makes an analysis of its convergence by other

cutaneous afferents long overdue. Lundberg's technique of spatial

facilitatíon (1,975) will be utilized here as arl indirect approach to

estimate convergence from various hindlinb afferents, and though we

will concentrate on facilítating postsynaptic effects in MG

moËoneurons, r/¡e rqilL include rneasurements ín LG and SoL as well. It ís

hypothesized (on the basis of the early studies of Hagbarth described

above) that CCF wilt have a strong excítatory convergence upon the CCS

excitatory pathway to MG. Once patterns of convergence have been

identified, future experiments (not part of the present thesis) nay

concentrate on identifying the responsible interneurons.

Experiments ín Part IfI r,¡iII essentially be a repeat of those

conducted in Part I but in animals v¡hich are 6-7 weeks Post-transection

of the spinal cord at the Lr-, segmental level. This study ís motivated

by our ongoing interest in nhyperactive refl-exesn v¡hich present caudal

to chronic spinal lesions, the mechanism of rvhich has eluded

investigators aÈ least sínce the turn of the century. the

characterization of postsynaptíc effects in Part I v¡ill allow a

systematic comparison of postsynaptic effects in triceps surae

motoneurons of chronic spinal anjmals, and the highly specialized

nature of CCS synaptic organization, in comparison to LCS reflex

effects, nay reveal differential changes among these two systems in

response to a Lesion of descending systems. Because extensor reflexes

are generally slower to return than flexor reflexes after the n shockn

of spínal transection (e.g. Denny-Brown 1966), this system should

provide an adequate model for exarnining cutaneous reflex pathways which

may have undergone plastic change.

10



Part IV of thís thesis capítalizes on the results of all

experiments described above, and reflects a new approach to

understandíng the pathophysiology of cutaneous reflexes present after

spinal Iesions. The analysis of segmental convergence upon the

excitatory CCS path!ùay to MG v¡iI1 be repeated in chronic spinal

animals, to assess the effect of chronic cord transection upon Èhe

interactive aspect of segmental reflex pathways. Again, the technigue

of spatial facilitation wíll be used to esti-nste the degree of

convergence frorn urultiple sources of (rnostly) cutaneous peripheral

afferents, and perhaps the "hyperactivityn in cutaneous reflex pathways

caudal to spinal lesions is a function of altered and/or enhanced

integration with other spinal pathways to motonellrons. However, only

through exploration of convergence patterns in the unlesioned and

chronically lesioned spinal cord can one begin to understand the

mechanisms which eventually result in cutaneous hyperreflexia: the end-

result of isolating the interactive cutaneous reflex netr'¡ork.

t-l_
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SUHMARY AND CONCLIISTONS

L. postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) were recorded in L15 triceps surae

motoneurons of 10 chloralose-anesthetized adult cats (spinal cord

intact), upon electrical stimulation of the caudal and lateral

cutaneous sural nerve branches (CCS and LCS, respectively).

2, With twice threshold (2I) stimulation of ccs, excitatory PSPs

(EpSps) were the predominant effect in 952 of all medial gastrocnenius

(MG) rnotonellroris tested (nin. central latency 1.5 ms; mean 2.4 ns). In

only a few MG cells was the EPSP followed by an inhibitory postsynaptic

potential (TPSP) and in only one cell was an IPSP the sole effecL.

Increasíng the stimulus intensity to 5T tended to enhance both the

later EPSP and IPSP components, with less change ín the amplitude or

latency of the earliest EPSPS.

3. In lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and soleus (SQL) motoneurons,2T CCS

stimulation led to either inhibition or no potential change in the

nnajority of cells tested: EPSPs were the predominant effecu in only 15ã

and 30å of LG and SOL ceIls, respectively (urin. central latency 2.5

ms; mean 3.0 ms) and rarely occurred without subsequent inhibition.

Again, increasing the sLimulus intensity to 5T had more of an effect

on later rather than earlier PSP components.

4. A predominance of depolarízation in MG motoneurons but not in SOL

motoneurons is in agreement with previous findings that CCS excitation

is more powerful in nfast typen triceps surae motoneurons. However, the

strong predominance of hyperpolarizing effects of CCS stjmulation in

the present LG population is evidence that such an organization does

not transcend triceps surae motor nuclei as a whole.
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5. Postsynaptic effects of LCS stimulation aL 2T were freguently 'r'reak

or absent but lncreasing the stímulus intensity to 5T produced

predominant lnhibition in 7LZ of all triceps surae motoneurons studied

(n = L07). Of the few cells v¡hich did receive excitatlon from this

nerve, most were MG, a few were SOL, and none were LG. these EPSPs

occurred more frequently at 5T than at lower stimulation strengths "

6. The results indicate that excitation produced by electrical

stimulation of the ipsílateraI CCS nerve occurs preferentially in the

MG portion of triceps surae and with the shortest central latencies.

Effects of LCS stínulation are largely inhíbitory throughout the motor

nuclei comprísing triceps surae but even here, the presence of

excitation occurs more frequently in MG. A comparison of these results

with those in other reports is discussed.
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II{TRODTICTIO}d

There is substantial evidence that both the pattern of excitatory

and inhibit.ory synaptic ínputs, as well as the size of postsynaptic

potentials (PSPs ) in motoneurons, contribute to variations in

recruitment order within single motoneuron pools. For example, it is

well known that larger group Ia monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic

potentials (EPSPs) in nslow" compared with nfastn motoneurons

(g,l-9 ,23), result in the earlier recruiLment of slow motor units duríng

stretch activation (3). However, in the case of many polysynaptíc

pathways to motoneurons, a reversal of this recruitment order would be

predicted by the organization of interneuronal projections to the motor

nucleus. Thus, preferential excitation of fast motoneurons (and

preferential inhibition of slows ) has been found upon stimulation of

both descending and cutaneous (4,7 ,11,16 ,24,25 ,32-34 ) pathways to

Iunbar motoneurons. It has been proposed that convergence on conmon

interneurons by descending and cutaneous pathways so organízed (25, see

also Ref .32), would allovr for selective facílitation of the excitatory

drive to ¡ast motor units by higher centers, under conditions requiring

modulation of nornal force outputs.

The present investigation in animals with intact spínal cords was

designed for a future comparative study of low threshold cutaneous

reflexes from the caudal and lateral divisions of the sural nerve (CCS

and LCS, respectívely) in chronic spinal anímals. The sural pathway to

triceps surae motonetlrons was chosen in particular because the tendency

of sural afferents to inhibit slovr and excite fast motoneurons of

triceps surae (4,7 ,32) allows comparison of a relatively specific

reflex action ín the two preparations. To our knowledge, similar

studies (2,29) have not reported reflex effect.s in motoneurons upon

separate CCS and LCS stimulation, nor have they entailed separate
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ídentification of lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and soleus ( SOL)

motoneurons. It rnight be expected that the LG nucleus with its mixed

population of fast and slow motoneurons, would receive a different'ial

synaptíc ínput from sural tike that for medial gastrocnemius (MG)

motoneurons. Hovrever, âs the present report with chloralose-

anesthetized spinal cord intact anj.urals will shov¡, CCS inhibition tends

to dominate in LG motoneurons (as it does in SOL motoneurons)'

regardless of motor-unit type. LCS effects are largely inhibitory

throughout triceps surae, with some excitation v¡hich occurs nainly in

MG.

Although there are known qualitative and quantitative differences

in heteronymous monosynaptic Ia ínput to MG, SOL and LG motor nuclei

(L2), the present study indicates a difference in mullisynaptíc

cutaneous afferent input as v¡e11. This aspect of sural synaptic

organization, dependent perhaps on the mediolateral placement in the

linb of the particular triceps muscles, must then also be considered

for a complete understanding of cutaneous reflexes in these

functionally related motoneuron groups. Some of these results have been

presented in abstract form (26).
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HETEODS

Experiments were performed on l-0 adult cats of either sex, rangíng

from 2.3 to 3.0 kg in weight. All experiments were conducted with the

animals under chloralose anesthesia and with no lesions of the central

neuraxis. An L4-6 laminectomy exposed the spinal cord for íntracellular

recording and peripheral nerves l.lere dissected in the left

(ipsilateral) hindlinb.

Dissectioa

Anirrals \{ere anesthetized v¡ith halothane delivered in a mixture

of oxygen and nitrous oxide. A tracheotomy !¡as performed and one

femoral artery cannulated to monitor blood pressure. Intravenous

cannulae were placed in forelimb veins for drug and fluid

administration as well as for slow infusion of a glucose/bicarbonate

buffer. Atropine (0.12 ng) was given subcutaneously and dexamethasone

(4 srg) intravenously. Several nerves of the teft hindlimb rcere cut and

dissected free of surrounding tissue for subsequent stímulation on

bipolar sílver electrodes. MG, LG-SOL and SOL nerves were dissected for

antidromic identification of motoneurons, and it was ensured thal the

SOL branch of the LG-SOL nerve was suffíciently dissected away to allov¡

independent activatíon of SOL efferents.

The CCS nerve was cut at the point where ít enters the fat pad of

the popliteal fossa and sometimes consisted of more than one branch at

this level. The LCS nerve was cut free at its point of entry into the

biceps femoris muscle, or in rare cases where this perforation did not

occur, it r.ras cut along its distal course over the surf ace of this

muscle (28). Addítional nerves were cut and mounted to aid in locating

motoneuron nuclei.
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ExperÍ-mentaT procedure

After completion of the L4-6 laminectomy, halothane was

discontinued and replaced with intravenous chloralose (40-50 ng/kg

initial dose, íncreased to a total dose of 60-80 mg/kg during the

experiment). Arterial blood pressure and end tidal expired carbon

dioxide were contínuously monitored. After mountíng the animal in a

Göteborg type spinal frame (Transvertex Co., Ltd, Stockholm) the animnl

was paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide and artificially respired'

and a bilateral pneunrothorax performed. Mineral oil pools were nÂde to

prevent the hindlimb nerves and the exposed spinal cord from drying

out. Esophageal and back pool temperatures were monitored and regulated

by heating larnps.

IntraceTTuJar rec ording

Intracellular recordings from lumbar motoneurons r¡rere obtained

using glass microelectrodes filled with 2M potassir:rn citrate and having

resistances of 2-5 megohms. The microelectrode recordings, as r.¡ell as

the cord dorsum and current monitor, were amplified and displayed on

tero oscilloscopes at different time bases and were photographed

simultaneously. Cord dorsu¡n records were obtained using a large

diameter silver electrode placed on the dorsal surface of the mid to

rostral L7 spinal cord and used to measure the latency of postsynaptic

potentials recorded in motoneurons. Motoneurons were impaled in L7 or

Sl and identified by antidromic activation from peripheral nerves.

Constant currenL stimuli (O.Z ms duration) rrtere applied to the

peripheral nerves using electrically isolated stimulators (f4).
potentiometers across the stimulator output on each nerve were adjusted

so that one setting on the stimulator dial would deliver the same

threshold of stimulation to aII nerves. The individual thresholds for

nerve stinulation qrere detereined by the stimulus required to just

produce a deflection in the cord dorsum electrode recording.
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Ðata aaalysÍs

The intracellular effects in motoneurons were photographed and

latency measurements taken from enlargements of the filn. Averaged

records were sometimes obtained and could be photographed or plotted'

Care \Áras taken not to classify reversed inhibitory postsynaptic

potentials (lPSPs) as EPSPs by either injecting a constant depolarizíng

current into the motoneuron through the microelectrode, oE by

ascertaining thal stimulation of some of the nerves produced

substantial PSPs in the hyperpolarizing direction. Effects of

extracellular fields s¡ere assessed by superJmposing computer averages

of the potential recorded just outside the motoneuron with

intracellular records. PSP latencies r¿zere measured at the point where

the intracellular and extracellular traces deviated'

In order to quantify the distribution of PSPs among the three

triceps surae mo¡or nucleí, enlarged photographíc records of CCS PSPs

were digitized using a digitizing tablet. Records consisted of 4 to 6

single sweeps ofr one frame of film, or averages of 8 or 16 sweeps. The

areas of pSp records were calculated for the first i-5 ms beginning from

the onset of the PSP and are expressed in terms of mV*ms. SÍnce most

PSPs are 1íkely a combinatíon of IPSPs and EPSPs, ndepolarizingn areas

above baseline and "hyperpolarizingn areas belovr baseline reflecL only

the net effect of interacting conductances. It is also acknowledged

that small changes in membrane potential will- have a greater influence

on lpSps Lhan EpSPs, and thus the size of hyperpolarizations reported

here rnay not be an accurate measure of true IPSP size. Notwithstanding

these limitations, this technique of quantifying PSPs ís useful in

comparing effects between cells. In a total of 11 cells (2 MG, 7 LG and

Z SOL) injected depolarizing current vras needed to reveal reversed

IpSps, and thus hyperpolarízing areas were measured in these cells with

the n:inimr:rt injected current so required.
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RESÏILTS

CCS effects ia tticeps surae motor nucTeÍ

Fig. l_ illustrates intracellular records from MG, sol and LG

motoneurons following twice and five times threshold sti-nulation of the

CCS nerve. the records Ín the left coluun are typical of the effects

recorded ín MG motoneurons and show predominant depolarization at bot'h

intensities of nerve stimulation. Note that Íncreasing the stimulus

from 2 to 5T led to an íncrease in the amplitude of the later, rather

than the earliest EPSP cornponents. The inhibition of an LG motoneuron

in the rniddte set of records is also typical of ccs effecÈs upon LG:

littte potential change at twice threshold, and moderate inhibitíon at

higher stimulation strengths. White CCS stimulatíon often produced

EPSPs, fPSPs, or no potential change ín soIJ motoneurons, the records

at rhe right. of Fig. I illustrate the commonly found mÍxed EPSP/IPSP

in these cells, with a characteristic increase in the later inhibitory

component as the stimulus was increased from 2 to 5T'

The l-eft-hand colu$n of Fig. 2 shows superimposed tracíngs of CCS

PSPs ín 89 motoneurons and contaíns one tracing per cell at each

stimulus intensity indicated. Note the overwhelming presence of

excitation in MG motoneurons (24) at both 2 and 5T. In contrast' EPSPs

occurring in LG motoneurons (2C) are usually followed by ínhibition and

the PSPs are relatively snall compared with those in MG. PSPs in SOL

cells were generally substantial and were either depolarizing or

hyperpolarízíng or both (28). It is noter,rorthy that the weak GCS PSPs

aL ZT in LG were obtained from nine animals, rvhereas the few examples

of large pSPs at this stinulation íntensity were obtained in one ani-mal

which had relatively large cutaneous synaptic effects in all three

motoneuron groups. Action- potential height was used &s an index of

membrane potential (2l-) and is reported as the average of the values
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before and after collecting CCS PSP records. Table I lists the

motoneuron action-potential amplitudes corresponding to PSP recordíngs

in Fig. 2. the sÍnilarity of mean values in each motoneuron group

suggests tbat differences in CCS effects betr'reen MG, LG and SOL were

not likely due t.o differences in resting membrane potentials.

Variations in stimulation strength dÍd not tend to significantly

alter the general conformation of CCS PSPs though excitatory effects

usually had a lower threshold (<L.5T) than inhibitory ones. Raising the

stimulation intensity to 5T (see Fig. 2) tended to enhance later

excitaLory and inhibitory components, whereas the early-latency EPSPs

rarely grew at these higher strengths. These results concur v¡ith those

of Pinter and co-workers (32) who also found that early-latency CCS

EPSPs in MG are maximal at the lower stimulation strengths and

increases in stimulation intensity tend only to enhance the later

comporrents of the EPSPs. However, our observation ¿hat small PSPs in

rnany LG motoneurons were not substantially enhanced by increasing the

stimulus íntensity to 5 or even 101, suggests a weak synaptic input

from CCS afferents to many LG ce11s, rather than a balance of

depolarization and hyperpolarization resulting in little net potential

change (36).

predominanL effects of CCS stimulation at 2T were estimated by

measuring the area of CCS PSPs ín each motoneuron and deterrnining the

relative amounts of de- and hyperpolarization present (Table 2A).

predominant excitation (>502 PSP area above baseLine) was found in 952

of the MG motoneuron sample compared to only 152 of LG motoneurons and

302 of SOL. Conversely, only 5Z of the records fromMG had predoninant

inhibition (>50.2 PSP area below baseline), r¡hereas Èhis number

increased to 662 for LG and 482 for SQL. In addition, whereas

approximately one fífth of LG and SOL cells received no measurable
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effect upon 2T CCS stimulation, no MG cells Ín the quantitative

analysís were without effect (see below). The areas of extracellular

fields were not subtracted from the total area because their small size

(mean area= 1.0 mV*ms, aIl depolarizing; 17) contrj.butes liLtle

error to the rePorted effects.

Since low restíng membrane potentials will disproportionately

enhance ínhibitory conductances, cells which showed evidence of

subsLantial membrane potential depolarization were excluded from PSP

area measurements. Eight cells (of the total l-15) which had spike

potentials which fetl to or belor.¡ 50 mV during recordíng of PSPs were

rejected for area measurements, and the similarity of rredian and mean

action-potential amplitudes (Table 2A) illustrates that feç¡ cells had

spike potentials which fell belor¡ 60-65 mV. Às well, the sinilarity of

these values among the three motoneuron groups suggests that the

comparison of synaptic effects betv¡een motoneuron species is not biased

by large differences in the menbrane potential. However, a

subpopulation of the entire sample was chosen v¡hose action potential

heights were between 80 and 90 nV to test this possibility (see Table

ZB). This excludes any cells in which injected current was needed to

see reversed lPSPs. Even in this restrícted sample there is a clear

difference betr,¡een MG and the other triceps surae notoneurons ín the

amount of CCS excitation produced; most strikingty between MG and LG

(100 versus 132).

To illustrate both the distribution and magnitude of predominant

synaptíc currents, predominant polarization (de- or hyper-) has been

plotted against its percentage of the total PSP area for each cell in

Fig. 3. Cells in whích CCS stimulation produced areas >502 in the

depolarizing direction are plotted above the abscissa, whíle cells >50ã

hyperpolarized appear below. The graph shows an overall predoninance
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of excitation in MG motoneurons and that depolarization røas normally

the only effect produced at 2T CCS stimulation in these cells (as

depicted by the number of points appearing tov¡ards 1002). ft is also

clear frorn Fig. 3 that while ccs inhibition r¡as the najor effect in the

najoríty of LG and SOL cells, the hyperpolarizatíon rsas often mixed

with depolarization (as depicted by the number of points scattered

between 50 and 1002).

The data shor¡s, in agreement with others (eg'

2,4,7,g,2g,32,33, 35, 36, 38) that low threshold ccs stimulation activates

both excitatory and inhibitory pathways lo ipsilateral triceps surae

motoneurons. The inhibitory pathway, however' represents a minor input

to MG motoneurons, a relatively major input to SOL motoneurons, and is

the predominant source of CCS input to LG. The converse appears to be

the case for lor¿ threshold excitatory pathways. While the unknown

admixture of opposing synaptic currenLs prohibits an accurate

assessment of excitatory versus inhibitory CCS input, the data suggests

signifícant differences in CCS reflexes in the three motoneuron

populatíons of triceps surae. This ís particularly evident r¡hen

comparing MG and LG.

Conments on CCS PSPs and motot nní¿ ¿7rps

Burke and co-workers (4,7) have reported that synaptic input to

triceps surae from lor,r threshold fibers in CCS appears to be organized

according to motor unit type. In particular, they found a predominance

of ccs inhibition Ín motoneurons innervating slow-tr¿itch muscle

fibers, and a trend towards CCS excitation in those innervating fast

(7). In this regard, the effects reported here in SOL motoneurons which

are exclusively slow in the cat (5,L5) are of interest since 30ã of the

SOL sanple received predominant excitation from 2T stÍmulation of CCS

(refer to Table 2A).I^Iith regard to MG motoneurons' only 2 of 39 MG
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cells received predominant inhíbition from CCS stimulaLion, although

more than a quarter of the MG rnotoneuron pool consists of cells t¡hich

innervate slow-twitch muscle (6,1-5) . In contrast , 27 of 4l- LG

motoneurons received predominant inhibition, despite that the

percentage of slow LG motor units is in all probability the same as

that for MG (6). The general patterns of PSPs were not significantly

altered by increasing the stimulus strength to 5T as depicted in Fig'2'

and the examples in Figs 1 and 6.

Criteria mosL recently established in Munson's laboratory (39) r.¡ere

used to assign motoneurons to Categories of either "fastn or nslown

motor units. Table 3 íllustrates several examples of membrarle

electrical properties, the resulting classification according to

,,type", and the predominant PSP in each cell upon both 2 and 5T

stirnulation of CCS. These examples illustrate that both fast and slor'¡

MG motoneurons are prinÊrily excited by low threshold CCS stimulation,

whereas nany presumed fast-type LG motoneurons receive no excitatíon

at all. The PSPs in the MG and LG motoneurons with asterisks in Table

3 are illustrated in Fig 1.

Lateacies of CCS postsymaPtic poteatials

Latencies of the earliest 2T CCS PSPs recorded in all triceps

surae motoneurons (n=115) are represented ín the histogram of Fíg. 4.

Overall mean latencies for EPSPs and IPSPs in triceps surae were 2.6

and 4.3 ms, respectively. within triceps surae, however, there is a

clear tendency for EPSPs to occur at shorter latencies in MG

motoneurons than in LG or SOL. The earliest such latency recorded in

MG was 1.5 ms (mean latency 2.4 ns) v¡hile in both LG and SoL this

¡1inimum central latency was 2.5 ms (mean 3.0 ms for bot'h). For the

purpose of comparison then, the percentage of all cells l¡Íth EPSPs

occurring at a latency of <3.0 ms at 2T stimulation is 81.ã for MG and
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L4Z f,or each of SOL and LG motoneurons, suggesting the presence of a

relatívely restricted short-latency excitatory pathway from CCS

afferents to MG motoneurons. Latency distributions for the three

motoneuron groups \üere not significantly different at 5T stimulation,

and a urinímum latency of 1.5 ms for CCS excitation in MG is consistent

with other reports (e.9., Refs. 3l- and 32).

IpSps recorded in motoneurons as the earliest effect of 2T CCS

stimulation had typical latencies of 3.0-5.0 ms, with the occasional

IPSP occurring earlier or later than this (lower histogram, Fig. 4).

Tn no ínstance was such an early-latency IPSP foll-owed by subsequent

depolarization and thus from the histogram one can see that pure

hyperpolarization was recorded in only I of 43 MG cells as compared to

20 of 43 LG ce1ls and 11 of. 29 SOL cells.

As mentioned earlier, low threshold CCS PSPs of substantial

magnitude \ùere rarely observed in LG motoneurons except in one animal '

In this particular animal the effects in all triceps surae motoneurons

were relatively enhanced so that, for example, the early EPSP component

in MG motoneurons v¡as on average I to 2 mV larger than in most other

preparations and uncormonly apparent in 3 LG cells at a maxj¡tum of 2'5

mv (refer to Fig.z). Thus, it should be noted that all of the

excitation occurring at latencies <3.0 ms in LG (upper histogram'

Fig.4) v¡as in this one preparation. In this same anímal both excítatory

and inhibitory effects were somewhat larger than usual in SOL' but IPSP

amplitudes were normally quite large in SOL cells of aI1 preparations '

We have no obvious explanation for this variation in the amplitude of

effects among preparations other than to propose different

sensitivities in responses to anesthetic agents or surgical procedures.

Effects of LCS stimrtLatÍon
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In at least one other study which reported on the effects of sural

stimulation in triceps surae motoneurons (4), the CCS and LCS branches

were mounted and stimulated together (E. Jankowska, personal

cosgnunícation). However, since the LCS branch innervates a more

proximal cutaneous receptive field than CCS ( skin lateral to biceps

f emoris; our or,¡n observations ) , wê have examined ef f ects f ron the LCS

branch itself on triceps surae cells.

Figure 2, D-F, illustrates superimposed traces of LCS PSPs in 80

motoneurons (fron the same populatíon in which CCS effects were

recorded) and comprise one tracing per ceIl at both 2 and 5T

stimulation. Table l- indicates action potential amplitudes

corresponding to PSP recordings traced in each panel, and as in the

case for CCS PSPs, the sinilarity of mean action-potential smplitudes

suggests that variations in LCS effects between motoneuron groups are

not due to a skewed dístribution of resting membrane potentials. While

there is an overwhelming predomínance of LCS inhibition in SOL and LG

motoneurons at both stimulation intensities (2E and 2F), effects are

more varied in tfc cells (2D) and include a high incidence of nno

effectn at 2T. This weak or absent synaptic input t.o MG from lovr

threshold LCS afferents contrasts sharply with that from the CCS nerve

(2A), though raising the strength of LCS stimulation to 5T increased

the incidence of both excitation and inhibition. Effects 8t 2T

stj:nulation ín SOL and LG (28 and ZE) were usually small and r'¡hen

present, ín the hyperpolarizing direction. Stinulation at 51 tended to

increase the size of the inhibition in LG and most of t'he SOL

motoneurons. Intracellular records of LCS PSPs in individual SOL and

MG motoneurons are provided in Fig. 6.

LateacÍes of LCS PostsynaPtic poteatials

Earlíest latencies of LCS PSPs are reported for 107 motoneurons
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and represented in the histograms of Fig.5. The upper panel in t'he

figure illustrates the latencÍes of Lcs PSPs produced at 2T

stimulation, whereas the lower panel illustrates the same at a strength

of 5T. Cells with effects at both sti¡rulation inÈensities ate thus

represented in both panels. The mean latency of 2T LCS IPSPs is similar

ro that for ccs IPSPs (4.6 and 4.3 ms, respectively), and the longer

mean latency of 5T LCS IPSPs (5.2 ns) is due to the addition of later

IPSPs at the hígher stimulation strength. Note the infrequent

occurrence of excitation at both 2 and 5T stimulation and the wide

range of latencies of these EPSPs (1.3 to 5.3 u'rs). This suggesLs that

LCS synaptic input to triceps surae is unlikely to be organized

according to motor unit type, and may resemble a pattern more typical

of the flexion reflex, i.€., a generalized inhibition of ipsilateral

extensor notoneLrrons which is more powerful at higher stimulation

strengths (13).

A comparison of Fig, 5 and 2D shows that there are some MG ce77s with

apparent effects at 5T that are not Tisted in the hístogtam of Fig' 5'

This js because latencies were only measuted when there was both a

cl-ear onset of the PSP and when the PSP was Tatger than 0.3 - 0.4 mV'

ce7ls with effects faiTing to meet these críteria are Tisted as no

effect in Fig, 5. and theit ÍncLusion would not aLter the concfusion

that in l4G, ccs effects differ substantiaTTy fron tåose of LCS'

cameats oa LCS effects in trÍceps surae nTotoneutons

Despite the clear predominance of LCS inhibition in all triceps

surae motoneurons v¡ith effects, MG motoneurons stand apart from LG and

SOL once again. In only 3 of 107 cel1s was the first effect upon 2T

stimulation excitatorlr and all 3 of these cells were MG' In only 9

cells of 107 was the first effect upon 5I stimulation excitatory, and

agaín, 6 of these 9 cells v¡ere MG. Unlike the situation with CCS
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stimulation where only L of 43 MG cells r¿as wj.thout effect at 21 ' over

half the populatíon of MG ceIls tested shor,¡ed no effect uPon

stimulation of the LCS nerve even at 5T (see inset Fig. 5). thus MG

motoneurons in the present preparation have a strong excitatory ínpui

frorn CCS afferents which contrasts with a weak, often inhibítory input

from LCS. LG motoneurons on the other hand, were exclusively

hyperpolarízed upon LCS stímulation, as Tras the vast majority of SOL

cells.

In terms of predominant effects, only 2 of the 8 cells with Lcs

excitation had EPSPs which were followed by hyperpolarizing potentials

and ín both cases the IPSP exceeded the EPSP in amplitude. The

intracellular records from the SOL and MG motoneurons wíth this type

of "mixed,'effect are illustrated in the left columns of Fig.6, A and

C, respectively. hrhile LCS EPSPs in the other 6 cells \ùere snall

(0.5-2.0 mV), even at 5T they remained the only effect in those

motoneurons.

Of particular interest is the fact that low strength sti¡rulation

of the LCS nerve produced wídespread inhibitory effects in the same

sample of motoneurons receiving widespread excitation from CCS- This

is particularly true in the case of MG vrhere individual motoneurons

frequently receive excitation from CCS and inhibit'ion from LCS

stimulatíon. In SOL motoneurons, which also received a strong

excitatory input fron CCS afferents, LCS EPSPs were present only when

CCS EPSPs also occurred although the reverse was not true. An I'fG

motoneuron with predominant excitation from CCS and mixed effects from

LCS is shown in Fig. 6C. Figure 6A depicts a similar result of

contrasting Lnputs for a SOL motoneuron, while the panel in 68 shows

a more typical SOL motoneuron rrith inhibítion from both divisions of

the sural nerve. As mentioned earlÍer, while there erere several
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instances of depolarization evoked by CCS stimulatíon in LG (Fig. 2C)

depolarizing effects of LCS sti-mulation ín LG cells were not

encountered. Lrhile these findings suggest the possibility of coElmon

interneurons ín some pathways from LCS and CCS afferents to ipsilateral

extensor motoneurons, they also emphasize the special character of the

CCS excítatory pathway to MG motoneurons within thís population.
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DISCUSSION

The present results show that in the chloralose-anesthetized,

spinal cord intact cat, electrical stimulation of the CCS nerve has

different synaptic acLions in MG, SOL and LG motoneurons. CCS

stinulation consistently depolarized I,fG motoneurons r,¡hile producing a

variety of effects in SOL and LG. Many LG motoneurons had very weak

effects, partícularly at the lower stimulation strength (2T).

Stimulation of the LCS nerve ofl the other hand, consistently

hyperpolarized LG and SOL motoneurons, r.qhile producing a variety of

mixed, often weak, effects in MG.

White the present results are in general agreement r¿ith others

(2,4 ,7 ,g ,29,32,33,35,36,38 ) that ccs stimulation has differential

effects among triceps surae motoneurons, they do not strongly support

a differential organization of excitation and inhibition j-n fast and

slow motoneurons within nucleí. Although CCS IPSPs were often seen in

slow motoneurons (e8., SOL) this correspondence r¡Ias not absolute (see

Table 3). Tt remains possible that a differentíal distribution was

overlooked due to a sampling bias in the present material, as well as

the tentative identification of motor units according to motoneuron

membrane electrical propertÍes. However, this would unlikely prove to

be the case for LG given the infrequent incídence of EPSPs among 43 LG

cells aL 2T stimulation, and the relatively low anplitude of EPSPs at

5T which were usually foltowed by hyperpolarization. Furthermore, tbe

potency of the excitatory pathway from CCS afferents to MG may be

inferred from the fact that of the entíre sample, only 1MG cell r*¡as

without effect and only 1 receíved npure" inhibition. Overa1l' our

results concur that excitation and inhibition are more powerful in the

"fastn lfG, and "slown SOL motor pools, respectively.
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In comparing t,he results presented here and elsewhere, it is

important. to keep in mind that polysynaptic effects in motoneurons are

highly dependent on experímental conditíons (e.g., Ref. 13), and

preparations used in the studies to which we refer have employed

different combinations of anesthesia, different parameters of afferent

stimulation, as well as variations in the integrity of the spinal cord,

brainstem and cerebrum. For example, three distinct types of synaptic

effects with 5T sural stimulation in MG motoneurons in chloralose-

anesthetized acute spinal cats have been reported (33). The majoríty

of CCS effects in MG in our experiments fall largely into one

(excitatory) category using a chloralose-anesthetized spinal cord

intact preparation.

One factor which initiatly complicated a comparison of our results

with those in other studies, was the question of precisely v¡hich

peripheral afferents compríse the sural nerve. The nerve we refer to

here as LCS (see Methods) was mounted and stímulat,ed together with CCS

ín the experiments r^¡hich first identífied a type-distributíon of sural

input to triceps surae (4). It is now clear that inclusion of LCS would

specifically enhance hyperpolarizing potentials (see Fig. 2) and nany

cells with nixed effects in this early study may actually have had a

predominance of CCS excitation. However, Burke and co-workers later

reported a strorig type-distribution of PSPs among MG motoneurons wíth

5T stimulation of only the CCS nerve branch (7). Since they found

similar results at lor.¡er stimulation strengths approaching ZT (R.

Burke, personal comunication) sti¡rulation intensíty ís unlikely to

account. for observed differences in these and the present results.

Anesthetics nay have differing influences upon the distribution

cutaneous PSPs, and while others (32,35) have noted that, the type

presence of anesthesia had littte effect on the distribution of CCS

of

or
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PSPs, v7e have been unable to reach the sa¡¡e conclusion. In

(unpublished) experiments in our laboratory q¡here pentobarbital

anesthesia 9¡as employed, low threshold CCS inhibition !¡'as present Ín

many MG motoneurons, either as pure IPSPs or subsequent lo earlier

excitation, and only IPSPs vlere recorded in LG and SOL celIs.One

interpretation is that the actions of barbiturate agents involve a more

potent depressant effect irpon excitatory, raLher than inhibitory

interneurons in spinal pathways from peripheral afferents.

Alternatively, barbiturate anesthesia may result in the release of a

potent inhibitory pathway from CCS afferents to triceps surae

motoneurons, which is somehoür suppressed in the chloralose preparation.

This release uulght involve a decrease in a tonic inhibitory effect of

the dorsal reticulospínaI system (DRS) which normally suppresses

flexion reflex-like inhibition in these cells (18). Indeed, sti.mulation

of the spinal cord region which contains the DRS was found to largely

elíminate any CCS IPSPs in MG motoneurons (7). Hov¡ever, the presence

of ínhibítory synaptic input from LCS afferents in our chloralose sLudy

may contradict this explanation if the DRS has a widespread inhibitory

influence upon cutaneous pathways to triceps surae motoneurons in

general.

It is r,¡ell established that cutaneous stimulation carl produce

excitation of extensor motoneurons in addition to the more general

inhibition produced during the flexion reflex (e9., l-0,17,22,38). Thus

CCS (as well as LCS) excitation of ipsilateral extensor motoneurons

seen in the present and other investígations, nay be part of this more

general observation. However, the consistent presence of EPSPs in MG

motoneurons, variable effects in SOL, and variable, often weak effects

in LG motoneurons with low threshold CCS stjmulation (Fig. 2) suggests

the presence of a more specialized excitatory pathway to the MG portion

of these ankle extensor motor pools. The observalion of a <2.5 ms
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excitatory psth\ùay to MG buL not to soIJ or LG (Fig. 4), supports the

notion that at least some lor¿ threshold CCS pathvrays are segregated

betr¡een these functional synergÍsts. This then raises the questlon of

whether or not CCS afferents projectíng to tríceps surae motoneurons

impinge on separate sets of interneurons projecting to each of MG, LG

and SOL. Such interneuron subpopulations rnight subserve specialization

in cutaneous reflexes and/or the initiation of movement by centers

higher in the neuraxis, since it is clear that descendíng motor systems

can converge on interneurons in segmental (including cutaneous )

pathways (1,20,27). However, the extenl to r^rhich the differential

distribution of CCS synapÈic input to triceps surae reflects possible

specialization in segmental reflexes, or acts as a substrate for

inÈegration r¿ith motor control systems in general, awaits further

study. It is worth noting in thís regard, that the three motor nuclei

comprising triceps surae may show differential activíty in behavj.ng cat

and man. In man for example, a selective inhibition of MG during

certain rates of cyclic ankle plantar and dorsiflexion has recently

been reported (30) while in the cat, SOL motoneurons are among the

first recruited in most movements, but during rapid paw shakes only the

gastrocnem-ius and not soleus motoneurons are active (37).

The presence of a smal1 population of MG motoneurons (presumably

slow) which do not receive input from the last-order interneuron in the

low-threshold excitatory pathr^7ay from CCS has been postulated (see Fig.

6 in Ref. 32). However, with the present results, we are compelled to

suggest that synaptic input to the MG nucleus from these afferents is

not fractíonated among MG motoneurons of different type per se. Because

the presence of a differential CCS PSP dístribut.ion may indeed depend

on the particular patterns of descending, segmental and CCS convergence

which are active in a given preparation, it is possible that our

particular preparation nasks a strong type-distribution of CCS effects
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while revealíng a' pattern which is more divided among the motor nuclei

of triceps surae as a whole.

Fig. 7 surunarizes the 2T CCS effects recorded in triceps surae

motoneurons in the present investigatíon. The relatíve strength of

synaptic Ínput from the CCS nerve to the motoneuron pools of triceps

surae is indicated by the nunber of naxons" from the last-order

interneurons to the motoneurons (large círcles). Excitation of motor

nuclei by CCS decreases in the order MG, SOL, LG, whereas inhibition

is most powerfuJ- in SOL and least powerful in MG moLoneurons (see

overall amplitude differences in Fig. 2). i,fhile r.¡e have chosen to

illustrate a common set of interneurons mediating their effects via

variable numbers of axon collaterals to the different motor nuclei,

the present resulLs can provide no evidence for or against this

alternative. Such conclusions will have to await studies on the

interposed interneurons themselves. The discussions in Ref. 20 and 32

should be consulted for evidence on the numbers of interneurons in

these pathways. Figure 7 does not depict a ntype" distribution of CCS

PSPs within individual motoneuron pools. Should a latent

type-distribution of CCS effects be revealed with modifications of the

present preparatÍon, the circuitry would be rendered much more complex.

To give an example, there may be separate populations of inhibitory

interneurons which have actions on SOL and MG motoneurons, especially

if some descendíng relays are organized to aIlov¡ selective activation

of fast motor units. One night then postulate that it is only the

actions of inhibitory interneurons which project to MG that were turned

off in the present study. Further complexity rnay arise from the

finding of shorter CCS EPSP latencíes in MG and may indicate a

segregation of excitatory pathways to the different motoneuron groups

of triceps surae as v¡ell.
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In surrunary, the results indicate thåt excitation produced by

electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral CCS nerve occurs

preferentially in the MG portion of triceps surae, and with the

shortest central latencies. The LCS nerve branch v¡as shov¡n to have a

very different paÈtern of actions throughout tricePs surae motoneurons o

although here too, excitation was found Lo preferentially occur in MG.

Experiments are in progress to determine the extent to which there is

convergence from other segmental afferents to interneurons in these

parhways and ùheÈhèr the pattein òf *nãpaic-eiiãc-[Ë-fiô¡n-these nervei

is altered by chroníc spinal transectÍon.
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ÏABLE A¡{D FIGT]RE LEGENDS

Ffc l-. Typical effects of single-shock stimulation of the CCS nerve at

tv¡o and five tirnes threshold (T) recorded in ipsilat.eral triceps

surae motoneurons. The J ower traces in each panel are the cord

dorsum recordings obtained during 5T stinulaLion, and Llne upper

two traces the intracellular records. Each trace consists of four

to five superimposed records. the species of the motoneuron is

indicated above each panel. MG, medial gastrocnemius; LG, lateral
gastrocnemius; SOL, soleus. Calibration pulse 2 mV, 2 ms.

FIG 2. The variety of postsynaptic Potentials (PSPs) recorded in

triceps surae motoneurons upon 2 and 5T stimulation of both CCS

and LCS nerves. Enlarged photographic records of sural PSPs in

individual motoneurons were traced and superimposed; one trace

per motonelrron at each stímulation intensity in each panel (A-

F). See Tab1e l- for numbers of motoneurons in each panel. The

smalI vertical arrow indicates the time of arrival of the

afferent volleys at the cord dorsum.

FIG 3. Predominant effects of 2T CCS rrerve stimulation as assessed by

measuring the areas of the first 15 ms of the PSP. Data from

motoneurons where the depolarLzi,ng component of the PSP was >502

of the total PSP area are plotted in Llne uppet graph; those with

hyperpolarizing components >502 of the total area are plotted in

the 7ower. The area of the predominanÈ effect (ordjna¿e) is

plotted against its percentage of the total PSP area in that ce1l

(abscissa). No PSPs had equal depolarizing and hyperpolarizing

areas. Each letter refers to a measurement in one motoneuron (n

= 107; M, MG;L, LG;S, SOL). For example, the M wíth an asterik

( * ) ref ers to a medial gastrocnemius motoneuron r,¡here the
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depolarizing component area (28 nV ms) was - 932 of the tot'81 PSP

area. Mean area measurement values for each mgloneuron species

are given in Table 2À.

FIG 4. Histogram of the earliest latency PSPs produced by single-shock

stimulation of the CCS nerve at twice threshold in triceps surae

motoneurons (n=l15; abbreviations of motoneuron species as in

Fig. 3). only the earliest latency PSP is reported and thus only

one effect per cell indicated. Latencies of EPSPs are given in

the upper histogram and IPSP latencies in the Jower. Effects v¡ere

exami.ned in 29 sol, 43 LG and 43 MG motoneurons; cells with no

PSPs, or PSPs below 0.3-0.4 mv, are listed in the jnseË as NE (no

effect).

FIG 5. Latencies of LCS PSPs produced by 2T (upper histograms) and 5T

(lower hisrograms) single-shock stimulation. Abbreviations as in

Fig. 3. Cells in which PSPs were produced at. 5T stj$ulation but

not 2T stimulation appear in the Lower histogram only. cells in

which PSPs were recorded following both 2 and 5T stimulation are

plotted in both sets of histograms. There were 28 SOL, 43 LG and

36 MG cells examined. No effect (NE) in the Ínset refers to 5T

stimulation.

FIG 6. lnLracellular records from SOL (A and B) and MG (C) motoneurons

upon stimulation of the ccs and Lcs nerves at 2 and 5T.

Depolarizing potentials in the uppermost traces in C were in part

reversed IPSPs as revealed by the injectíon of 20 nA of constant

depolarizing current through the microelectrode (niddle sr'd Towet

traces in C). The action potentials produced by 5T stÍmulation

have been truncated. Calibration pulse 2 mV, 2 ms.
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E1;G 7. Scheslatic diagram of proposed connections between lov¡-threshold

CCS afferents and triceps surae motoneurons. Latge circJes

represent motoneuron pools arrd snall circLes depict ínterneurons.

TABLE L. Values are expressed as rnean/nedian wíth the range in

parentheses. .{ction-potenLial anplitudes of triceps surae

motoneurons averaged from those recorded just before and after

collecting CCS- and LCS-evoked PSPs. The table corresponds to

PSPs depicted in Fig. 2 only; nurnber of motoneurons correspond

to panels A-F; A, n=31[29]; B,n=24; C,n=34; D,n=25¡ E,n=23; and

F,n=32. One action potential/PSP tracing/motoneuron; square

brackets indicate a slightly reduced n for CCS PSPs in MG at 5T.

CCS, caudal cut.aneous sural; LCS, lateral cutaneous sural; PSP 
'

postsynaptic potential; MG, medÍaI gastrocnemius; SoL, soleus;

LG, laLeral gastrocnemius.

TABLE 2. Areas were measured frorn the first 15 rns of the PSP produced

by ZT stimulation of the CCS nerve and recorded in triceps surae

motoneurons. cells v¡ithout ccS PSPs are not included in the mesn'

median, or range of values and are listed as "No effectn. Table

2A presents values from the entire sample, whereas Table 28 is

a subset of PSPs recorded in cetls with action-potential heights

between 80 and 90 mV. Depol, depolarization; Hyperpol 
'

hyperpol-arization; PSP, postsynaptic potential; CCS, caudal

cutaneous sural; MG, nedial gastrocnem:ius; SoL, soleusi LG'

lateral gastrocnemius.

TABLE 3. Ihe predoruinant type of PSP resulting from both Z and 5T CCS

nerve sLimulation, i.e., the effect that comprísed >50ã of the

PSP area, is presented in the rightmost column alongside

measurements of some electrical properties of these cells. AHP'
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aft,erhyperpolarization; R1n, input membrane resistance as measured

by a 5O-rns hyperpolarizing pulse (1-3 rìA) i Trh, rheobase current

as defined by t.he magnitude of a 50-ms depolarízír,;g current pulse

threshold for action-potential production; F, a presumed nfastn

motoneuroni S, presumed slow; F/S, intermediaÈe between fast and

slow; NE, no effect. *Ce1ls illustrated in Fig.1.
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TABLE 1. Action-potential
records in FÍ9. 2

anplÍtudes of ceLls çrith

CCS PSPs, mV LCS PSPs, mV

SOL

MG

LG

77 l80
(61-es)

76177
(60-e2)

77 178
( 60-es )

76178
( 60-88 )

7 3173
(60-ez)

7sl7e
(60-90)
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Table 2A Areas of PSPs elicted bv 2T stimulation of the CCS nerve

n with effect
.{REA, (nV*ms ) :

MEAN

},fEDÏAN

RANGE

I',fEAN DEPOL.

ì,ÍEAN HYPERPOL.

MEAN UDEPOL.AREA,

MEAN åHYPERPOL.AREA

CELLS WflH:
DEPOL.AREA >5OZ

HYPERPOL.ARE.A, >5OZ

NO EFFECT

ACTÏON POTENTTAL AMP.:
MEAN/MEDIAN

RANGE

n
AREA (mV*rns ) :

MEAN TOTAL

MEAN DEPOL.

MEAN HYPERPOL.

MEAN UDEPOL.AREA

Tab1e 28 2T CCS PSP areas in cells with action potentials 80 - 90 mV

¡,lG

3el3e

L1.4
7.8

2.4-34.8
l_0.6

. 0.8
oî7

IA

37= 952

2= 52

Q= 0Z

73l74mY
50-95nV

MG

13

14. 0

14.0
0.0

100.2

LG

3314L

11.8
6.4

3.0-59.3
¿.5
qs

792

8l_t

Á: 1q7

27= 662

8= 192

74l75mY

50-96¡nV

s0L

ztl27

l_8.5

r_6 .5
3.3-45.5

5.0
13.5

272

7 32,

a: ?n7

13= 48.2

6= 222

76l77mY

52-t03rnV

.SOL

8

15. 7

6.4
9.3
4tz

LG

9

18 .1
2.3

15 .8

t3z
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TabIe 3. Ce11 membrane Droperties and predominant ef f ec!S--,S-f---çç!

stimulation
CELL SPIKE AHP DUR¿,TïoN Rrn NTYPEN PREDOMINANT

MG-1

l.,tc-2

MG-3

* MG-4

MG-5

LG- 1

LG-2
* LG-3

LG-4

LG-5

SOL-1

SOL-2

SOL- 3

SOL-4

(mv)

75

80

90

89

94

90

80

78

74

88

77

85

77

81

(ns )

50

65

1l_0

1l_0

85

65

57

60

45

95

rz0
L20

130

l_6 0

(ìrf¿)

0.6
2.0
2.0
'lq

2.5

1.0
0.7
0.5
0.7
1.0

L.4
2.0
2.4
L.7

fn¡

(n {)

24.s
i_9.0

7.0
5.5
6.0

7.0
16.0
22,0
13.0
5.0

2.t
8.2
3.0
2.5

CV

(m/s)

100

95

77

LLZ

106

t_09

84

85

88

74

75

59

.É

F/S

S

S

S

F/S

F

F

T

F/S

S

s

S

S

PSP

EPSP

EPSP

EPSP

EPSP

EPSP

ÏPSP

IPSP

lPSP

IPSP

EPSP

TPSP

EPSP

EPSP

NE
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PÁRT II) Evidence for restricted central convergence of

affereats upon an excítatory reflex pathway

gastrocnenius motoneurons

cutaneous

to medial
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1_.

SIIÞIMARY and COIdCLUSÏONS

We previously reported that excitatory postsynapt.ic potentials

(EPSPs) produced by low threshold electrícaI stimulation of the

caudal cutaneous sural nerve (CCS) occur preferentially and r'rith

the shortest central latencies in the medial gastrocneuLius (MG)

portion of the triceps surae motor nuclei (LaBella et aI. 1989).

The present sLudy employs the spatial facilitation technique

(Lundberg l-975) to assess interneuronal convergence upon the

short-latency excitatory pathway from CCS to t'ÍG by several other

ipsilateral hindlimb afferents (the lateral cutaneous sural

ILCS], caudal cutaneous femoral ICCF], saphenous ISAPH] '

superficial peroneal ISP], posterior tíbial ITIB] and poslerior

articular IJOINT] nerves).

Spatial facilitation of CCS EPSPs in MG motoneurons r.ras

demonstrated r^rith conditioning stiurulation of the LCS, CCF, SAPH,

SP and TfB nerves, but was most readily and consistently observed

with CCF condÍtioning. Facilitatíon of CCS and CCF EPSPs could

also be obtained in índivídual MG motoneurons with a wide range

of condítion-test delaYs.

ccF EPSPs in MG motoneurons produced by t'rvice threshold (2!)

afferent stimulation had a meân latency of 4.8 ms and often

appeared as slowly rising, asynchronous potentials. 0n the other

hand, 2T CCS EPSPs had a mean latency of 2.8 ms and appeared as

sharper rísing, less varíable depolarizations. The opti-num delay

for facilitation of CCS EPSPs was found to be 5.2 ms on average'

with CCS stimulation delayed from that of CCF. The longer latency

of CCF EPSPs and the finding that the ninj"mr:n condition-test

delaywas on the order of 3.9 ms suggests that convergence ís not

n

5.
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likely to occur on the fj.rst-order Ínterneurons in the excitatory

CCF pathway to MG motoneurons.

4 " The evidence for significant convergence between excitatory

pathways t,o Me from CCF and CCS afferents is prímarily discussed

with regard to the original observations of Hagbarth, ¡¡ho found

a relationshíp between the locatíon of a cutaneous recepLive

field and excitatory cutaneous reflex effects ín functional

groups of motoneurons (Hagbarth L952).
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Tì{TRODIICTÏO1{

Early studies on spinal reflexes highlighted the símilarity of

reflexes evoked by stimulation of a wide variety of cutaneous and high

threshold muscle afferent,s, and these observations eventually 1ed to

Sherrington's concepL of the nflexion reflexn: ipsilateral excitation

of flexors and inhibitíon of extensors; contralateral excitation of

extensors and inhibit.ion of flexors (Sherrington 1910). Central to this

organization of reflex pathways ís the idea that multiple classes of

afferent fibers converge on cotrmon spinal interneurons to produce

excítation and inhibition in wÍdespread but functionally related groups

of motoneurons. It was also recognized that the intraspinal circuitry

invol-ved in the flexion reflex was probably a substrate for more

cornplex behaviors (e.g. Sherrington L910), and more recently Lundberg

has forwarded the nFlexor Reflex Afferent" (FR.A) hypothesis (Lundberg

:-972; L979) to give functional meaning to central convergence from many

sources and classes of afferent fibers (see also Lundberg et aI.

l-987c ) .

Intracellular studÍes have shown that cutaneous afferents,

partícularly those with hígher electrical threshold, contribute to the

FR-4 spinal netv¡ork (Eccles and Lundberg 1959; Holmqvist and Lundberg

1961), but additional principles of cutaneous reflex organization are

íllustrated by the elegant work of Hagbarth conducted in the 1950's

(Hagbarth Ig52). Hagbarth found that stimulatíon of skin areas

overlying an extensor muscle tended to facilítate monosynaptic reflexes

of that muscle, whereas stímulation of other skin areas t'ended to

depress them. A flexor muscle on the other hand, tended to be excited

by stj-nulatlon of skLn spanning the entire tirnb, inhibited only by skin

over its etctensor antagonist. An important ramification of Hagbarth's

observations, is the demonstration of an organized basis for excitatory
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cuÈaneous reflexes in ipsilateral extensor moLoneurons; and from the

pioneering reflex sÈudíes of Sherrington (1903) to later investigations

by Engberg (1964), further evidence of excitatory cutaneous reflexes

in ipsilateral extensor motoneurons has been found. In the latter

studies a small skin area on the plantar surface of the paw led to

reflex contraction of only some intrinsic foot mllscles. the term

nprivaten reflex pathway was introduced to describe this type of

circunscribed reflex action of cutaneous afferents (see Lundberg 1975).

The present investigatíon was motivated by the observation that

stimulation of the caudal cutaneous sural nerve (CCS) produces a

differential distríbution of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPS )

within the three extensor motor nucleí comprising triceps surae

(LaBella et al. 1989). In anesthetized spínal cord-intact cats, medial

gastrocnemius (MG) cells !¿ere consistently depolarized by low threshold

CCS stimulation, whereas soleus (SOL) and lateral- gastrocnemius (LG)

motoneurons receíved a variety of, and in the case of LG, often weak,

effects. CCS EPSP tatencies \ùere also shortest in MG, and only in a

minorJ-ty of MG cells was the EPSP followed by hyperpolarization. The

question novr addressed is rshether these observations indicate a

relatively segregated segmental pathway to MG motoneurons, or one in

which there ís extensive convergence from other cutaneous afferents via

coûmon interneurons. Intracellular recording from MG motoneurons ín

combinatíon with the technique of sp_atial facilitation (Lundberg 1975)

is used here as an indirect test of interneuronal convergence by other

(rnostly cutaneous ) reflex pathways. As the results v¡ill show, CCS

EpSps are more readily facilitated by activation of afferent fíbers in

the caudal cutaneous femoral nerve (CCF) than by those in other

hindLj¡rb cutaneous rierves tested. Together with observations of a

predouuinantly excitatory input from CCF to t4G cells' our findíngs

suggest a relatively private excitatory pathway which rnay be primnrily
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shared by CCF and CCS afferents. Furthermoreo since these cutaneous

nerves have overlapping receptive fields in the. region of the MG

extensor muscle, this pattern of central convergertce slay be rooted in

the myotopic organization of cutaneous afferents described by Hagbarth

(Lg52). Some of these results have been presented in abstract form

(LaBella and McCrea 1988).
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HETEODS

Experiments were performed on 12 chloralose-anesthetized adult

cats of either sex, ranging from l-.8 to 3.4 kg in weight, and with no

Iesions of the spinal cord. Peripheral nerves were dissected in the

Ieft (ipsilateral) hindlimb and mounted on bipolar electrodes for

electrical stínulatíon. Intracellular recordings from antidronically

identified triceps surae motoneurons were made with 2 Yt potassium

citrate-fiI1ed electrodes with resistances of 2-5 ì4fls. Threshold (T)

for nerve stinulation, as well as the delay between condÍtion and test

sti¡nuli, were determined from the earliest deflections on the cord

dorsusr records. Further details of the dissection and recording

techniques can be found in a previous publication (LaBella et al'

1989).

Cutaneous nerves used for conditioning postsynaptic potentials

(pSps) produced by caudal cutaneous sural nerve stimulation (CCS' see

LaBella et al.1989) include: the lateral cutaneous branch of the sural

nerve (LCS); the distal branch of the caudal cutaneous femoral nerve

(CCF); the saphenous nerve (SAPH) taken approximately one centimeter

above the level of the lrree; and the superficial peroneal nerve (SP)'

Ihe mixed musculo-cutaneous nerve, posterior ¿ibíal (TIB) ' was

dissected distal to the branches to triceps surae, plantaris, flexor

digitorum and hallucis longus muscles. Other nerves mounÈed for

stimulation !¡ere¡ the posterior articular nerve (JOINT); all branches

of the guadriceps nerve (Q); posterior biceps and semitendinosus nerves

combined (pbst,); anterior biceps and sesr-i-nembranoslrs nerves cornbined

(smAb); medial gastrocnemius (MG), lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and

soleus (SOL). Ventral roots were left íntact for antidromic

identification of motoneurons.
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Intracell-ular and cord dorsun recordings vere photograptred from

the oscilloscope and digitized at 20 KHz in the computer (8 or 16

sweeps per average). The spatial facilitation technique (Lundberg 1975)

was used to compare the effect on individual motoneurons of combined

stimulation of two nerves at, a fixed delay r'¡ith the algebraic sum of

their effects upon separate stj¡rulation. In order to reduce the

influence of changing motoneuron impalement throughout data collection,

stimuli r¿ere delivered in the order of condítion, test, then condition-

test, and collected in an alternating method of storage. Averaged

intracellular records could be added or subtracted to esti¡ate the

presence and degree of facilitation. EPSPs were considered to be

spatially facilitated when the effect was repeatable on separate

trials; substantially greater than any negatíve deflections occurring

in the calculated "differencer trace; and substantially greater than

extracellular fields examined after rernoval of the electrode to an

extracellular location. Except in the case of TIB-evoked responses,

extracellular fietds resulting from lor¡ threshold nerve stimulation

were usually quite small and often had decayed to baseline by the time

PSPs were exarnined for facilitation (see Fig.4).
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RESIILTS

Sample and recordiag procedure

Except for the records in Fig. 7, aLL data vere obtained from 70

antidromícally ídentified MG notoneurons. Because the primary goal of

the present study was to assess interneuronal convergence upon the

short-latency excitatory pathway from CCS to MG, data collection in all

MG cells began by first examining r,¡hether tv¡ice and five times

threshold stimulaÈion of peripheral nerves (2 and 5T, respectively)

produced excitatíon. Those nerves that produced low threshold EPSPs as

their earliest-latency effect (aL 2 and/or 5T) were then used as the

condiLioning stimulus in an attempt to spatially facilitate CCS EPSPS.

The threshold for EPSP production was determined and subsequent

tests for EPSP facilitation began with each nerve in the condition-test

pair stimulaLed at abouÈ i¿s synaptic threshold. The delay betv¡een

stimuli was varied until facilitation could be seen in the raw records

on the oscilloscope. Averages were then taken and subsequent trials

altempted in which the delay and stimulation strength rrere varied to

optimize or confirm the presence (or absence) of facilitation. In some

cases EPSPs which occurred subsequent to inhíbitory postsynaptic

potentials (IPSPs) were also tested for spatial facilitation of CCS

EPSPs. Tn addit,ion, a fev¡ cases r.¡here an increase in synaptic activity
which was not clearly discernible as containing IPSP or EPSP

components, were also tested for facilitation. In all examples the test

nerve refers to CCS.

PSPs Ía medÍal gasttocnemíus motoneurons

Figure 1- depicts the variety of PSPs produced by peripheral nerve

stimulation at 2T with superimposed traces of PSPs from individual MG

motoneurons (one trace per motoneuron in each panel), With a stimulus
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íntensity of only 2T rnany motoneurons lrere without effect. from

perípheral stimulaÈion, as evidenced by the flat lines in all panel-s.

lnleak or absent PSPs were most coûElon upon JOINT and LCS sti-urulation.

As reported earlier (LaBe1la et aI. L989), 2T stimulat.ion of CCS

produced EPSPs in the majority of MG motoneurons. Other nerves

frequently producing EPSPs in MG v¡ere CCF, SP, SAPH and TIB. Note that

CCS and SP stimulation resulted in the most frequent occurrence of

fast-rising, early-latency exciLation, whereas stimulation of CCF and

SAPH produced more slowly rising short-latency EPSPs. TIB stj¡rulation

produced more variable types of PSPs, while PSPs produced by JOINT and

LCS stimulation were primarily hyperpolarizing. The incidence of EPSPs

ín MG motoneurons produced by stj¡rulation up to 5T is given in the

¡nídd1e panel of Table l.

Although the time course of records in Fig. 1 is on the order of

the first 15 rrilliseconds, records of longer duration (first.50 ms; not

illustrated) revealed that CCF EPSPs in particular, are rarely followed

by hyperpolarizing potentials. The nunber of traces without CCF EPSPs

in Fíg. 1 is due to the fact that 2T stimulatíon was frequently below

the threshold for exciÈation. Table f (niddle panel) documenLs L}:.e 7ZZ

incidence of CCF EPSPs as the first effect of 5T stimulation Ín MG; the

only nerves v¡ith a higher incidence of EPSPs were SP (912) and CCS

(e7z).

FaciTitatÍoa of CCS EPSPs by CGF stinuLatÍon

Effects of stimulatíng the CCF and CCS nerves in an MG motoneuron

are shown in Fig.2. The threshold for CCF excitation in this ceII was

approximately 2T as evident from records in 2A', and the latency of the

EPSP was 7.5 ms. Stimulation of CCS at L.6T (28, left) produced a sma1l

EPSP wíth a latency of 4.0 ms. All frames ín 2A and B consist of 5

superÍ-urposed sl.¡eeps. Records in 2C are single consecutive sweeps
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showing the seguence of stimulating CCF at 2T (left), CCS at l-"757

(uriddle), and then both nerves together with the CCS nerve volIey

arriving at the cord dorsum 7.6 ms after the CCF volley (right). Note

the presence of a 2 mV EPSP upon combined st.imulation of both nerves.

Although the delay in this case ç¡as 7.6 ms, the delay producing the

largest facilitation in this cell vas 6.2 ms. The cord dorsum records

of CCS stimulation in míddIe and ríght panels of 2C illustrate the

cormonly seen effect of decreases in the CCS Nl- v¡ave vrhen preceded by

stimulation of another cutaneous n.erve.

Figure 3 illustrates averaged traces from the same MG ce11

depicted in Fig. 2 v¡ith CCS sti¡rulated at a slightly lower threshold.

Averaging more clearly reveals the sma1l EPSP evoked by l-.5T CCS

stimulation (38) and the early negative deflection, in part a field
potential, produced by 2T CCF stimulation (34; extracellular records

not shown). The average of combined CCF and CCS stimulation is shown

in 3C, '^'ith the delay of the CCS afferent volley from the CCF volley

being 7.6 ms (cord dorsun in 3D). The arithmetic sum of traces 3A and

38 ís shown in 38. Superimposing this arithmetic sum on the combíned

stimulation trace (3G) reveals EPSP facilitation on the order of 0.75

mV. In 3F, the suuìmed trace has been subtracted from the combined

stimulation trace.

Of 30 MG motoneurons tested, it was possible to demonstrate

spatial facilitation of CCS and CCF EPSPs in 28. In a total of 7L

separate trials where facilitation was obtained the effective threshold

of CCF stímulation ranged from 1.2 to 7.0T (mean 2.8T) with the very

occasional use of double shocks (usually at 300 Hz). EffectÍve CCS

stimulatíon ranged from l.L to 3.7T (mean 1.7T) and the COS volleywas

usually delayed from the arrival of the CCF volley at the cord dorsum.

Thus, it was frequently observed that, a reverse condition-test sequence
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(í.e. ç,rhere CCS stimulation preceded that of CCF) was ineffective for

spatial facilitat,ion. The upper panel of Table 2 illustrates the most

effectíve thresholds and delays used wíth this pair of nerves by

grouping parameters according to the amount of EPSP facilitation

observed (leftmost colustn; n= nunber of observations in the 28 cells).
gne can see that the average thresholds of CCF and CCS stj:nulation

remained essenLially constant, but that as the amounL of facÍlitation
observed increased, there was a trend towards longer delays from an

average of 3.9 to 5.2 rns (see Discussion).

The lower panel of lable 2 indicates the mean latencies of CCS

and CCF EPSPs produced by 2 and 5T stjmulation in the same 28 MG

motoneurons. The slightly longer average latency of CCS EPSPs at 5T can

be attributed to a few cells where longer-latency EPSPs were present

at 5T, while no effect was produced at 2T. SÍnce these average

latencies indicate that the minimum CCS pathlength is shorter than the

minimurn CCF pathtength by 2 miltiseconds, a fev¡er number of

interneurons likely contributes to the need to delay CCS stimulation

from that, of CCF to produce faciliation. Together with the observation

that the delay producing the greatest facilitation in any particular

MG motoneuron r/¡as usually similar to the latency of the CCF EPSP, this

suggests that the maximum facilitation involves the later rather than

the earliest components of CCF excitation.

FaciTitatÍoa of CCS EPSPs by other hÍnd1Ínb atfetents

Figure L shows the patterns of PSPs in l'IG motoneurons produced

by the other hindlimb nerves tested for spatial facilitation of CCS

EPSPs. Às a means of comparing facilitation by the different nerves,

records in Fig. 4 illustrate the best examples of CCS EPSP facilitation
found overall for each conditioning nerve indicated (JOINT was the only

nerve tesÈed where facilitation was never obtained). The records
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include four MG motoneurons in four separate 3nimnt5. Each panel in

Fig. 4 depicts the averaged record of combíned stimulation superj-mposed

over the arithmetic sum of the averages of separate condition and test

stimulation. The motoneuron of 4C shol¡s that even the best exarnple of

facilítation v¡ith LCS stimulation \ùas very weak; approximately 0.4 nV.

Sp conditioning of CCS EPSPs in the motoneuron of 4D was substantial,

producing > 0.5 mV facilitation of the later EPSP components.

Extracellular records in 4F were taken just outside the motoneuron in

4E where facilitatíon of the CCS EPSP was obtained with TIB

conditioning stimulation. Stj¡rulation parameters in 4F are identícal

to those índicated in 4E and show that the early field potential is not

facilítated upon conbined stimulation of TIB and CCS (i.e. combined and

arithmetic records ín 4F virtually identical). Examples of >3.0 mV and

>1.1 mV facilitation with CCF and SA?H conditioníng in 4A and 48

respectively, are from the same MG motoneuron. Both of these represerit

extreme examples of CCS EPSP facilitation and are from an animal in

which facilitation became increasingly easy to demonstrate torvards the

end of the experíment. In Èhe case of SAPH, it rqas normally quice

difficult to obtain facilitatory effects, and when achieved, \.¡ere

usually of much smaller anplitude. It is noteworthy that in MG ceIls

of this animal with exceptionally large CCF and SAPH facilitation, only

EpSps \¡rere recorded from stimulation of all peripheral nerves (although

only weak EPSPs from JOINT stimulation), and that similiar facilitation

could not be obtained with SP or LCS conditioníng. JOINT facilitation

was not tested in this animal.

In a few cel1s it was only possible to demonstrate facilitation

of CCS EpSps with CCF stimulatíon. However, tine constraints usually

meant that only a few nerves could be thoroughty tested in a particular

motoneuron, and/or only a few nerves produced discernible EPSPs uPon

separate stimulation. Hhíle negative results in these kinds of
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experi$ents must be interpreted with great cautÍon, it became clear

throughout the experJ-mental series that spatíal facilitation of CCS and

CCF EPSPs could be predicted for virtually all MG motoneLrrons, even

v¡hen facilÍtation could not be demonstratedo or r,¡as difficult to

demonstrate, with conditíoning stimulation of the other nerves. Thus,

qrhereas the records in Fig. 4 depict the best examples of CCS EPSP

facilitation obtained, Table 2 illustraÈes the overall findings in this

study. First of al-I, note that of all the conditioning nerves, CCF and

SP stimulation resulted in the greatest percentage of EPSPs in MG as

the earliest-latency effect at 2 andlor 2T (722, and 9]-Z of MG

motoneurons respectively; comparable to 972 for CCS). However,

facilitatíon of CCS EPSPs is much more comnon with CCF conditioning;

obtained in 93ã of MG motoneurons versus 282 f.or SP. Although TIB EPSPs

occurred ín only 502 of the motoneuron sanple, we !{ere relatively

successful in facilitation trials with TIB conditioning (432 of

motoneurons ) . This would suggest that the probability of convergence

on the CCS excitatory pathrrTay is not a strict functíon of which nerves '

like CCS, have strong early-Iatency excitatory projections to the MG

motor nucleus. Occasíonally, TIB and LCS stímulation resulLed in an

íncrease in the nsynaptic noisen of an MG motoneuron r¡ithout producing

discernable EPSPs or IPSPs (incidence not listed in the table). It was

ín a few such cases that LCS condítioning resulted in facilitation,
suggesting perhaps that the nnoisen represented a rveak excitatory input

whÍch was balanced by a paralleI inhibit.ory drive (see Schomburg and

Steffens 1986 ) .

Although Table 2 shows Èhat comparable amourits of facílitation
could be obtained with conditioning stimulation of most of the afferent

rrerves tested, the relative ease or difficulty in obtaining

facilitatíon varied considerably. For example, facilitation ¡qith TIB,

SAPH, SP or LCS conditioníng usually required several trials ¡ritb a
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wíde variety of stimulation parameters. In the case of TfB, SP and

JOINT conditioning, hyperpolarizíng potentials frequently follor^red

initial EPSPs even at very low thresholds, rendering it difficult to

observe or interpret effects of combined stimulation with CCS. thus n

the consistent and relatively potent facílitation of CCS EPSPs by CCF

stimulation suggests that while multiple afferent systems nay converge

on interneurons mediating short-latency excitation from CCS to MG, CCF

projections are most tightly coupled to interneurons in this pathway.

In the present series of experiments only sporadic attempts !¡ere

urade to exa¡nine convergence of various muscle afferents onto the CCS

excitatory pathway to MG. Because all nerves mounted in each experínent

were systematically stimulated at strengths of 2 and 5T, each

motoneuron was examined for excítation evoked by group I and group II

muscle afferents. However, unlike CCS and CCF EPSPs' group II EPSPs are

often absent in gastrocnemius motoneurons and their presence in

extensor motoneurons may be highly preparation-dependent (see Lundberg

et al. l-987a). Nonetheless, in two MG cells v¡ith evidence of group II

excitation, CCS EPSPs r,¡ere facilitated with 5T stimulation of the LG-

SOL nerve in one, and more weakty with 5T sti¡nulation of the PbSt and

SnAb nerves combined in the other. lÏe were unable to facilitate CCS

EPSPs with q stimulation in tr.¡o MG ceIls with a grouP ÏI EPSPS.

Substantial group I EPSPs llere not evoked by any of the muscle

afferents tested in these experinents, and thus were not tested for

facilitation of CCS EPSPS.

Evidence for a unon--ER.á' pathway

Figure 5 illustrates PSPs in a single MG motoneuron produced by

stimulation of several ípsilateral hindlinb nerves. Note the short-

latency (3.0 ms) excitation from 2T CCS stimulation (upper left panel)

typical of that found in MG motoneurons in the anesthetized, cord-
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intact preparatlon (LaBella et aI. l-989). In this particular cell, the

synaptic threshold for the ccs EPSP waB approximat,ely L.7T (not

illustrated). CCF stimulation produced relatlvely longer latency'

smalLer amplitude depolarizations , whereas LCS, JOINT, and q

s tímulation produced. hyperpolarizing postsynaptic ef f ects " Stimulation

of SP and TIB aL 2T, and SAPH at. 5T, did produce small EPSPs as the

earll-est,-Iatency effect, but these r,lere quickly followed by clear

hyperpolarízing potentials. Inhibítion produced by 5T but not 2T a

stimulation suggests that group II muscle afferents also inhibít t'his

cel1 (Lundberg et a1. 1987a). The qualitatíve variety of PSPs produced

by different nerves in this cell is typical of that encountered in

other MG motoneurons, but PSP amplitudes did vary widely from cell to

ceLl and there tended to be more or less excitation (or inhibition) in

some etcperj-ment,s compared to others. However, these observations make

ít all the more noteworthy that CCS and CCF sere the only nerves to

consistently depolarize MG motoneurons throughout the 12 experiments.

Thus, while concordant inhibítory effects from a variety of

cutaneous, joint and group II muscle afferent inputs night be expected

from the operation of flexor reflex afferent (FRA) path!¡ays to extensor

motoneurons, EPSPs from low threshold stímulation of CCS and CCF nay

sígnify operation of more private cutaneous pathT,vays. Records wit'h 5T

stj¡rulation in Fig. 6 further exemplify this point. Note the sharp

depolarizations in the MG motoneuron of 6A produced by CCS and CCF

stimulation, the similarity of their wavefortn, and the contrast bett¡een

these PSPs and those produced by several other nerves. A símilar

situation prevails in the motoneuron of 68. Wtrile these examples depíct

quite similar CCF and CCS EPSPs, CCS EPSPs \'¡ere of ten earlier and

nsharpern as evident wíth 2T sti-mulation ín Fíg.1. Nonetheless, in the

majority of ìlG cells, CCF and CCS produced the same type of membrane

polarization when other cutarreous nerves did not. This was part,icularly
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evident at higher thresholds such as 5T when hyperpolarizing potentisls

produced by these nerves are more pronounced (see LaBeIla et al. l-989

and Pinter et a1 . l98Z) " and because CCF PSPs are frequently ebsent

at 21. For example, if CCS produced a mixed EPSP/IPSP in a motoneuron

wíth 5T stimulatíon, usually CCF did as weIl. These observaÈions

strongly support the notion that there is some degree of interneuronal

segregation betr¡een excitatory reflex pathlrays to MG shared by CCS and

CCF, and those shared by other peripheral afferents.

Lateral gastrocnemíus and soleus notoneuroÐ.s

Compared to MG motoneurons, short-latency CCS excitation in LG

and SOL motoneurons ís more variable; often weak, absent, or dominated

by subsequent inhibition (LaBella et 41. 1989). Thus few attempts r,rere

made to facilitate CCS EPSPs in triceps surae motoneurons other than

ì4G. Fig. 7 includes records from one SOL and one LG motoneuron in the

present series of experiments, illustratíng facilitation of CCS and LCS

IpSps in the SoL cell, and CCS and JoINT IPSPs in the LG motoneuron.

While examples of IPSP facilitation were thus frequently observed in

the small sample of LG and SOL cel1s tested, EPSP facilitation usually

required stimulation of nerves with more consistent excitatory effects

in these motoneurons than CCS. In the case of LG, this lras often

achieved by stimulating the SP and SAPH nerves together (not

illustrated).

Sbort versus Tonger-Tatency EPSPs

In some MG motoneurons, and usually towards the end of an

experinent, longer-latency EPSPs (approximately 20-30 ms) followed the

more common early EPSPs and/or IPSPs upon stjmulation of peripheral

nerves. Although such EPSPs were only sporadically tested for evidence

of convergence, we suspect they are mediated by interneurons cotrmon to

a variety of peripheral afferents. Figure I illustrates records from
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two MG mo|oneurons where such late excit.at.ion occurred. In 8Ao

facilitation of both early and late CCS EPSPs was obtained r¡'ith

stfunuLat.ion of the CCF nerve. In another MG ceIl in 88, facilitation
of only the late CCS EPSP was produced by LCS conditloning stimulation"

Because these late excitatory effects, when present, occurred in a

varíety of extensor and flexor motoneurons (í.e. MG, LG, SOt, PbSL and

SnAb), we suspect the interneurons ínvolved are not. only shared by a

variety of peripheral afferents but also diverge to nultiple motoneuron

pools, thus resemblíng the FRÁ, spinal netlvork" Lundberg noted thst

changes in the general state of the spinal cord could greatly influence

the patterns of PSPs in extensor and flexor motoneurons produced by

afferents partícipating in the FRA (see Eccles end Lundberg 1959),

Thus, the nlonger-latency excitationn which appeared in our preparation

towards the close of an experíment, may reflect the release of an FRA

excitatory network by factors involved in the general regulation of

interneuron activity.
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DISCUSSTOTü

In surmnry, the present investigaÈion shows that lovr threshold,

short-latency CCS EPSPs in MG motoneurons can be facilitated by

conditLoníng stimulatÍon of a variety of hindlinb afferents. However,

this facilitation was most. readily and consistently observed wiÈh

stimulation of the CCF nerve compared to several other hindlínb nerves

tested. Thus, while stimulation of LCS, SAPH, SP and TIB sometimes

produced substantial facilitatíon of CCS EPSPs, such observations !¡ere

usually diffícult to demonstrate and required nany variations in the

stimulation parameters to be obtaíned. By contrast, facilitation with

CCF conditioning was usually achíeved ín the very first trial

attempted, suggesting a relatively restricted central convergence onto

Ínterneurons in the low threshold excitatory path from CCS afferents

to MG. The few observations of facilitatíon by group II muscLe

afferents are of interest, but as mentioned group II EPSPS are often

absent in MG, and their presence may be highly preparation-dependent.

This would suggest that conditions would have to be optj-urized for

analyzÍng group II convergence upon the CCS excitatory path to MG which

is itself prevalent in a variety of preparations. As for CCS pathways

to motoneurons other than MG, CCS IPSPs r{ere more readily facilitåted
than EPSPs in the few LG and SOL motoneurons examined. However,

facilitation of CCF and CCS EPSPs in the one PbStiSmAb motoneuron

tested raises the possibilíty of coumon interneurons in other CCF/CCS

excitatory pathways as well.

As discussed by Lundberg and co-workers (Lundberg et al. L977),

the minimurn condÍtion-test interval producing facilitation can be used

as an indicatLon of the pathlength to the interneurons with convergence

from both sets of afferents. However, mini-utum condition-test j.ntervals

!¡ere rarely exarnined in the present study since the primary goal was
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to rnake a qualitative assessment of whether or not low threshold short-

latency excitatory reflexes in MG produced by CCS and other hindlimb

afferents are mediated by cournon interneurons. However, upon finding

strong evidence for convergence by CCF afferents, the question arises

as to the site of convergence in the shared CCF/CCS excitatory path.

This is a diffícult question in light of the pathlengths of CCS and CCF

excitatory projections to MG. Atthough occasionally shorter (LaBella

et al. 1989; Omeniuk et al. 1986), Iatencies of the earliest CCS EPSPs

in ì'lG are cormonly 2.2 ms, suggesting a minirnum trisynaptíc pathway

(Fleshman et al. l-988; Lundberg L975; but see Cavallari et al. 1987).

While the slow rising phase of low threshold CCF EPSPs interferes with

estimates of ¡r:lnimum latency, CCF effects in l4G are of considerably

Ionger latency, and probably involve several interneurons. Because the

present study concentrated on facilitation of the EPSPs, the average

minímum delay of 3.9 ms needed to see clear facilitation of CCF and CCS

EPSPs is most like1y an overestimatíon of the mj.nimum delay possible.

Furthermore, delays usually exceeded 3.9 ms (see Table 2) suggesting

the presence of several interneurons in the pathway from CCF afferents

prior to convergence, and this is consistent T,rith convergence on early,

perhaps even first-order, ínterneurons in the CCS pathway to MG.

Hor¡ever, the variety of delays r¿hich could be used in any gíven MG

motoneuron suggests there nay be multiple sites of convergerlce' or

prolonged intervals allowing facílitation, in the shared CCF/CCS

pathway to MG motor nuclei.

According to the general concepts enbodied in the FRÂ framework,

a spinal network exists where there is a wide convergence of cutaneous,

muscle and joint afferent systems onto common interneurons v¡ith a r¿ide

divergence of reflex effects in nany motoneuron species (Kniffki et al.

198L; Lundberg 1,979; Lundberg et al. L987a,b,c). Furthermore'

inhibitory and excitatory effects in extensor (or flexor) motoneurons
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from FRA afferents are seen to stritch collectively with changes ín the

preparation, suggesting that FRA interneurons are under cormon

descending control (Eccles & Lundberg 1959; see also Lundberg i-979,

1,gBZ). Thus, there are several characterístics of the lorv threshold

excítatory pathway from CCS afferents to MG motoneurons which suggest

at least some degree of segregation from the FRA. These include

dífferential effects on MG, LG and SQL motoneurons (LaBella et a].

l-989) and the consistent presence of short-latency CCS excitation in

MG motoneurons regardless of the preparation used. Thus in intact-

anesthetized, acute, or chronic spinal animals, short-latency CCS EPSPs

tend to be present in MG cells, everl when inhibit.ory effects are seem

to domínate upon stimulation of other peripheral (including cutaneous)

nerves (unpublíshed observations). The predominance of CCS EPSPs ín

ankle extensor motoneurons innervatíng fast-twitch muscle fibers (Burke

et al. 1970; Burke et al.1973; Pínter eL al.1982) provides further

evidence that the low threshold CCS excitatory pathway represents a

nspecial path" from cutaneous afferents whích is not part of the FRA

(Hongo et al. L966; Lundberg et al. 1987c; see also Fleshman et aI.

1988 ) .

An early study by Hagbarth offers an additional framework with

which to consider excj-tatory reflexes in extensor motoneurons produced

by ipsilateral skin afferents. Hagbarth (l-952) demonstrated in

decerebrate-acute spinal preparations that stimulation of the skin

overlying an extensor tended to facilitate reflex responses of that

muscle, while stimulation of all other skin areas on the limb tended

to depress them. Effective stimulus modalites included adequate as v¡ell

as electrical stimulation, suggesting that this reflex pattern was

based prinarily on receptor localÍty and not modality. In a collective

examination of effects in the ankle extensors, the excitatory region

was generally J-ocalized near the skin over the heel extending up over
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the ca1f. Hagbarth found that. in general, Lhe TIB and CCF nerves

innervated this excitatory skin_area, but a great part of this region,

and especially the region of maxi¡rum sensitivity over the heel' was

ínnervated by CCS (alias sural). In animals displaying a relatively

large excitatory field over the ankle extensors SAPH r,¡as also often

involved, but never to the same extent as CCS. 0f further interest to

the present investigat.i.on, is his additional observation that CCF

stimulation consistently facilitated spontaneous activity in the MG

nerve. Conversely, the fibular femoral nerve qras found to strictly

depress this activity. Though we have not tested for intracellular

effects of stimulat.ing the fibular femoral nerve, ít is noteworthy that

this nerve, which traverses the ventral thigh, has an overlapping

receptive field qrith that of LCS; a nerve r,¡hích produces primarily

IPSPs in ankle extensor motoneurons (LaBella et 41. 1989).

Thus the present finding of extensive spatial overlap in the

short-latency pathways from CCF and CCS afferents to MG uray be viewed

as an intracellular denonstration of Hagbarth's earlier observations

of the special excitaÈory ínfluence of these nerves upon the ankle

extensors. AIso in accord with his observations are the present

fíndings that SAPH occasionally facilitates CCS EPSPs in MG, whereas

SP is often found to inhibit or noccluden them. Although the present

results reveal a strong inhibitory component in the postsynaptic

effects of TIB stimulation in MG, there is periodic TIB excítation

which can also facilitate CCS EPSPs. This fíndíng is also ín accordance

ç¡ith the L952 observation that pinching the ¡nídd1e plantar region

depressed 51 ventral root activíty. It is worth noting that CCS effects

in the ankle flexor, tibialis anteríor (a uruscle which Hagbarth found

to be reciprocally affected by cutaneous stimulatíon when compared to

the ankle extensors), are predominantly hyperpolarízíng (Dum and

Kennedy 1980). Our own recordlngs fro¡n tibialis anterior motoneurons
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are consistent with these fíndings, and we have also noted

predomínantly hyperpolarizing potentials v¡ith CCF sti¡rulation es t¡ell

(unpublished observations ) .

spatial facilitation of reflexes evoked by low threshold

stímulation of different cutaneous nerves has received relatívely

litt]e attention. In contrast, there is substantíal evidence for shared

pathways between cutaneous and muscle, descending, and propriospinal

systems (e.g. Behrends et al. 1983a; Fleshman et a!. 1988; Hongo et al.

Lg72; Jankowska et aI.1973; Kniffki et al. l-981; Lundberg et aI.]-9773

Pinter et al . L982; Shomburg et al. 1986 ) , as well as between cutaneous

afferents rnediating different. sensory modalities (Behrends et al.

L983b; Schomburg & Steffens 1986). If the presenL evidence that CCS and

CCF excitatory reflexes in MG are mediated by costron ínterneurons is

ín fact rooted in the myotopíc organization described by Hagbarth, we

would still caution along with Hagbarth that the final reflex result

for a given muscle cannot be predicted solely on the basis of cutaneous

innervation zones. There is a balance of excitatory and inhibitory

influences on motoneurons from any skin area, and the final effect is

determined not only by the relative strength of these connections but

also by the balance of inputs from entirely seParate systems

interacting in the spinal cord. Furthermore, íntracellular studies have

now revealed that particular cutaneous reflexes are not necessarily

distributed evenly to all ankle extensor motor nuclei, and whereas CCS

produces preferential early excitatj-on of MG motoneurons (LaBeIla et

aI. 1989), we have preliminary evidence that SP and SAPH preferentially

excite LG ceIls (unpublished observations). The purpose of a

differential synaptic input from cutaneous afferents to these

functional synergists is unclear, although for the ankle extensors as

a group, Hagbarth conceived of local extensor contractíon ín response

to a noxious ínput on the calf or heel; a situation r,¡hich would not
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benefit from ankle flexion (see also díscussionu LaBella et al. 1-989).

Nonetheless, Lhe evidence for a differential CCS excitatory pathway to

tríceps surae moLor nuclei, and for lts relalively restricted

convergence with other peripheral afferents, points Lo cutarieous reflex

activity which ís distinct from that evoked by the FRA. However, it

reill only be when convergence patÈerns are more fuIly described that

the interactíve role of cutaneous (and other) reflex systems can be

interpreted and understood in the complex context of behavior.
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TÄBI;E ÂTID FIGI]RE TEGENDS

FIG l-" Postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) recorded in MG mot,oneurons upon

single shock stimulatíon of seven different peripheral nerves at

twice threshold. Enlarged photographic records of PSPs ín

individual motoneurons were traced and superimposed; one trace

per motoneuron in each panel. Nunber of motoneurons in each

panel: CCS 65; CCF 60; TIB 46; SP 61; SAPH 4l-; LCS 65; J0INT 52.

The small vertical arrow indicates the time of arrival of the

afferent volleys at the cord dorsum electrode. Calibration bar

2 mY, 2 ms.

EIG 2" Example of spatial facilitation between CCF and CCS excitatory

postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in an MG motoneuron. Uppet traces

in each panel are the intracellular records; Lower ttaces, the

cord dorsum recordings. Records in A and B show effects of CCF

and CCS stimulation respectively, and consist of 5 superimposed

slreeps. Single s!ùeep records in C show that combined stimulation

of the CCF and CCS nerves produces an EPSP which is larger than

the sum of the separate effects. stlmulatíon strength is
expressed as times threshold (T) in each panel. Calibratíon

pulses 2 mY, 2 ms.

FIG 3" Averaged intracellular records from the same MG motoneuron

depicted in Fig.2. Trace C shows the effect of combined CCF and

CCS stjmulatíon at the thresholds indicated in A and B,

respectively. Cord dorstrm record of co¡nbíned st,imulation in D,

with the delay of the arrival of the CCS afferent volley at the

cord dorsun from that of CCF (nilliseconds) indicated at the far

right of the trace. The arithmetic sum of A and B is depicted in

E, and in F the difference of thís susured trace from that of
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comblned stimulation illustrates spatial facilitatíon of the

EPSP. Facilitation can be viewed differently in G, vrhere combined

and surmed records are placed in a superinposed position.

Calibration pulses 2 mV, 2 ms (4 mV, 2 ms for susmed trace in E).

FIG 4. Averaged intracellular records depicting the best examples of

spatial facilitation for each of the six conditioning nerves,

with CCS as the test nerve. In panels A-E, the combined

stimulation trace of the condition-test pair is superimposed over

the trace depicting the arithmetic addition of the effects of

separate stimulation. In each panel the trace of maximurn

depolarization represents the combined effect. Records in A and

B from the same MG motoneuron; those in C" D and E from three

other MG motoneurons. Panel F shows the extracellular record of

conbined TIB and CCS stimulation at the parameters indicated in

E, superimposed over the aritbmetic addition of separate

extracellular TIB and CCS effects. Calibration pulses 2 mV, 2 ms.

FIG 5, Intracellular records from an MG motoneuron upon stimulation of

various peripheral nerves at 2T (also at 5T for SAPH and e

stimulatíon). Lower traces in each panel are the cord dorstrm

recordings. Two different time bases of the same records are

presented for CCS, CCF, LCS, JOINT, SP and TIB stimulation.

Calibration pulses 2 mV, 2 ms.

FIG 6" Intracellu1ar records (upper traces) from

A, and from another MG motoneuron in B ,

varíous nerves at 5T. Lower traces in all
dorsum recordings. Calibration pulses 2 mV,

an MG motoneuron i.n

upon stisulation of

panels are the cord

2 ms.

spatiaL facilítationrecords depicting
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of CCS IPSPs in a SOL motoneuron (A) and an LG motoneuron (B).

Format essentially as in Fíg. 2. Calibration pulses 2 mV, 2 ms

(4 urV, Z ms for surrned trace).

8. Averaged intracellular records depicting spatial facilitaÈion

of late CCS EPSPs from an MG motoneuron in A, and from another

MG mot,oneuron ín B. Format essentially as in Fig. 2. CalÍbration

pulses 2 mV, 2 ms (4 mV, 2 ms for susmed trace).

TABLE 1" Sulur.ary of results for tests of sPatial facilitatíon-
peripheral nerves listed at far 1eft. N= number of MG motoneurons

in l¡hích postsynaptic potentials were examíned. fEP= Z of N

motoneurons in which the earliest latency effect lras an EPSP at

2 and/or 5T stimulation. LTP= Z in which only IPSPs were recorded

at 2 and 5T stimulation. ZNE= Z in which there rvas no measureable

effect at 2 ot 5T stinulatíon. n= number of motoneurons in r¿hich

spatíal facilitation of the early-latency CCS EPSP was attempted;

Zn= Z where facilit,ation was obtained. mV= average of naxinun

recorded EPSP facilitatíon in nillivolts, in ån motoneurons.

(Note for PSP data, total PSP types for TIB and LcS <L002

because of a few cells where an increase in synaptic activíty was

uninterpretable as either EPSPs or IPSPs).

T.ABLE 2" ïlpper panel susunarizes results and parameters of stimulation

for 7L successful trials of spatial facílit,ation befi,¡een CCF and

CCS EPSPs in 28 MG motoneurorrs. lnV= millivolts facÍIit.ation in

n trials. T= average threshold of stimulation in n trials. DELAY=

average delay of the arrival of the ccs afferent volley at the

cord dorsum from that of CCF, in milliseconds. .Lor¡er panel shot¡s

average central latencies of EPSPs which occurred as the first

effect of ccF or ccs stimulation at Èwice (2r) and five times
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threshold (5T); from toLal population of 70 medÍal

motoneurons. CCF 2T (nEPSP- 24); CCF 5T (nEPSP=

(nEPSP= 57); CCS 5T (nEPSP=68).

gastrocnemius

43); CCS 2T
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Tå,BLE 1. Sunmary of PSPs

c ondi ti on- t e s t pe riphe ral
and spatÍal facÍlitation for a77

netve combinations

ccs

CCF

LCS

SAPH

IID

PSPs

52

27

33

7

39

0.73

0.38

0"69

0.53

0.42

FACTLTTATTON

ãn mV

70

60

70

44

46

66

97

72

JOINT 54

13

59

50

91

19

31

14

9

2

4Z

944

743

25 28

30
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TABLE 2. StimuLatLon parameters for facíLitatíon
of CCF and CCS PSPs

<0.40
0.40<0.55
0 .55<0 . 70

>0.70

L9

19

L6

L7

2.8
3.0
2.8
2.4

L.7
1.6
1.8
1.6

3.9 ms

4.5 ms

4.6 ms

5.2 ms

AVERAGE LAÎENCIES OF EPSPs: CCF

ccs

2T ¿ 4.8 ms

5T: 4.8 ms

2! z 2.8 ms

5T: 2. 9 nns
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p.åRT III) Low threshold cutaneous reflex pathrrays to the motor nuclei

of triceps suraen in the u¡lesioned and chronic spinal cat
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1.

ST]}fr4ARY AÌ{D CONCLT'STOTIS

Postsynaptic Potentials (PSPs) røere recorded in L22 triceps surae

motoneurons of 9 chronic spínal cats (6-7 weeks post-

transection), upon electrical stimulation of the caudal and

lateral branches of the ipsilateral sural nerve (ccs and LCS

respectively). Results are compared to those from unlesíoned

animals.

wirh both twice and five times threshold (2 and 5T) CCS

stimulation, excitatory PSPs (EPSPs) occurred more frequently as

the earliest recorded effect ín medial gastrocnemr:ius (!lG) 
'

Lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and soleus (SQL) motoneurons of

chronic spinal anisals. Average latencies of EPSPs ' as well as

latencies of ínhibitory PSPs (IPSPs) recorded as the earliest

effect, were not significantly different. in the tv¡o preparations.

In all three motor nuclei of triceps surae, both EPSPs and IPSPs

increased in amplitude and rate of rise and decay. Excitation

predorrinated in the MG portion of triceps surae, as in unlesioned

animals (LaBella et 41. 1-989).

postsynaptic effects of LCS stimulatíon at both 2 and 5T were

primarily inhibitory in LG and sol, and more varíable in MG

motoneurons, of either preparation. Hovrever, in chronj.c spinal-

animals there I{ere more cells with measureable effects of LCS

stimulation, IPSPs tended to rise and decay faster, and IPSP

Latencies were significantly shorter vrith 5T stimulation (4.5 vs'

5.2 rns). Early-latency EPSPS (<6.5ms) occurred more frequently

as the first effect of LCS stimulatíon in all three motoneuron

groups.

z.

3.
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4. EPSPs in MG motoneurons produced by double shock CCS stimulatíon

were examined to determine r¿hether or not, the generally larger

EPSPs in chronic spínal ani-mals involved a co¡lcomitant decrease

in subliminal fringe interneurons along the reflex path" The

results indicate that at varíous frequencies of double shock

sti-Eìulation the total amount of depolarízatíon is greatest in

motoneurons of chronic spinal animals.

In sumary, chronic spinal preparations are characterized by an

íncreased íncidence, amplitude, and rate of rise and decay of the

earlíest sural nerve effecus in triceps surae motoneurons, with

earliest PSP latencies remaining for the most part unaltered. It
is suggested that these altered characteristics reflect enhanced

recruítment at interneuronal relays which reduces the temporal

dispersion of postsynaptic effects ín motoneurons.

5.
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TNTRODTClTON

Chronic transection of the adult masmalian spinal cord is follolqed

by a variety of reflex changes caudal to the lesion, and of these, the

increased response to muscle stretch is the most thoroughly docurnented.

By contrast, altered reflexes of cutaneous origin have undergone

relatively little invesLigation, although clinical observations in both

mafr (Kuhn 1-950; Riddoch t9L7; Walshe L9L4) and ani-mal (Afelt l-970;

Bailey et a!. 1980; Creed et aI. L932; Denny-Brown l-966; Kozak and

Westerman L966; Naftchi et al. 1980; Nesmeyanova 1959; Sherrington

l-906) clearly indícate exaggerated responses to cutaneous stjmul-ation

after chronic spínal lesions as well. Although widely accepted that

the changes in cutaneous reflexes involve centrally located mechanisms 
'

such mechanisms are not clearly defined. The incomplete descríption of

cutaneous reflex pathvrays in the intact spinal cord, and the varíety

of preparations examined r,rhich involve sub-total spinal lesions and/or

ítrmature animals, have complicated interpretatíons relevant to reflex

function in the t.ransected adult spinal cord. The reader is referred

to several excellent reviews on the subject of mechanisms underlying

structural and/or functional plasticity after central Iesions

(Goldberger and l"lurray L985; Marshall L985; Mendell 1984 ; Nícholls

L982; Tsukahara 1-981-; Wall L987).

The sural reflex pathways to triceps surae motor nuclei are used

here as a model system to assess cutaneous reflex changes after chronic

spi.nal transection for several reasons. Initíally we were motivated by

reports using unlesioned animals thaL electrical stimulation of the

caudal cutaneous branch of sural (CCS) tends to produce more excitation

in nfastn tríceps surÊe motoneurons than in nslows" (Burke et aI. J-973;

see also Burke et 41. l-970). This afforded L discrete pattern of

cutaneous ínput discernable at the intracellular level which could be
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compared in the chronic spinal preparation. This pattern has

subsequently been exanlned in acute and chronic spinal animals and was

essentially found to persist. (Baker and Chandler 1987b). However, we

remain interested in this pathway upon findíng that, CCS excitatíon is

exceedÍngly more prevalent in MG motoneurons than in SOt or LG cells,

and thus is distributed on a larger scale, in apparent disregard of

motor unit type (LaBella et al. L989). The lateral cutaneous branch of

sural (LCS) rras found in this same study to produce widespread

ínhibitory effects in these motoneurons, albeit with some excitation

which occurred rrainly in MG. Hence, we have an unusually detailed

picture of what posÈsynaptic effects to expect in the unlesioned

animal, and from which we might discern similarities and/or departures

in the chronic spinal preparation. Since CCS excitation may reflect a

"specializedn cutaneous pathway to extensor motoneurons (see Discussion

LaBella et al. 1989 ) while LCS inhibition is more characteristic of a

general nflexor reflex afferentn pattern (Eccles and Lundberg 1959a;

see also Lundberg lgTg) these pathways further provide two contrasting

types of synaptic ínput which may respond differently to chronic

spínalization.

Because of the ínherent difficulty in interpreting long-latency

effects in motoneurons, the najority of this study limits itself to

short-latency effects produced by single shock st,ímulation of the CCS

and LCS nerves. However, because of the consistency with which low

threshold CCS stimulation produces early-latency excitatory effects in

MG cells (r¡hich appear to be largely uncomplicated by hyperpolarizing

components ) , vre have also used double shock stírrul-ation to examíne

Èemporal facilitation of CCS EPSPs in a sample of MG motoneurons. This

portion of the study reflects our interest in the interneurons of this

excitatory reflex pathvray (Part, II) and prefaces a cornparison of

convergence patterns with other cutaneous reflex pathways to MG in the
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unlesioned and chronic spínal preparat.ions (Part IV). Details of the

sural/triceps surae study in unlesioned anLmals nay be referred to in

the report cíted prevíously (LaBetla et aI.1989)" Portions of the

chronic spinal data in the present report have appeared ín abstract

for¡n (LaBeIla et al. 1986).
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},{ETEODS

SpÍaalÍzatÍoa proc edure

the spinal cords of 9 adult female cats (rnean veight 2.74 kg) were

completely transected at the tr-z level using sterile techniques and

sodium pentobarbital anaesthesía (30 mg/kg íntraperitoneally,

supplemented v¡ith Halothane and nitrous-oxide/oxygen). Cords r{ere

bluntly dissected with fine forceps and visual inspection under the

dissecting microscope ensured that the rostral and caudal cord segments

v/ere completely separated. Morphine rllas given in the j¡mediate

postoperative period, and peníciltin G l¡as adminisLered for the first

five days followíng transection. No infections vrere encounÈered.

Nursing care involved twice daily manual expression of the bladder for

the 6-7 week period prior to the acute experiment.

Ðissection

Aninals v¡ere anesthetized with halothane delivered in a mixture of

oxygen and nitrous oxide. A tracheotomy was performed and one femoral

artery cannulated to monitor blood pressure. Lntravenous cannulae were

placed in forelimb veíns for drug and fluíd arlministration as well as

for slow infusion of a glucose/bicarbonate buffer. Atropíne (0.12 utg)

lras given subcutaneously and dexamethasone (4 ng) intravenously. h L¿-

, laminectomy exposed the spinal cord for intracellular recordíng and

several nerves of the left (ipsilateral) hindlimb were cut and

dissected free of surrounding tissue for subsequent stimulation on

bipolar stimulatíng electrodes. MG, LG-SOL, and SoL nerves vrere

dissected for antidromic identification of motoneurons, and it was

ensured that the SOL branch of the LG-SOL nerve T¿ras suf f iciently
dissected away to allow índependent activation of SOL efferents.

Perípheral nerves stimulated for the production of PSPs in motoneurons

include CCS and LCS; additional nerves were cut and mounted to aid in
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locating motoneuron nuclei.

p e r ì-øeat aL p ro c e d ur e

Af ter completíon of the L+-o lam:Lnectomy, halothane \,¡as

discontínued and replaced vith intravenous chloralose (40-50 ng/kg

initíal dose, increased to a Lotal dose of 60-90 lrig/kg during the

experiurent). Arterial blood pressure and end tidal expired carbon

dioxide were continuously monitored. After mounting the anj¡rals in a

Göteborg type spinal frame (Transvertex Co., Ltd., Stockholm) the

ênimaI v/as paraLyzed v¡ith gallanine triethiodide and artificially

respired, and a bilateral pneumothorax performed. Mineral oil pools

were made to prevent the híndlinb nerves and the exposed spinal cord

from drying out. Esophageal and back pool temperatures r,rere monítored

and regulated by heating lamPs.

Int raceTTuLar recordÍag

Intracellular recordings from h:¡rbar motoneurons were obtaíned using

2M potassíusr citrate microelectrodes with resistances of 2-5 Mf). The

current monitor, as well as microelectrode and cord dorsum recordings,

were arnplified and displayed at different tíme bases and were

photographed simultaneously. The cord dorsum electrode was placed on

the dorsal surface of the rríd to rostral L, spinal cord and was used to

measure the latencies of PSPs in motoneurons. Indívidual thresholds for

peripheral nerve sti¡rulation were defined as the stinulus required to

produce the first detectable deflection in the cord dorsurn electrode

recording.

Data anaT¡rsÍs

PSP composÍtes single sf{eep records of ccs or Lcs PSPs in

individual motoneurons were traced and superímposed to provide a

composite pícture of PSPs ín the MG, LG and SOL populations (Figs. 1
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and 3). For this purpose records were lirnited to cells t¡hich maintained

action potentials beLween 60 and 95mV during PSP recording, and except

for 3 of the 101 cells used for this particular analysis, no injected

current was needed t,o identify reversed PSP components. Composites (as

well as latency histograms, described belor,r) from the present chronic

spinal experiments are compared t,o the results from L0 unlesioned

anirnals in a previous report (LaBella et 41. 1989).

Latency histograms Intracellular effects in motoneurons l¡ere

photographed and PSP latencÍes measured frorn enlargements of the fihn

records. In addition, PSPs were averaged on-Iíne and stored for laÈer

analysis. Care was taken to prevent classification of reversed IPSPs

as EPSPs by either depolarizing the motoneuron with ínjected currerit

or by ascertaining that stimulation of some peripheral nerves resulted

in substantial PSPs in the hyperpolarizing dírection. PSP latencies

'were measured from the arrival of the first afferent volley at the cord

dorsusr. Effects of extracellular fields r{ere assessed by superimposing

computer averages of the potential recorded just outside the motoneuron

with intracellular records.

DoubLe shock PSPs The CCS nerve was stinulated at L.4 and 2T aL

frequencÍes of 100, ZOO, and 300 HZ bet¡veen stimulío and the effects

recorded ín a sample of MG motoneurons from each type of preparation.

Averaged records of 16 srreeps at each frequency were then stored for

later conpilation into raster plots. The unlesioned sample is drawn

from a pool of LZ animals from a previous study r,rhich employed

identical experimental conditions (Part II); these additionaL Lz

animals were only used for this portion of the present study. The

chronic spinal sample is drawn from a pool of 8 animols used in a

subsequent study (Part IV); surgical preparation of these additional

8 chronic spinal anirnals (l¡hích r¡ere also only used for this porLíon
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of the presenL st.udy) are as described above, as are the det,ails of the

acute experi-nental proeedure.
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RESIITTS

SuraL PSPs Ía trÍceps sutae motoÐ'eurons

postsynaptic potentíals were recorded in antidromícally identified

triceps surae motorieurons following single shock stirouli to either the

CCS and LCS nerve at 2 and 5T. The sample in unlesioned preParations

consists of 43 MG, 43 LG, and 29 SOL motoneurons for a total of 115;

the corresponding numbers in chronic spinal cats are 47, 48, and 27 fot

a total ot I22.

CCS PSPs: ampTÍtude aad shaPe

In order to present a general picture of CCS PSPs in the two

preparations, filn records from individual cells rùere enlarged and

traced, and superimposed r+ith records from other cells of Èhe same

motoneuron population. In Fig. 1 these composites are províded for 31

MG, 24 SOL and 34 LG motoneurons in unlesioned animels (14), and for

36 MG, 25 SOL and 40 LG in chroníc spinal animals (18). Qne record is

provided for each motoneuron aL 2 and 5T CCS stimulation; 2T composites

in lA are from a prevíous report (LaBeIIa et al. l-989). One difficulty

with this form of presentatíon v¡as to select a range of membrane

pot.entials which would provide meaningful comparison of PSPs between

cell groups and betr,¡een preparations. IPSPs are particularly sensitive

to the resting membrane potential and nay become reversed ín

motoneurons at hígh levels of membrane hyperpolarization. However,

Gustafsson and Pínter (L984) have demonstrated that action potential

amplitude is a fairly reliable index of motoneuron membrane potential"

Fig. f- includes cells which maintained action potentials between 60 and

95 nV throughout recordíng of CCS PSPs, and injectíon of depolarizing

current through the uÉcroelectrode ruas used in 3 ceIIs only. This

procedure did not appear to create any particular bias betv¡een

unlesíoned and chronic spínal preparations and thus the data in Fig.
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l- should províde a reasonable comparison of CCS PSPs ín different

motoneurons and preparations at comparable leveIs of membrane

polarization. Means, nedians and ranges of action potential ampliLudes

for all motoneuron populations are provided in the Ieft panel of Table

1.

The composites of Fig. 1 suggest several differences in CCS PSPs

of chronic spinal (lD-lF) compared to unlesioned (l-A-lC) data: fewer

motoneurons (particularly LG motoneurons ) l¡ith no effect of CCS

stimulation; increased amplitude of PSPs (especially EPSPs); and

increased rates of rise and decay for both inhibitory and excitatory

PSP components. The faster rates of PSP rise and decay appear to

shorten the time course of CCS PSPs in chronic spinal aninals; not only

are the early EPSPs ncut offn sooner by ensuing IPSPs (compare 1B and

1E), but the hyperpolarization also returns to baselíne faster.

However, despite differences in amplítude and waveform, the general

pattern of synaptic input from CCS is similar in the two preparations.

Thus, as reported for unlesioned animals (LaBeIla et al. 1989)' CCS

excitation predominates ín the MG portion of triceps surae motor nuclei

in chronic spinal animals.

CCS PSPsc TatencÍes

The histograms of Fig. 2 shor¡r the latencies of CCS PSPs in t,riceps

surae motoneurons. Because only the earliest recorded effects are

included, only one effect per cell is indícated at each stjmulation

intensity (2 and 5T). fn motoneurons of unlesioned anj-mals there was

a clear tendency for the latencies of 2T CCS EPSPs recorded in MG

motoneurons to be shorter than those recorded in LG or SOL (upper panel

2A; data from LaBella et aI. L989). In chronic spinaJ. preparations

(upper panel 28) this difference was greatly reduced by an increased

incidence of short-latency EPSPs in LG and SOL cells (and concoml'tant
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decrease in the number of LG and SOL cells rqith no measureable effect),
as v¡ell as a trend for slightly longer EPSP latencies in MG. For

example , L4Z of SOL, L4Z of LG, and 8l-Z of MG motoneurons had 2T EPSP

Iatencies <3.0 ms in unlesioned data; corresponding values in the

chronic spinal sample were 262, 339, and 66å" The average latency of

2.9 ms in all motoneurons of the chronic spinal sample compared to 2.6

ms for unlesioned is significant wíth p <.00L (Student's t-test). Htren

the stimulus íntensity was raised to 5T (lower panels Fig. 2) the

incidence of EPSP latencies <3.0 ms increased in all three motoneuron

groups and in both unlesioned and chronic spinal preparations; values

are 21-2, of SOL, L6Z of LG and 852 of MG ce1ls in unlesioned data;

corresponding values in chronic spinal data are 542,582, and 932.

Average latencies of 5T EPSPs in aI1 motoneurons were not significantly
different in the two preparations (2.8 ms ín unlesioned; 2.6 ms in

chronic spinal).

INot.e: Because average CCS EPSP latencies with 5T stimulation are noL

significantly dífferent, wê cannot conclude the small (0.3 ms)

difference wíth 2T stí-nulatíon implies a change ín transmissíon time

through the minímum pathlength. This dífference with 2T stimulatíon is

likely due to measurement errors introduced by the difficulty ín

measuring snall anplitude, siowly rising EPSPs i.n unlesioned ani-maIs,

r¡here even r,¡ith the aid of extracellular fiel-d potentials, latency

decisions must sometimes be mnde on the basis of depolarization

amplitude (approximately > 0.3-0.4nV). l

A minimum latency of 1.5 ms for excitation in both preparations

is consistent with other reports (e.9. Pinter et, al. 1982; R. Burke

personal comrunication; Omeniuk et al . 1986 ) . However, âS Fig. 2

indicates, EPSP latencies were usually considerably longer than this

and values of L.5-2 ms were measured more often in motoneurons of
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unlesioned than chronic spinal preparations. This apPears to be largely

due to the reduction in the number of EPSPs recorded before 2 ms in I'fG

cells. Howevero the average latencies of EPSPs in Fig. 28 for MG

motoneurons only, are 2.7 ms for 2T and 2.5 ms for 5T (not indicated

in the figure). These averages are identical to those obtained from 70

MG motoneurons in eight chronic spínal cats used in a separate study

in this laboratory. Because 23 of. these 70 cells had CCS EPSPs ( 2.5ms,

v¡e do not believe there is evidence in Fig.2B for a decrease in the

actívity of the shortest-latency pathrÀrays frour CCS afferents to MG

motor nuclei.

Average latencies of IPSPs were not significantly different

between the tv¡o preparatj-ons although IPSPs occurríng as the first
effect of CCS sti¡rulation did appear Iess freguently in chroníc spínal-

anj-urals (lower panels in 2T and 5T histograms of Fig.2). This latter

observation is probably directly due to the fact EPSPs frequently

replaced IPSPs as the first measureable effect in LG and SOL

motoneurons. On the other hand, an IPSP was rarely the first effect

recorded in an MG motoneuron in eíther preparation; in fact occurring

only once at 2T stimulation in unlesioned animals. Also coûxnon to the

two preparatíons was the observation that early-latency IPSPs \{ere

never followed by subsequent depolarization (in the first 20-30 ns).

Thus, while both latencies and patterns of the earliest CCS PSPs in
triceps surae motoneurons are largeJ-y unchanged by the transection

procedure, PSPs are characterized by an overall increase in incídence

r¡hich includes earlíer excitation and less inhibitíon of LG and SOL

motoneurons.

LCS PSPsr ampTÍtude ar.d shape

The cornposÍtes of LCS PSPs illustrated in Fig. 3 were made

according to the sasle conditions described for composites of CCS PSPs.
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Ðata from unlesíoned anímaIs are depicted in panels A, B and C; data

from chronic spinal aninals in D, E and F. Action potential amplitudes

for records in each of these panels are provided at the right of Table

1.

In triceps surae motoneurons of chronic spinal ani¡nals, LCS EPSPs

and IPSPs appeared more frequently, and IPSPs had faster rates of rise

and decay. There was also a greater incidence of LCS effects, and an

average increase in the amplitude of PSPs, particularly IPSPs. For

example, many of the largest aurplitude LCS IPSPs in unlesioned anj:oaIs

were obtained in only 1 of the l-0 animals investigated (see LaBeIla et

al. 1989), while more frequently, Lhere was little or no effect of LCS

stimulation seen (number of flat lines in Fig. 3 A, B, C). This

contrasts sharply with results from 9 chronic spinal preparations where

there were relatívely few motoneurons without LCS PSPs, and the IPSPs

\¡rere of more consístent arnplitude (3 D, E, F). The generally faster

rise and decay rates of LCS ïPSPs is similar to that seen with effects

of CCS stimulation (Fig.1), where the time course of PSPs is both

sharper and shorter in chronic spinal animals. tCS EPSPs, whíle less

consístent in waveform, amplitude and incidence than CCS EPSPs u

occurred more frequently ín chronic spinal preparations. Inhibition'
however, remained the dorr:Lnant overall effect of LCS sti-mulation in

triceps surae motor nuclei.

LCS PSPs: Tatencies

Latencies of the earliest PSPs in triceps surae motoneurons are

reported for LCS stimulatíon at 2 and 5T in Fig. 4. Figure 4A is

reproduced directly from the previous report (LaBella et al. 1989)'

while 48 consists of data from L13 motoneurons in chronic spinal-

animals. The upper panels of 4A and 48 depict the latencies of LCS PSPs

evoked by 2T sti-nulation; lower panels those by 5T. Cells with effects
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at both 2 and 5T stinulation intensities are thus represent.ed in both

upper and lower panels, with nno effectn referring to results at 5T

(NE. see boxed inset).

Comparison of LCS histograms in 4A and 48 indicate that chronic

spinal section led to an increased incidence of early-latency EPSPs and

fpSps in all three motoneuron groups. The increase in excitation ís

particularly evident with 5T stimulation (lower histograms) where the

incidence of EPSPs observed as the first effect in motoneuroris

increased from 8Z (44) to 332 (48). Note that over half of these EPSPs

were measured in MG moto¡leurons. IPSPs, the most prominent early

effects of LCS sLímulation in both preparations, show a decrease in

average latency which ís significant for 5T stj¡rulation (4.5 ms

compared to 5.2 ms in unlesj.oned data; p <.001-), and there is less

scatter of IPSP latencies about the mean. Overall, Lhe increased

incidence of PSPs is most pronounced in the MG population (compare

number of nno effectsn in boxed j-nsets; NE); particularly evident with

the lower (2T) stimulation strength.

Double shock CCS PSPs

Averaged PSPs in MG motoneurons produced by double shock

stimulation of CCS are shown in the raster plots of Figs. 5 and 6. This

anal.ysis attempts to address the guestion of whether or not the

larger/sharper PSPs in chronic spinal animnls produced by single-shock

stimulation (Figs. I and 3) reduced the number of subliminal frínge

ínterneurons (Denny-Brown and Sherrington f928) aveilable for a second

stímulus. Early-latency CCS EPSPs in MG were specifically selected for

this study because they constitute a relatively consistent postsynapLic

effect from cell to cell, and at loq' stimulation intensitíes are not

usually followed by hyperpolarizing potentials (which will obscure

temporal facilitation of depolarizing components ) .
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Figure 5 depicts results rqith 1.4T stimulation ín six raster

plots (1.4T was found to be the average threshold for production of CCS

EPSPs in MG motoneurons of unlesioned preparations). Records in A, B,

and C are from 30 MG motoneurons in chronic spinal animals (one record

per motoneuron); records in D, E, and F are from 24 MG cells of

unlesíoned aníma1s. Records consist of l-6-srveep averages with double

shocks at l-00 Hz (A,D) o 2OO Hz (B,E) and 300 Hz (C,F) and rsere ranked

in each raster approxinately according to amplitude. Note that EPSPs

produced by the first shock are generally smaller in D, E and F than

in 4,, B and c. Thus, sj-nilar to results for 2 and 5T, stimulation of

CCS at 1.4T produces greater excitatory effects Ín MG motoneurons of

chronic spinal animals (compare Fig. 2A and 2D). Hov¡ever, the effect

of a second shock in Fig. 5 also tends to be bigger in chronic spinal

animals, suggesting that the larger EPSPs produced by a single shock

do not compromise the subliminal fringe population for a second

stimulus. In theory this could be achieved by a reduced refracÈoriness

of interneuron firing ín the chroníc spínal preparation and/or a change

in the membrane time constant of spínal interneurons (see Discussion).

Because 300 Hz st.i¡rulation is relatively íneffective in facilítating

EPSPs in chronic spinal animals (compare 5C to 5A and B), this nay

describe the limits of such reduced refractoriness.

Figure 6 depicts averaged PSPs in MG cells produced by double-

shock CCS stímulation at 2T; format is identical to that of Fig. 5.

Essentially, Lhe differences betrveen unlesioned (D, E and F) and

chronic spinal data (A,, B and C) persist, with overall depolarization

produced by double stimuli being larger ín motoneurons of the latter"

However, it is noted that actual "facilitationn of EPSPs produced by

the first shock is not visibly greater in the chronic spínal data (also

true in Fíg. 5). This is not surprÍsing gíven that relatÍvely weak PSPs
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in motoneurons of unlesioned ani¡nals might be expected to involve a

relatívely greater sublíminal fringe. Nonethelesso it is clear that

both the first and second shocks to the CCS nerve are capable of

producing larger anplitude effects in MG motoneurons of chronic spinal

animals. It is worth noting thaÈ the largest PSPs in unlesíoned animals

(D, E and F in both Fig. 5 and 6) are generally well-facilitated by the

second shock, thus appearing much like EPSPs Ln chroníc spiaal ani-mals.

These few ínstances of substant,ially large EPSPs are from only I of the

l-2 unlesioned anínals used in this portion of the present study; an

animal- whích had Iow blood Pressure and spinal edena early on ín the

experiment. this suggests the possibility that altered transmission

through interneuronal relays in the chronic spínal animal lnay not

involve a structural change ín the nunber or arrangemerit of synaptic

contacts along the reflex PathwaY
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In srr-rønry, sural PSPs recorded in triceps surae motoneurons of

the chloralose-anesthetized preparation are altered by chronic spinal

transection. In chronic spinal animals they are characterized by a

faster rate of rise and decay which decreases their duration, and by

an overall increase in arnplitude and incidence. This ís also the case

for PSPs produced by both single and double shock CCS stimulatj.on at

1ow strengths of afferent sti-urulat,ion (L.4T). Latencies of sural PSPs

are for the most part unaltered. Because the general pattern of

synaptic input from both CCS and LCS ís very similar in unlesioned and

chroníc spinal preparations, a greater incidence of PSPs and changes

in PSP qraveform are consistent not with the appearance of novel

pathways from sural afferents, but with changes in transm-ission through

pre-exísting interneuronal paths. The idea that transmission is altered

through mechanisms presynaptic to motoneurons is supported by the

observation that passive electrical properties of motoneurons (input

resistance and electrotonic length) are largely unchanged six weeks

after chronic spinal transection (S. Hochsnn and D. Mc0rea, personal

cormunication; see also Baker and Chandler 1987a, b). -

The general increase in amplitude and incidence of sural PSPs

must be considered carefully, since amplitude, 8S well as the

excitatory/inhibítory balance of polysynaptic PSPs produced by a

varieÈy of peripheral afferents, including cutaneous afferent.s, is
highly preparatíon-dependent (e.9. Eccles and Lundberg 1959a). Thus,

while cutaneous-evoked PSPs in ipsilateral extensor motoneurons are

often predominantly inhibitory in acute spinal animåls (Eccles and

Lundberg 1959a; our ovrn observations), it ís interesting that both CCS

(sural) IPSPs and EPSPs in ipsilateral triceps surae motoneurons have

been reported to be larger in chronic spína1 ani$Âls than in acute
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spinal preparations (Baker and Chandter L987b). However, 8s mentíoned

earlier, nany of the largest sural PSPs (excítatory and inhibitorY) in

the present data from unlesioned ani-nals were obtained in only l of,the

10 anirnals investigated (for data in Figs. I-4; see also LaBella et a1.

1989). In addition, this was the only animal with CCS EPSPs in LG

motoneurons viÈh latencies <3.0 ms. This is an important observation

because it suggests that the nwíringn is norrnally present for

relatively large (and early) EPSPs and IPSPs in the anesthetized cord-

íntact ani¡ral , but that these are more frequent,ly observed in the

anesthetized chronic spinal preparat.ion. It, shouLd be noted that an

increased incidence of CCS (sura1) EPSPs in MG motoneurons after

chronic spinalization motoneurons has been prevíously documented (Mayer

et a1. 1984), but PSP amplitudes were not reported by these authors.

It is ínreresring that LCS IPSPs evoked with 5T stimulation had

significantly shorter central latencies ín chronic spinal aninals

(lower panels Fig. 4). Because of the large number of LCS IPSPs

recorded in all three motor nuclei of both preparations, and because

of the magnitude of the decrease in average latency (0.7 üs), we

believe thís suggests enhanced transmission through a subset of

parallel inhibÍtory pathl,Iays from LCS afferents, rather than the

appearance of LCS inhibitory pathvays contaÍning fewer interneurons

(also note clustering of IPSP latencies around the mean; 5T panel' Fig.

4B). lfhile low nunbers of CCS IPSPs in both unlesioned and chronic

animals, and 1ow numbers of LCS EPSPs in unlesisnsd gnìmnls, do not

allov¡ meaningful comparison of central latencies between preparations n

the question arises as to why latencies of LCS IPSPs and not CCS EPSPs

are shortened. It is possible that thís reflects a greater degree of

descending convergence upon the longer inhibitory reflex pathway in the

intact animal, which consequently nagnifies the effect of spinal

lesíons upon synaptic transm:ission. Evidence for pot,ent supraspinal
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congrol of ínhibitory pathways from cutaneous afferents to extensor

motoneurons is abundant; both índirect evidence from observations of

motoneuron PSPs in animals v¡ith various segmental and suprasegmental

lesions (e.g. Eccles and Lundberg 1-959a,b; Holmqvist and Lundberg l-961-;

Schomburg and Steffens 1986; see also Engberg 1964), as well as direct

evidence on the effects of stimulating the dorsal reticulospinal system

(Engberg et al. l_968i see also Burke et al. l-973), rubrospinal (e.g

llongo et al. 1969; Pinter et 41. L982), and corticospinal tracts (e.g.

Lundberg and Voorhoeve 1962; Pínter et al. 1982). Furthernore, removal

of descending systems which exert toníc levels of inhibitory control

in the anesthetized unlesioned ani¡ral, nay also serve to increase

transmission through segmental refi-ex pathways in the anesthetized

chronic spinal animal. Lundberg has reported on one such tonic control

system operating in the dorsolateral funículus (see Lundberg l-982).

Thus, whíle descending convergence with the LCS inhibit'ory pathnay to

ankle extensor motoneurons has not specifícally been reported upon, the

long latency of this pathway (see Fig. 4) would allow ample oPportunity

,for 
interneuronal convergence with a variety of descending systems.

Although there is an increased incidence of sural excitatory

effects in triceps surae motoneurons, ín particular ruíth LCS

stimulation, it is more tikely that this reflects enhanced transmission

through normally weak excitatory pathways, rather than a reorganization

of last-order excitatory projections to these cells. In support of

this, is the general observation that Patterns of sural synaptic input

are si¡rilar in the unlesíoned and chroníc spinal preparations. Thus,

in both preparations CCS stimulation produces a predosLinance of EPSPs

ín MG motoneuroris, and more variable, often inhibitory, effects in LG

and SOL cells. Slmilarly, ín both preparations LCS stimulation produces

predominantly IPSPs in LG and SOL cells, and more variable, frequently

excitatory, effects in MG cells. Thus, while various forms of neuronal
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plasticity may be proposed to explain the prÍmarily quantitative

changes in PSPs, the íntegrity of synaptic Patterns as well as

observations of large post-synapt.íc effects in tr¡¡o unlesioned animals

of a total twenty-two (data from one ¿nimnt íncluded in Figs. 1-4, end

from the other in Figs. 5 and 6) suggest caution in making such

proposals. Horvever, even rlrhen exceptionally large PSPs are present' in

unlesioned animals, they do not have the fast rise and decay

characteristics of PSPs in chroníc spinal animals (see Fig. 1). This

then, is evidence that some degree of PSP enhancemerit in the latter

preparations is derived from a mechanism v¡hich requires some time to

develop after transection. For example, if EPSPs ín interneurons also

have faster rising phases in chronic spinal anímals, ínterneuronal

thresholds mey be reached sooner, and could result in faster' more

synchronous PSPs in motoneurons. This could be the result of either a

change in the membrane tine constant of ínterneurons, or a change in

the time course of synaptic transmission at ínterneuronal relays. 0n

the other hand, threshold itself could be decreased in the interrleurons

by faster rising EPSPs, if recent evidence for the effect of EPSP slope

on motoneuron thresholds (Gustafsson and McCrea 1984) also applies to

interneurons. Alternatively, Ê reduced refractoriness of interneuronal

firing could be expected to result in a faster barrage of excitatory

inputs to interneurons or motoneurons; and/or more synchronous

excitatory inputs to these ce1ls. A reduced refractoriness is certainly

consistent with the present finding that a second shock to the CCS

nerve stil1 produces larger EPSPs Ín MG motoneurons of chronic spinal

animals. The point is that the loss of descending convergence and/or

modulation of interneuronal pathways may result in eltered

interneuronal activity which does not, necessarily involve structural

change in the nunber, kind, or locatíon of axonal t,er¡uinals in the

reflex path; and the cumulative effect of such altered activity through

polysynaptic chains nay be a significant, increase in the amplítude' as
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vÍell ss rise and decay characteristics, of PSPs in rnotoneurons.

A.felt (1970) reported that weak tactile stimulatíon of the skin

over the extensor muscles in chronic spinal adult cats usually evoked

no response when a single stimulus was applied, and a slor¿ extension

of the knee, ankle, or all joints together when repetitive sti¡rulation

was applied. Weak pínch of the skin over MG evoked ankle extensíon

during knee flexion and duríng whole linb extension; and rarely, a

flexion of all joints in the limb was observed. Tapping of IIG through

the skin evoked extension of the ankle followed by slow extension of

the entire lfunb. These observations are essentially in accord with

Hagbarth's scheme for excitatory reflexes in MG from the skin afferents

overtying it which are largely j.nnervated by the CCS nerve (Hagbarth

1952). In our olen chronic spinal cats, we observed that light touch to

various regions of the hindlinb skin (including the region over the

heel and calf innervated by CCS ) could produce rapid and repet,itive

reflex movements of the entire limb. Slor¿ and powerful reflex movements

were most often produced by stímuli to skin of the distal extremities.

Our general observations for stimulation of the medíal calf skin are

in accordance with that described by Afelt.

That EPSPs produced by L.4T CCS stj¡rulation r{ere enhanced in

chronic spinal ani¡aIs of the present study is of particular interest

in the context of behavíor. In a few MG motoneurorÌs of both unlesioned

and chronic spinal preparatlons, trÍals of temporal facilítation had

to be abandoned when inhibitory components in the PSP produced by the

first shock to GCS, obscured EPSPs evoked by the second shock. However,

a more frequent observation was that at both L.4 and 2T intensities,

double shocks to CCS resulted in motoneuron firíng; much more so in

chronic spinal animals than in unlesionedo and at 1.4T, only in chronic

spinal preparations (examples not included in Figs. 5 and 6)- thus,
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multi-shock electrical actÍvation of low threshold afferents in CCS

results in motoneuron recruitmenL more often ín chronically Lransected

animals. This ln turn may have functional ímplications for the

asynchronous volleys produced by natural cutarieous stimulation.

Siurilar to Denny-Brown's arguments concerning the recovery of

segmental reflexes from spinal shock (Denny-Brown f966), it is

important to make a distinctíon between functional and structural

reflex pathology when describing altered cutaneous reflexes in the

chronic spínal animal. Because the chronic spinal model for studying

segmental reflexes has neither the complexity of spinal integration

wíth higher centers, as in the intact animal, nor the effects of post-

lesion trauma, as in the acute spÍnal preparation, we cannot use

preparation differences in reflex effects to assuute the presence of an

underlying structrlral paÈhology for cutaneous hyperreflexia. A recenÈ

review by Wal1 addresses the issue that evidence of morphological

change is generally missíng to nexplain slow changes following darnage

to the adult central nervous systemn (I{a11 L987). Varíous forms of

neuronal plasticity after a varíety of types of chroníc lesions have

been identifíed (for e.g. axonal sproutíng, unnasking of latent

synapses, neurochemical changes etc. . . ; see Goldberger and Murray 1985;

Marshall 1985; Nicholls 1982; Tsukahara L98i-; Wall 1987), but evidence

that such plasticÍty is responsible for altered reflex funct,ion in the

fuIly transected spinal cord is still missing. Thus, with respect to

the present results, we propose that faster/larger sural PSPs ín

motoneurons of chronic spinal anìmnls can be explaíned by aLtered

activity in interneuronal relays; which does not necessarily inply a

structural change in the nr¡mber or arrangement of synaptic contacts

along the reflex path. Aclcnowledging that this study has been concerned

l¡ith subthreshold events in motoneurons, T{e suggest that such altered

activlty in excitatory sural pathlrays nay facilitate motoneuron
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recruitment l-n the chronic spinal. anJmnl; especially when added t,o the

actívíty of other segmental excitatory inputs. The observation that

sural IPSPs are generally larger and decay faster, could mean that

recruitment 1s also turned off faster by more powerful inhibitory

inputs from cutaneous reflex Pathways in these animals.

The accompanying report (Part, IV) uses the indirect technique of

spatial facilitatíon (Lundberg L975) to compare convergence on the CCS

excitatory pathway to MG motoneurons by other cutaneous afferents in

unlesioned and chronic spinal animals (unlesioned data from Part II).

As Lhe results in Part IV will show, sPatial facilitation is more

easily demonstrated after chronic spinal transection for a variety of

convergent afferenL systems. In a similar vein to the discussion above,

we believe this can be explained by enhanced transmission through pre-

existing convergent relays, and that qualitative structural

reorganization of synapses is not necessarily implied. -
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T.åBLE ÅND FTGI]RE LEGEMÐS

i-" Postsynaptíc potentials (PSPs) recorded in tríceps surae

motoneurons upon single shock stímulat.ion of the CCS nexve aL 2

and 5T. Enlarged photographíc records of CCS PSPs l-n indívidual

mot.oneurons were t,raced and superimposed. Ta each panel (A-F)

there ís one trace per motoneuron at each stímulus intensity.

Traces in A, B and C from unlesioned ani¡rals; in D, E and F from

chronic spinal animals. Number of PSPs (i. e. number of

motoneurons) and actíon potential amplitudes in Table L. Smal1

vertical arrow indicates time of arrival of the CCS afferent

volley at the cord dorsun electrode. MG, medial g¿strocnemius;

SOL, soleusi LG, lateral gastrocnemius.

FÏ:G 2- Latencies of the earlíest PSPs produced by 2T (upper histograms)

and 5T (lower histograms) single shock stimulat.ion of the CCS

nerve in unlesioned (A) and chronic spinal (B) ani-nals. S,

soleus; L, lateral gastrocnemius; M, medial gastrocnemius. Nr:mber

of motoneurons in A¡ S, n=29; L, n=43; M, n=43; in B: S, n-Z7i

L, n=48; ![, n=47. A few cells were not tested with 5T

stímulation" otherwise tbe total n in each preparatíon

corresponds to the boxed inset under 2T. NE, no effect at each

stimulation strength. Arrows poínt to mean latencies of EPSPs

or IPSPs

FIG 3. PSPs recorded ín triceps surae motoneurons upon 2 and 5T LCS

stimulation. Details as for Fig. 1. Nunber of PSPs (i.e. ntuber

of motoneurons) and action potential amplitudes ín Table 1.

FIG 4. Latencies of the earliest, PSPs produced by 21 (upper histograms)

and 5T (lower histograms) single shock stimulatioa of t'he Lcs
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nerve ín unlesioned (A) and chronic spinal (B) aninals. S'

soleus; Lu lateral gastrocnemius; l.{,0 medial gastrocnemius. Number

of motoneurons in A: S, n=28; L, n=43; M, n=36; in B: S, n=26;

L, n=47 ¡ M, n=40. Cells in which PSPs v¡ere produced at 5T but not

2T appear in lower hist,ogram only. Cells 1n v¡hich PSPs were

recorded following both 2 and 5T stimulation are plotted ín both

sets of histograms. NE, no effect at 5T stimulation. Arrows

point to mean latencles of EPSPs or IPSPS.

FIG 5. Àveraged PSPs (16 sweeps) in nedial gastrocnemius motorieurons

produced by f.4T stimulatíon of the CCS nerve with double shocks

at L00 Hz (A and D); 200 Hz (B and E); 300 Hz (C and F). Records

in A, B and C from chronic spinal (CS) snimnls; in D, E and F

from unlesíoned (IIL) animnls. Ticks on left side of each record

mark the arrival of the fírst CCS afferent volley at, the cord

dorsum electrode. Ntinber of records (i.e. number of motoneurons)

in A, B and C, 30; number in D, E and 8,24,

FIG 6. Averaged PSPs in medial gastrocnemius motoneurons produced by

ZT stimuLation of the CCS nerve with double shocks. Detaíls as

in Fig. 5. Nr:mber of records (í.e. number of motoneurons) in A

and C, 31; in B, 30; in D, E and F' 28"

TÅ3tE 1. AcÈion potential amplitudes Ln triceps surae motoneurons

averaged from those recorded just before and after collecting CCS

and LCS PSPs. Anplitudes are expressed as mean/median with the

range direct,ly below. Values ln A-F of left and right' panels

correspond Lo motoneuron populations in A-F of Figs. 1 and 3'

respectively. Number of motoneurons in which sction potentía1s

'were measured: CCS (Fig.L) Ao n=31[29]; Bu n=24i Co n-34; D,

n=36[30]; E, n-25t241; F, n-40. tcs (Fig.3) A, n-25; B, n=23;
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C, n=32i

slightly
chronic

D, n-30;

reduced

spLnal.

Eo n=23; F, n*37; square

n for CcS PSPs at 5T"

brackets indicat.e a

tIL, unlesioned; CS o
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TÅBLE L. Action-poteatÍal aøpTitudes of cel-Is

with records Ín Flgs" 7 and 3

CCS PSPs" mV LCS PSPsu mV

SOL

UL CS

AD
77 l80 77 l80
61-95 60-95

BE
76177 77 178

60-92 60-95

CF
77178 76176
60-95 60-93

UL CS

¿.D
76178 78/80
60-88 60-93

BE
73173 77180

60-92 60-95

GF
7s l7e 7617s
60-90 60-93
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PÄRT IV) Segmental convergence uPoD a

cutaneous reflex PathwaY

motoneurons" i-n the chronic

1o¡r threshold" excitatory

to nedial gastrocnemius

spi-nal cat
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1.

SI]MMARY .AND COT{CLUSIONS

The technique of spatíal facili.tation (Lundberg 1975) was used

as an indirect test of interneuronal convergence between several

hindlinb reflex pathways producing shorÈ-latency excitatory

postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in medial gastrocnemius (MC)

motoneurons. Results are frorn 64 MG cells in 8 chronic spína1

adult cats (6-7 weeks post-transectíon), and are compared to

previous results (Part II) obt,ained in ani:nals v¡ith intact spinal

cords.

2. Low threshold test stimuli (electrical) llere applied to the

caudal cutaneous sural nerve (CCS); conditioning stimuli to the

lateral cutaneous sural (LCS), caudal cutaneous femoral (CCF) 
'

superfícía| peroneal (SP), saphenous ($APH), posterior tÍbía]

(TIB), and posterior articular (JOINT) nerves.

3. As reported for unlesioned anj¡raLs (Part II), facilitation of CCS

EPSPs in MG was more readily obtained with conditioning

stjmulatíon of the CCF nerve than r¡ith the other peripheral

nerves examined. However, the average condition-test delay needed

to optimíze this facilitation decreased in the chronic spinal

preparation by approximately 4.8 ms. This observation is most

likely related to the observed decrease of 1.8 ms in the average

central latency of ccF EPSPs in MG cells (3.0 ms in chronic

spínal animals compared to 4.8 ms in unlesioned).

4. In general, spatial facilitation of CCS EPSPs r{as more readlly

obtained in chronic spinal animals than ín unlesioned animals,

with most of the peripheral nerves used for conditioning

stimulation. I{hile amplitudes of facilitation were only slightly
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Larger among this increased íncidence of faciliLation, delays

between condlt,íon ênd tesg stimuli were generally shorter; most

dramatically in the csse of ccF condit,ioning. Results are

discussed in the contexe of enhanced transmission through

Ínterneuronal relays caudal to chronic spinal lesions.
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II{TRODTCTTOT{

I{e previously reported that the pattern of postsynaptic

potentials (PSPs) in tríceps surae motoneurons produced by lorc

threshold sural nerve sti.utulation eras essentially unchanged by chronic

spinalízatíon (Part III; see also Baker and Chandler 1987), but that

sural PSPs occurred more frequently, tended tov¡ards greater amplitudes,

and had faster rates of rise and decay. This suggests that in animals

which are 6-7 weeks post-transection, there are quantitative changes

in synaptic transmission through qualítatively unchanged cutaneous

reflex paths. Because passive electrical properties of triceps surae

motor¡eurons are also largely unchanged ín 6-7 week chronic spinal

anímals, the mechanisms responsíble for altered sural PSP

characterístics probably occur at sites presynaptic to the motoneurons

(see discussion Part III), and likely involve enhanced transmission

through interneuron relays.

This implication of enhanced transmission through spinal

interneurons prompted the present study of convergence betrn¡een

segmental reflex pathr¡¡ays to motoneurons of chronic spínal animals. 0n

the one hand, largerifaster sural PSPs suggest that normally weak

convergence onto cutaneous reflex pathways by other cutaneous (or non-

cutaneous) afferent systems måy now be strengthened through a general

enhancement of interneuronal transmission in segments caudal to the

lesion. On the other hand, the relative integrity of the pattern of

sural PSPs among ankle extensor motoneurons speaks to an enormous

capacíty of the spinal cord to conserve its synaptic organíz¿tion after

chroníc central lesíons, and the degree of convergence between pathÌ{ays

nay be largely unchanged.

The present j.nvestigation ín animals 6-7 ¡reeks post,-transectíon,
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explores the paLtern of convergence from various hindlimb afferents

(nostly cutaneous) upon the short-latency excítatory pathvray from the

caudal cutaneous branch of the sural nerve (CCS) to MG motoneurons" I{e

are interested 1n this particulsr excitatory pathway because ín both

unlesioned (LaBella et al. 1989) and ehronic spinal anjmals (Part IIT)'

low threshold, short-latency CCS excitation is greatest in the MG

portion of the triceps surae motor nuclei. A simìlar survey using

unlesioned anisnls suggested a relatively restricted convergence by

caudal cutaneous femoral afferents (CCF) conpared to a variety of other

afferent nerves examined (Part II), and the results are rlor,{ compared

beÈween the two PreParations.
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}4ETEODS

The spinal cords of I adult fenale cats (mean vreight 2. t-3 kg)

were completely transected et the Lr-, level 6-7 weeks príor to the acute

experjment. Details of the spinalization procedure, as well as details

of drug administration and preparation of peripheral nerves for lhe

acute experíment as in the preceding report (Part ITI). Results are

compared to those from the 12 unlesioned anímals used in Part II.

Dissection aad recording procedures

The MG nerve was dissected and stimulat.ed for antidromic

identífication of motoneurons along with other hindlimb muscle nerves

used to aid in locating tfG motor nuclei. Perípheral nerves dissected

and stimulated for examining PSPs ín motoneurons include the caudal and

lateral branches of the cutaneous sural nerve (CCS and LCS

respectivety); the caudal cutaneous femoral nerve (CCF); the saphenous

nerve (SAPH) taken approxinately one cenÈi¡eter above the level of the

knee; the posterior tibial nerve (TIB), distal to t'ibíal branches to

triceps surae, plantaris, flexor digitorum and hallucis longus muscles;

the superfícíal peroneal nerve (SP); and the posterior articular rlerve

(JOINT). AIf preparatíon for the acute experiment was conducted using

halothane delívered in a mixture of oxygen and nitrous oxide.

Chloralose anesthesía (40-50 ng/kg initíal dose, increased to a total

dose of 60-90 EIg/kg) 1qas then used during data collection.

Intracellular recordings were obtained usíng ZM potassium citrate

microelectrodes; all intracellular and cord dorsum recordings !¡ere

photographed from the oscilloscope and digitized (20 Kflz) in the

computer. Thresholds for peripheral nerve sti¡rulatíon erere determined

by the stimulus required to just produce a deflection in the cord

dorsu¡r electrode recording.
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Ðata aaalysis: h.istograms and camposìtes

Intracellular effects in motoneurons were photographed and used

to measure PSP latencies. Latencies were measured from the arrival of

the first afferent volley at the cord dorsum, and care was taken to

prevent classífication of reversed inhibitory PSPs (IPSPs) as EPSPs by

either depolarizing the motoneuron with injected current or by

ascertaining that stimulation of some peripheral nerves resulted in

substantial PSPs in Lhe hyperpolarizing direction. Effects of

extracellular fields were assessed by superimposing computer averages

of the potential recorded just outside the motoneuron with

intracellular records .

Single sweep records of postsynaptic effects in individual MG

cells were traced from film enlargements and superimposed to provide

a composite picture of each peripheral nerve's effects in the entire

MG motoneuron sample. These composites are presented in Fig. 1 for

twice and five times threshold stimulation of perípheral nerves (2 and

5T), and are compared to simílar composítes made from L2 unlesioned

anímals from another study (presented in Part II for 2T stimulation

only). Care was taken to ensure that composites from the chronic spinal

and unlesíoned MG populations, as well as composites for the different

peripheral nerves within these populations, were not biased by

differences in motoneuron membrane resting potentíal.

SpatÍaL faciTÍtatÍoa technique

The spatial facilítation technique (Lundberg L975) was used to

compare the effect on individual MG motoneurons of combined stimulation

of two nerves at a fixed detay with the algebraic sum of their effects

upon separate stímulation. In all examples of the present sttldy, CCS

EPSPs in MG motoneurons comprise the test response o which ís

conditioned by CCF, LCS, SAPH, SP, lIB or JOINT stimulation; and the
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condition-test deJay refers to the delay of the arrival of the CCS

afferent volley at the cord dorsum elecLrode from that of the

conditioning nerve volley. StjJoulí were delívered in t'he order of

conditíon, test, then condition-test, and collected in an alternating

method of storage. Averaged intracellular records from condition and

test responses were subsequently added together (usually I or 16 sweeps

per average), and this nsu¡rredn record was subtracted from the combined

condition-test response to estimate the presence and degree of

facilitation (see Fig. 3). Except in the case of TIB stimulation,

extracellular field potentials were usually insignificant at the low

stímulus intensitíes used here for facilitation trials. EPSPs were

considered to be spatially facilitated when the effect Tlras repeatable

on separate trials; substantially greater than any negative deflections

occuring in the calculated ndifferencen trace; and substantially

greater than extracellular fields examined after removal of the

microelectrode to an extracellular location.
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RESTILTS

Intracellular records were obtaíned from 70 MG motoneurons of

unlesioned animnls, and from 64 MG motoneurons of chronic spinal

animals. PSPs evoked with 2 and 5T stimulation of peripheral (nainly

cutaneous) hindlinb nerves, were examined and compared betr"¡een the tl¡o

preparations. In addition, the spatial facilitation technique was used

Lo examine the segmental convergence of these nerves onto the low

threshold excitatory CCS pathway to MG motoneurons in chronic spinal

animals, and the results are compared to those obtained in unlesioned

aninals (Part II).

PSPs in medial gasttocnpmìus motoneurons

Figure 1- depicts composite records of PSPs from unlesioned (14)

and chronic spinal animals (IB). The figure is íntended to catalogue

the types of pSps produced in MG by the different afferent nerves used

in trial-s of spatial facilitation in the two preparations. In each

panel of Fig. 1, film records from individual motoneurons were

enlarged, traced, and superimposed wíth traces from other motoneurons.

For example, the 65 traces in the CCS panel of 1A are from 65 different

MG motoneurons of unlesÍoned animals, recorded at both 2 and 5T CCS

stimulation. SÍ-uritarly, in the CCS panel of tB there are 62 traces at

each stímulus intensity from 62 l'fG motoneurons of chronic spinal

animals. The sslallest sample of moÈoneurons tested is for SAPH PSPs in

1A 1n= 41). Records in 1A and 18 are from motoneurons r,¿ith similar

average action potential amplitudes which !¡ere recorded just before and

after collecting the PSPs (urean/median mV: lA(n= 70) 7].170 ¡ 18(n= 64)

72172). This includes 5 cells in lA and 4 cells in 18 vrhere

depolarizing current was injected to overcome reversed IPSPs. In these

9 cells, PSPs produced by all nerves tested were recorded using the

same amount of current, ín order to standardize the comparison of
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cuLaneous PSPs wíthÍn individual MG motoneurons.

From the composites ín 14, it is clear that both ccs and ccF

stimulation consistently produce EPSPs in MG motoneurons at both 2 and

5T sÈinulation. The other nerves tested also produce EPSPs ín lfG, buÈ

these are comparatively smnller and/or Later (e.g. SAP[, TIB, LCS ard

JOINT), more mixed with hyperpolarizing components (e"9. SP and TIB),

or more variable inwaveform from celI to ceIl (e.g. SP and TIB). From

the composítes of 18, it is cLear that virtually all types of PSPs take

on an altered waveform after chronic spinal section, as reported for

sural effects in all three motoneuron groups of triceps surae (Part

III). Excitatory components of PSPs are faster rising, of increased

amplitude, and decay more rapidly, and inhibitory components are

síurilarly larger and faster to decay. In some cases in 18 (e.9. SAPH

and LCS) there is also more variety in the effect seen from cell to

cell.

Table L su¡rmarizes the patterns of PSPs illustrated in Fig. L

(unlesíoned data in normal print; chronic spinal data indicated by bold

italic print). Perl-pheral nerves are listed in the leftmost panel (N

refers to the number of MG motoneurons tested), and the uiddle panel

lists the frequency of PSP patterns in N motoneurons (recorded rvithin

the fírst L5-20 ms at 2 and 5T stirnulation). Note that nUEPn denotes

percentage of MG cells in which EPSPs rüere recorded as the earliest

effect of stÍmu1atíon at 2 and/or 5T; nãIPu denotes percentage where

only IPSPs r,¡ere recorded at 2 and 5T stimulation; and nNEn denotes

percentage in which there was no effect of stimulation at 2 or 5T. In

a few cases 2 and 5T stimulation of SP, LCS, TIB and JOINT resulted in

an increase in synaptic activity rEhich !{as not intrepretable 8s

containíng EPSP or IPSP components and thus the Patterns ín the table

do not add up to 100ã.
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Note that CCS produced EPSPs as the earlíest recorded effect, ín

g7Z of the MG motoneurons exaroined in unlesíoned anirnals, and in 100å

of the MG examined ín chronic spinal animals. Thus it was possible to

tyy and facÍlitate CCS EPSPs in almost all MG cells of either

preparatíon. CCF EPSPs \¡rere present in the rnajority of MG cells in both

preparations, with a less frequent incidence of nno effectsn and IPSPs

in chronic spinal animals. Similarly, there were relatively fewer nno

effectsn and IPSPs in chronic spinal anj-mels with SAPH stimulation, and

a much greater incidence of EPSPs recorded as the earlÍest-latency

effect. The distribution of SP PSPs 'was comparable in the two

preparations, as was the distríbution of TIB PSPs. However, wíÈh both

LCS and JOINT stímulation there vras a substanti-al increase in the

nunber of EPSPs recorded as the earliest effect in chronic spinal

preparations. In both cases this corresponds to a great reduction in

the number of cells with no effect of stimulation (to zero in fact),

and with LCS there is a much lower incidence of IPSPs recorded as the

only effect of stj¡rulation. Thus, partícularIy in the case of SAPH' LCS

and JOINT, there v¡ere more opportunitÍes in chronic spinal animals to

test for CCS EPSP facilitation; since the presence of visible EPSPs on

the oscilloscope was our first criteria for choosing nerves for

condítioning stj-nulation in each motoneuron.

Because of previous evidence that CCF afferents have a relatively

high degree of convergence on the CCS excitatory pathway to MG (Part

II), the observation that CCF EPSPs appeared to be of shorter latency

in chronic spinal snimnfs was of interest to us (see CCF panel, Fig.

L). The histograms of Fig. 2 show the central latencies of EPSPs (and

IPSPs) produced by 2 and 5T CCF stimulation, aad depict a shift in

average EPSP latency from 4.8 ms in unlesioned (24) to 3.0 ms in

chroníc spinal preparations (28). Note that nr¡merous EPSPs r¡ith
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latencies < 2.5 ms are present ín 28, and thaÈ there are no EPSPs rrith

such short latencLes in 2A. Whether or not this Implíes a reduced

number of interneurons in the shortest excitatory pathway from CCF

afferents, or an íncreased efficacy of synaptic transmíSsion, cannot

be decided by these types of experjments. Hol¡evero the overall increase

ín the íncidence of CCF PSPs in chronic spinal anj¡als (compare nurnber

of nno effectsno NE, in insets of, 2A and 28) is consistent llith the

latter possibility. It is noteworthy that average latencies are so much

shorter for CCF but not CCS EPSPs in MG motoneurons of chronic spinal

animals (see below).

FaciTitatioa of CCS EPSPs with CCF stimul-atÍoa

Figure 3 íllustrates the technique of spatial facilition as used

in the present investígation. In general, facilitation trials began by

stimulating the test (CCS) and conditioning nerve at their approximnte

thresholds for EPSP productíon. Stimulus strengths and delays were then

varied until combined condition-test stimulation r{as seen to facilitate

the EpSps, and these were further varied ín additional tríals in an

attempt to optimize the amount of facilítation. In the averaged records

of Fig. 3, stimulatíon of either CCF (34) or CCS (38) produced only

smalj- EpSps in this MG motoneuron of a chronic spinal animal. Combined

CCF and CCS stimulation is illustrated in 3C, with CCS delayed from CCF

by l.l ms (cord dorsum records in 3D). The arithmetic sum of traces in

3A and 38 is sholEn in 38. The smaller size of this susmed trace,

evident v¡hen superioposed over the combined trace (3G), shows EPSP

facilitation on the order of L.7 Lo l-.8 mV. The facilítation is

sinilarly shown ln 3F where the sumed trace has been subtracted from

the combined stimulation trace.

Figure 4 shows the condition-t.est intervals producing sPatial

facil-itation of CCS EPSPs in MG motoneurons, with CCF conditioning.
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The abscissa on the graph denotes the delay in arrival at the cord

dorsurn of the CCS afferent volley from the CCF volley; the ordinate,

the amplitude of the observed facilitation (i.e. the difference of the

arithmetic sum of condition and test averaged responses from averages

of combined stimulatÍon). Open circles depict 7L observatíons of

facilitation in 28 cells of unlesÍoned animals, from a total of 83

tríals in 30 cells. Fitled circles depict 85 observations ín 34 cells

of chronic spinal anímals from a total ot 92 trials in the saroe nunber

of cel1s (see inset Fig. 4). Note that unsuccessful trials are not

indicated on the graph. Because there \,{ere only two MG cells (in

unlesioned animals) where facilitation bet¡,¡een CCS and CCF could not

be demonstrated, unsuccessful tríals in both preparations can be

largely aLtributed to suboptimal condition-tesL delays or stimulation

strengths. EPSP occlusion upon combined stimulation was almost never

observed, most 1ikely because the lov¡ stimulation strengths used

resulted in litt1e overlap in discharge zones of the interneuronal

relays .

The most striking dífference between unlesioned and chronic

spínal preparatíons in Fíg. 4 is the general shortening of the

condition-test delay required for facilitation ín chronic spinal

animals. Whereas the arrival of the CCS afferent volIey at the cord

dorsum was usually later than that of CCF in unlesioned animals, this

order was frequently reversed in chronic spinal ani-nals (see number of

filled circles located < Oms in Fig. 4). In the upper panel of Table

2 stj¡rulation parameters are grouped according to anplitude of

facilitation, and several differences between the tr,ro Preparations are

evident. Not only are there more observations of facilitation > 0.70

millivolts ín chronic spinal anj-urals, but these observations involve

lower stinulus strengths, ín particular for CCF stimulatíon, and a

decrease in average delay of 4.8 ms (fron 5.2 ms to 0.4 rns). The lower
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stimulus intensities are consistent with the more general observation

that pSPs in motoneurons are frequently produced with r,¡eaker elecLrical

stimuli in chronic spinal animals (Part III). Hor¿ever, the subst'antial

decrease in delay Ís rather interesting. In the lower panel of Tab1e

Zo the average ninímum latencies for CCF and CCS EPSPs in MG

motoneurons at 2 and 5T are indicated. Hhile there is almost no

decrease in average CCS EPSP latency in chronic spinal ani¡rals (see

also part III), the relatively long average latency for CCF excitation

ín unlesioned animals (4.8 ns) is reduced by f.8 ms, to 3.0 ms (see

Fig. 2). An average optimum delay of 0.4 ms in chronic spinal animals

then, is approximately the difference in minimuur latencies (albeit at

higher thresholds) betrveen CCF and CCS EPSPs, suggesting that

convergence is happening as early as the first-order interneuron relay.

However, in unlesioned animals, the average optimum delay for

facilitation is 5.2 ms, which is still 3.2 ms longer than the latency

differences. Because we did not attempt to rigorously assess minj.mum

condition-test delays in the two Preparations, the neuronal length of

convergent CCS and CCF pathways in either preParation remains uncertain

(see Discussion).

FaciTitation of ccs EPSPs with 9APE, sP" and LCS stÍ-wulatÍon

Figures 5 and 6 similarly íllustrate all recorded examples of CCS

EPSP facilitationwith SAPH, SP, and LCS conditioning. In Fig. 54, open

circles depict 9 observations of facilitatíon by SAPH conditioning ín

4 cells of unlesioned animals, from a total of 35 trials in 9 ceIls.

FÍlled circles depíct 20 observations in 11 cells of chroníc spinal

animals, from a total of 40 trials in 17 cells (see inset 5A). In 5A

there appears to be a similar trend in the case of SAPH condítioning,

as for CCF conditioning: amplitudes of facilitation are often greater

in the chronic spinal preparation, and condition-test delays are

generally shorter (although the relatively few observatíons in
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unlesioned do not alIor,r much of a quantitative comparíson). Ëere as

well, the average threshold of the condit,ioning stimulus (SAPH) to

optimize facílltatíon (i.e. the best example in each ceII) is

substantially lower in chronic spinal animals (3.44T in the 4 MG of

unlesioned; 1.71-T ln the 11 MG of chronic spinal), and is probably due

to the presence of J-arger, lorv threshoLd SAPH EPSPs in chronic spinal

preparations (Fíg. 18). The average threshold of the test (ccs)

stimulus was essentially the same in the two preparations (1.36T in

the 4 MG of unlesioned; 1.4LT in tbe 11 MG of chronic spinal)" Hor,¡ever'

while shor¡-latency SAPH EPSPs occurred more frequently in the chronic

spina| sample of MG cells (Table 1), facilitation of CCS EPSPs r¡as

observed ín only half the trials (ZOl40)" Only rarely díd IPSPs rqhích

followed SAPH EPSPS appear to be a factor in unsuccessful trials; the

flat lines usually obtained when sunmed averages !¡ere subtracted from

the averages of combined stimulation implied litt1e interaction between

the ccs and sAPH excitatory pathtrays to MG wíth the delays and stímulus

intensities emPloyed.

ResulÈs wíth SP conditioning are presented ín Fig. 58. Here' oPen

círcles depict g observations in 7 MG motoneurons of unlesioned ani-urals

from a total of 65 trials in 25 cells; fitled círcles depict 25

observations in 14 cells of chronic spinal aní¡rals, from a total of 41

tríals in 17 cells (see inset 5B). Thus SP facilitation of CCS EPSPs

r¡ras signif icantly easier to obtain in chronic spinal animals, and

again, the amplitude of facilitation was somewhat larger. Condition-

test delays I,Iere generally shorter, and frequently of reversed

sequence, and effective strengths of conditioníng stímuli ltere

comparable l-n both preparations (1.66T in the 7 MG of unlesioned; 1.437

in the 14 MG of chronic spinal). Agaín the average threshold of CCS

stimulation uas essentially the same in the two preparations (1"7T in

the 7 MG of unlesioned; L.62T in the 14 MG of chronic spinal). One
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notable feature of SP, compared to CCF or SAPH" condítioning, ís the

narrower range of successful condition-test delays (e"g. -2.0 to l-.3

ms for chronic spinal). This was probably largely a result of the IPSPs

v¡hich usually closely foll-or¡ed SP EPSPs (see Fig" 1), restricting the

range in which faciliiation of exciÈatory components could be assessed.

Consequently, negative facilitation results which !¡ere sometimes

observed with SP conditioning, could have been due Lo either EPSP

occlusion or IPSP facilitation. Thus it l-s interesting that

facilitation was still easier to obtain in chronic spinal animals even

though IPSPs which followed SP EPSPs were often much larger than in

unlesíoned preparatíons (see Fig. 1).

Figure 6 illustrates results with LCS conditioning of CCS EPSPS.

As v¡ith SP conditioning, facilitation with LCS stjmulation was

significantly easier to obtain in chronic spinal animals. Thus, 7l3l-

successful trials in unlesíoned (open circles), compares to 45165

successful trials in chronic spinal animals (fílted circles). Although

nearly 3 tjmes as nany MG motoneurons v¡ere tested in chronic spinal

anj-ns1s (26 ce1Is compared to 9), this was because there vrere far more

ì"IG motoneurons with evidence of early-latency LCS excitation (see Fig.

l- and Table L). As weI1, the observations of faciLitation in unlesioned

anímals involved a much greater average LCS stj-mu1us strength (4.L27

in the 5 MG of unlesioned compared to 1.73T in the 23 MG of chronic

spinal). This is in accordance wíth the observation of very few LCS

EpSps in MG motoneurons of unlesioned aninals, even at thresholds as

high as 5T (see nunber of flat lines in LCS panel of Fig. LA). The

average threshold of CCS stimulation for facilitation was only

moderately reduced (L.84T ín the 5 MG of unlesioned; 1.37T in the 23

MG of chroníc spínal). NoÈe the rqide range of condition-test delays ín

Fig. 6 used to obtain facilitation ín either preparation. This is

consistent with the irregular amplítudes and latencies of LCS EPSPs in
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MG motoneurons of unlesioned or chronic spinal anjmals.

FaciTitatioa of ccs EPSPs with TIB aad JOTI{Í sti-anúatÍon

condirioning ccs EPSPs ¡+ith TIB (Fig. 7A) or JoINT (Fig. 78)

stimulation r{as not very successful in either preparation. In 7A' open

círcles depíct 8 observations of facilitation in 3 MG motoneurons of

unlesioned animals, from a total of 29 trials in 7 cells; filled

círcles depict 5 observations in 2 cells of chronic spinal anjmals from

a total of 2l trials in 9 cells (see inset 7A). Thus, while TIB

conditioning was only successful ín about 257 of the trials in either

preparation, there are stilI features in couunon with conditioning by

the other peripheral nerves: Iarger amplitudes of facilitation in the

chronic spinal preparation, which were obtained at shorter condition-

test delays. Average thresholds were comparable in the two preparations

for both TIB (2.22f in the 3l4G of unlesioned; 2.1"5T in the 2 MG of

chronic spinal) and CCS (1.34T in the 3 MG of unlesioned; 1.45T in the

2 MG of chronic spinal) stimulation. Similar to the case for SP

conditioning, large IPSPs r¡hich closely followed TIB EPSPs may have

masked facilitatíon of CCS EPSPs; and that TIB eonditioning l{as

especía1ly Íneffective may relate to the very few observations of TIB

EpSps in MG motoneurons which were not rapidly cut off by ensuing IPSPs

(compare TIB and SP panels in Fig. l-). There vras no facilitation of CCS

EpSps observed in unlesioned ani¡nals vrith JOINT conditioning (Fig. 7Bi

l-4 trials in 3 MG cells), and only 4 observations (fiIled circles) in

30 trials with chronic spinal animals (in 3 of 10 cells tested; see

ínset 7B). However, even JOINT conditioning exemplifies the overall

trend for more demonsLrable facilitation in the chronic spinel

preparation vrhere larger EPSPs produced by separate stimulatíon of

peripheral nerves tend to occur (see Fig. L). The average stimulation

thresholds in the 3 MG of chronic spinal anjmals where facilitation was

obtained were 2.8T for JOINT and 1.98T for CCS.
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g¡tmmaÍ! of faciTitat,ioa resul-ts

The rightmost panel of lable 1 surnnarizes the results of

facilitation triaLs with each peripheral nerve used for condÍtÍoning

stimulation: n, nu¡nber of MG motoneurons tested i ZTr, number of MG in

which facilitation was obtaíned; and the largest amount of facilitation

measured in each cell is averaged at the far right in millivolts ' The

table shows that CCF conditioning of CCS EPSPs was successful in all

MG motoneurons examined in chronic spinal animals ' as was nearly the

case in unlesioned animals (93å). The percefitage of MG in v¡hích S'A'PH

conditioning r/¡as successful was greater in chronic spinal (652)

compared to unlesioned (442); as llas the case for SP (822 Ln chronic

spinal i 282 in unlesioned) and Lcs (8sz in chronic spínal i 562 in

unlesíoned). lihile this percentage also increased in the case of JOINT

conditioning, and decreased in the case of TIB conditíoning, the

nunbers are too small to províde much of a comparison between

preparations. However, despite the evidence for varying degrees of

convergence on the CCS excitatory pathway to I'fG by the diff erent

afferent nerves examined, it is inÈeresting that in virtually all cases

the average amount of CCS EPSP facilitation obtained (optimum values

in each cel1) was greater in chronic spinal preparations.

Figure 8 depicts examples of CCS EPSP facilitation in an MG

motoneuron of a chronic spinal animal, with CCF, LCS, SP, SAPH, and TIB

conditioning. The upper three rows are the intracellular records, and

the lower two rows are the computer averages. This was one of the few

cells in which CCS EPSP facilitation was obtained r¡ith most of the

nerves used for conditioning stimulation.
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fn stxrunary, the spatial facilitation techníque suggests that

patterns of convergence upon the CCS excitatory pathway to MG are

similar in chronic spinal and unlesioned preparations. 0f the six

afferenL nerves examined, CCF appears to converge most heavily in

either preparaLion, while TfB and JOINT appear to converge the least.

However, examination of any one of these six convergent systems

suggests a quantitative increase in the degree to which interneurons

co¡rrlon to the CCS excitatory pathway are accessed. This is suggested

by the larger measurements of EPSP facilíÈation with generally lower

strengths of conditioning stimulatíon in chronic spinal animals, but

even more so by the relative number of successful trials in the tr¿o

preparatíons.

Criteria for determining facilitation trials as nunsuccessfuln

should be justified. First, a trial lras regarded as unsuccessful only

if both CCS and the nerve used for conditíoning stimulation produced

measureable EPSPs in the motoneuron' and secondly, if the duration of

motoneuron impalement allowed us to try several variations in

stímulation parameters v¡ith a wíde range of condition-test delays.

Consequently, there \{ere many more trials attempted than are actually

indicated in Fígs . 4-7 and in more MG cells than are listed in Table

l. In addition, late EPSPs (>20-30 ms) were sometímes facilitated but

not early ones (<10,20 ms), and sometj¡nes IPSPs produced by stimulation

of the conditioning nerve facilitated hyperpolarizing components in

mixed CCS PSPs. For consistency then, results in the present rePort

only include those which involved EPSPs as the earliest-latency effect

of stimulatíng eíther GCS or the nerve used for conditioning. It is

noterøorthy in this regard that facilitation wlth CCF conditioning

became a subjeetive standard for other condition-test pairs, since CCF
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and CCS EPSPs vrere typically facilitated with the very first

stiurulation parameters tried ín motoneurons of either preparaLion.

With regard to the shorter (often reversed) condition-test delays

in chronic spinal animals, we cannot conclude changes in pathlengths

or point.s of convergence until minimum delays have been assessed Ín the

t\^ro preparations and the responsible interneurons identified. However,

because delays were determined by the visibílity of faciliiation on the

oscilloscope, there does appear to be at least a quantitative

difference in the most promínent points of convergence in the two

preparations. As suggested earlier for CCF EPSPs in MG motoneurons, it

is possible that there are short-latency CCF/SAPH excit.atory pathv¡ays

ín unlesioned animals ¡qhich become more active in chronic spinal

animals, and thus facilitation of CCS EPSPs is enhanced through

"normally weakn convergent relays. Atthough we only report the evidence

for short,er-latency ccF EPSPs in chronic spinal animals (Fig. 2), it

may be that chronic spinal transection has a greater cumulative effect

on longer segmental reflex pathways, such as the CCF excit'atory pathway

to MG (average mínimum latency 4.8 ms in unlesioned; Fig. 2), or the

LCS ínhibitory pathway to triceps surae (average minimum latency 4.6

ms in unlesíoned; see Part III, Fíg. 4). Note also that SAPH EPSPs are

relatívely long-latency and slow rising in unlesioned animals (Fig. l-A)

and that these loo are larger at shorter latencies Ín chronic spinal

preparations (Fig. 18). Thus, if transmission is enhanced through some

short-latency excítat,ory pathways, convergence of these pathways onto

interneurons in the CCS excitatory pathway to MG rr,ay also be enhanced.

Thís alternative is certainly suggested by the one anomÊlous unlesioned

animal in which large facilitation of CCS EPSPs at relatívely short

condition-test delays was possible for CCS and SAPH condítioning,

suggesting that points of convergence nay be similaro but

differentially actíve in unlesioned and chronic spinal preparations.
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It is noteworthy that in this particular anisr.al, vrhich displayed signs

of circulatory disturbances ín Lhe spínal cord early on in the

experiment, only EPSPs r4rere recorded in MG motoneurons from stj¡rulation

of the seven peripheral nerves examined (although IPSPs were produced

by the same nerves in LG and SOL cells).

Tn the present results, evidence for interneuronal convergence

upon the CCS excitatory pathway to I'fG appears to be strongest in cases

where the perípheral nerve used for conditioning stimula¿ion produces

simílar patterns of PSPs (see also Part II). Thus CCF and CCS produce

priu'raríly EPSPs ín MG of either preparation and these are easily

facilirated (refer to Fig. 1). TIB and JOINT PSPs are largely dominated

by hyperpolarizing componerits in both preparations, and the EPSPs are

much more diffícult to facilitate with CCS EPSPs. SP and SAPH produce

EPSPs fairly consistently in the two preparations, and these are

facilitated with CCS EPSPs more easily than TIB or JOINT EPSPS. LCS

stimulation produces little deflection of resting potential or else

IpSps in unlesioned animals, but in chronic spinals r,¡here LCS EPSPs can

be quite large, these too are more easily facilitated. That colllrtroll

reflex effects of different afferent nerves in motoneurorls rnay be

mediated by conmon interneurons Ís not surprising, and ín fact was

suggested by Lundberg in forwarding his origínaI nFlexor Reflex

Afferent" hypothesis (cf. Lundberg et al. 1987). As discussed in an

earlier report (Part II), the organization of shared excitatory

pathways from cutaneous afferents to extensor motoneurons may further

be rooted in the myotopic organization suggested by Hagbarth (L952).

Thus, the strong evidence for convergerlce betl¡een CCS and CCF

exciÈatory pathways to MG (in both preparatio¡Is), nay be related to the

close proxiulity of their receptive fields to the l"lG muscle. Because we

have not systematically exarn-ined convergence from muscle afferenLs

producíng excitation in MG, we do not know if thís organization night
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possibly ex¿end to include group I, II or III muscle afferents arising

from the same loca1 region as CCS and CCF (i.e. afferents in the MG

muscle or muscles near it), or if the ¡.¡eak evidence for convergence

frorn JOINT (and TIB) afferents is because the strongest convergence is

from pure cutaneolrs afferents. Nonetheless, of the six afferent systems

tested systematically in the present study, the relatively npuren

cutaneous nerves show the greatest extent of convergence, and of these,

it is those vrhich most regularly produce short-latency EPSPs in either

preparation.

while amplitudes of facilitation were arguably only slightly

increased in chronic spínal aninals, it is our opinion that it is the

relative ease of obtaining facilitation of CCS EPSPs which is the most

striking difference in this preparation. Although the relative patterns

of corivergence among the condition-tesL pairs are similar in unlesioned

and chronic spinal animals, it is difficult Lo describe the increased

íncidence of spatial facílitation of CCS EPSPs (for most of the

afferents tested), as reflecting either a quantitative or qualitative

change in the ínteractive aspect of segmental reflex pathways. Indeed

with the experímental methods presently employed, the evidence for

relatively restricted convergence by CCF afferents onto the CCS

excitatory pathway to MG (Part I1) is greatly reduced in the chronic

spinal preparation. However, there are some important considerations

in the interpretation of these, and âûT, results concerned with

incídence or patterns of reflex effects in different Preparations. In

the decerebrate anj¡nl, polysynaptic excitation is often the

predoninant effect in ipsilateral extensor motoneurons uPon stimulation

of a wide variety of peripheral afferents (see Lundberg L982), and

Hagbarth noted (Lg52) that in the occasional decerebrate preparatíon

excitatory reflexes in ankle (and other) extensor muscles could be

obtained from skin stimulation all over the limb, even though the
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excitatory area was usually very small in the decerebraÈe/acute spinal

animal and restricted to the vicinity of the skÍn overlying t'he

partícular extensor muscles (see Discussion Part II; also see Holmqvist

and Lundberg 1961). Indeed in the acute spinal preparation, inhibitíon

of extensor motoneurons is the predominant, although not exclusive,

effect of stimulating a variety of peripheral afferents (Eccles and

Lundberg 1959; Holmqvist and Lundberg 196J-). Other investigators have

reported additional evidence that in high acute spinal animals,

excitatory and inhibitory reflex pathways may be simultaneously open

to extensor motoneurons (Schomburg and Steffens, L986). Although there

ís evidence that some cutarieous reflex pathways (including that from

CCS to triceps sllrae) nÊy be under a differential descendíng control

from that of other cut.aneous or non-cutaneous segmental reflex pathr,rays

(see Lundberg ]-979i Lundberg Lgez), these findíngs strongly suggest

that the neuronal circuitry for excitaLion (and inhibition) from

widespread sensory loci to extensor (or flexor) motoneurons is normal-Iy

present, but that the particular patterns of reflex effects expressed

is highly preparation-dependent. Thus, this could conceivably be the

case for patterns of convergence between reflex pathways as well.

Acknowledging that we are usíng the qualitative technique of

spatial facilitation to nake a quantitatíve comparison between

preparations, our conclusions renain general-, and !¡e believe the

comparison does signify a change in the interactive aspect of cutaneous

reflexes after chronic spinal transection. Patterns of PSPs in MG

motoneurons (Fig. 1), similar to patterns of sural PSPS in all tríceps

surae motoneurons (Part III, Figs. L and 3), display a high degree of

integrity after chronic spinal transection r,¡hen compared to unlesioned

animals. Ho¡sever, the PSPs are generally nfaster and largern, which

implies enhanced transmission through Ínterneuronal relays of both

inhibítory and excitatory segmental reflex pathways to motoneurons. The
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present results suggest that this enhanced t'ransm-ission may serve fo

diminish spatial selectivity among convergent reflex pathways, as

assessed in the chloralose-anesLhetized preparatíon. Anal-ysis of the

time course of these changes, 8s well as sssessment of ninimum

condÍtíon-test delays and the identification of shared interneurons Ín

the CCS excitatory pathÌ{ay to MG in the two preParations, should help

clarify if this reflects a nre-wiríngn of synaptic contacts betr'¡een

segmental reflex pathways below the spinal lesion, or altered

expressíon of pre-existing ones.
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TÅ3LE ^å}dÐ FIGTTRE LEGEß{DS

FIG L. Postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) recorded in MG motoneurons of

unlesioned (A) and chronic spinal aninals (B) upon single shock

stimulation of seven different peripheral nerves at twice and

five times threshold (2 and 5T). Enlarged photographic records

of PSPs ín individual motoneurons were t.raced and superimposed;

one trace per motoneuron at each stimulus intensity in each

panel. The small vertícal errow indicates the tíme of arrival of

the afferent volleys at the cord dorsum electrode. Calibration

bar4nV,4ms.

FfG 2. Central latencíes of PSPs in medial gastrocnemius (M)

motoneurons produced by 2T (upper histograms) and 5f (lower

histograns) single shock stimulation of the CCF nerve in

unlesioned (A) and chroníc spinal (B) anj¡rals. Cells in which

PSPs r¿ere produced at 5T but not 2T stimulation appear in the

lower histograms onIy. Cells in which PSPs lvere recorded

following both 2 and 5T stimulation are plotted in both sets of

histograms. There were 59 MG cells examined in A; 64 in B (4

cells in B were not tested with 5T stimulation). NE =no effect.

FIG 3. Averaged int,racellular records from an MG motoneuron of a

chronic spinal anínal. Trace C shows the effect of combined CCF

and CCS stimulation at the thresholds índicated in A and B,

respectively. Cord dorsum record of combíned stimulation ín D,

with the delay of the arrival of the CCS afferent volley at the

cord dorsum electrode from that of CCF (nílliseconds) indicated

at the far right of the trace. The aríthmetic sum of A and B is

depicted in E, and in F the difference of this su¡¡med trace from

that of combined stimulatíon illustrates spatíal facilitation of
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the EPSP. Facilitation can be

combined and sunned records

positíon. Calibration pulses 2

trace in E).

FIG 6. Graph depicting condítion-test

of facilítation (ordinate) of

stimulation. Details as in Fig.

vievred differently in Go v¡here

are placed in a superì-mPosed

f,V, 2 ms (4 mV, 2 ms for su-umed

delays (abscissa) and amplitudes

CCS EPSPs with LCS conditioning

4.

E1:G 4. Graph depicting condj.tíon-test delays (abscissa) and anplitudes

of facilitation (ordinare) of CCS EPSPs with CCF conditioning

stímulation. Open circles =observations in MG motoneurons of

unlesíoned animals; filled circles -observations in MG

motoneurons of chronic spinal anj¡als " Delays refer to the tíme

of arrival of the CCS afferent volley at the cord dorsusl

electrode from the arrival time of the CCF volley. Boxed inset

=number of observations of facilitation/number of trials (nurnber

of cells with facilitation/number of cells tested).

FIG 5. Graph depicting condition-test delays (abscissa) and amplitudes

of faciliration (ordinate) of ccs EPSPs with sAPH (A) and sP (B)

conditioning stímulation. Detaíls as in Fíg. 4.

EÍe 7" Graph depicting conditíon-test delays (abscissa) and anplitudes

of facilítaríon (ordínate) of ccs EPSPs with TIB (A) and JOINT

(B) conditíoníng sti-urulation. Details as Ln Fig. 4.

FIc 8. Spatial facilitation of CCS EPSPs with separate conditíoning

stimulation of fíve peripheral nerves in the same MG motoneuron

of a chronic spinal animal. Upper three rorIs illustrate

íntracellular records; COND. STIM =conditioning stimulation (cord
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dorsum records directly beneath i.n each panel ) . Bottorn ror¡r

depicts superimposed averages of combined stj¡rulation records

(largest in each panel) and su¡¡ned averages of separate condition

and test records. The difference of sun¡ned and combined averages

is also indicated (DIFF). Calibration pulses in intracellular

records, and calibratíon bar for averaged records, 2 mV, 2 ms'

TÂB1,E i-" Sunmary of PSP patterns and spatial facilitation results in

all MG motoneurons. Peripheral nerves tisted at far left. N

-number of MG motoneurons in which PSPs were exÊmified. zEP - z

of N motoneurons in which the earlíest latency effect vras an EPSP

aE 2 andlor 5T stimulation. zIP : ã in which only IPSPs rqere

recorded at 2 and 5T stimulation. ZNE = Z in ¡vhich there rùas no

measurable effect at 2 0r 5T stimulatíon. n =nunber of

motoneurons in which spatial facilitation of the early-latency

CCS EPSP was attempted. Zn = Z r¿here facilitation was obtained.

mV =average of maximu.m recorded EPSP facilitatíon in millivolts,

in Zn motoneurons. First line in every pair of lines refers to

results in unlesioned ani-urals; second line in bold italic print

refers to chronic spinal results. (Note for PSP data, total PSP

types <100ã in a few cases because of a fev¡ cells where an

increase in synaptic activity was unínterpret,able as either EPSPs

or IPSPs ) .

TABTE 2" Upper panel 3 average stimulation parameters used in n

observations of CCS EPSP facilitatíon rrith CCF conditioning

stimulation. Observatíons from 30 MG motoneurons of unlesíoned

animals and from 34 MG motoneurons of chroníc spinal anj¡als.
parameters are grouped according to amplitude of facilitation in

millivolts, at far left. T -average stimulatíon threshold; Delay

=average delay of the arrival of the CCS volley at the cord
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dorsu¡n from the arrival of the CCF vo}ley. Lower panel: average

central latencies of CCF and CCS EPSPs from the entire sample of

MG motoneurons in each preparation (unlesioned CCF 2T, n=24; CCF

5T, n=42; CCS 2T, n=57; CCS 5T, n=67; chronic spína1 CCF 2T'

n:55; GCF 5T, n=53; CCS 2T, n=6]-; CCS 5T' n=59)'
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TABLE L. Summøry of PSPs and spatial facilitation for all

FACILffATON

Von mV

y3 0.73

IN 0.83

0.69

0.72

0.42

0.58

038
0.70

053
a78

0.59

973
1N)

ccs 70

CCS 62

30

34

44

65

9

17

n
9

59

æ

?a

æ
25

17

72
9-

66

55

SP

SP

56

88

9

26

52 3L

23

73

T2

LCS 70

LCS &

43

)2
339
42

50

5s
TIB 46

TIB 62

0

30

J

10

L9 39 42

50 4ó

21

9

SAPH 44

SAPTI @

JOINT 54

]OINT 4ó

PSPs

%EP VolP

91

89

72

89

CCF 60

CCF #

L4

3
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TABLE 2. Stímulation poroneters for facílitation of CCF and CCS PSPs

UNLESIONED

CCFT CCST DELAY

CHRONIC SPINAL

CCFT CCST DEI.^AY

< 0.40

0.40<055

0.55 < 0.70

> 0.70

19

T9

t6
L7

2.8

3.0

2.8

2.4

1.7

1.6

1.8

t.6

3.9 ms

4.5 ms

4.6 ms

5.2 ms

11

18

18

38

1.9

)L

L,6

1.5

L.4 23 ms

1.4 0.8 ms

15 0.4 ms

1.4 0.4 ms

zn 3.0 ms

5I: 3.0 ms

7* 2.7 ms

5f: 25 ms

CCF tl:4.8 ms

5I: 4.8 ms

CCS 2T: 2.8 ms

5I: 2.9 ms
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GEI{ERÅT. SI]MI{ARY AND CONCLUSIOT{S

fn part f, suraL nerve inputs to the triceps surae motor nuclei v¡ere

characterized in animals v¡ith intact spínal cords o to provide a data

base for exam-ining a cutaneous reflex system in the chronic spinal

anímal. However, the results revealed an unexpected differential

synaptlc input to MG, LG and SOL motor nuclei; nunexpectedn because of

the i-urplicit assumption in the literature that cutaneous reflexes in

motoneurons innervating close functional synergists would be

essentially uniform. On the basis of existing literature, on the other

hand, we had expected patterns of excitatory and inhibiUory cutaneous

reflex effects v¡hich were pri-narily determined by the specífic moÈor

unit type of each motoneuron. l{hile this type-dependent organization

was roughly present ín our preparation for MG and SOL motoneurons, it

was not at all present in our sample of LG motoneurons. This suggests

that while a segmental organization on the basis of motor unit type may

exist for some cutaneous reflex systems, this organization cannot be

predicted to transcend even very closely related groups of motoneurons.

The most practlcal message to be derived from these results, however,

is the ímportance of naking a complete identification of individual

motoneuron species in experiments concerned with patterns of cutaneous

reflex activity; and this is not at all a trivial point. Many studies

which have exanined nLG-SOLi or ngastrocnemius-SOlr motoneurons nay

have obscured physiological differences (as well as similarities) in

reflex paths from other cutaneous afferents, and perhaps from non-

cutaneous peripheral afferents as well.

This study fortifies previous evídence that the CCS excitatory path

to MG represents a nspecializedn cutaneous pathway, although the

results here support that the pathway is specíalized for MG, rather

than for fast MG motor units. How this pathway night be integrated
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during movement remains Lo be elucidated, but e¡e do not feel that

evidence in the cat for supraspinal facilitation of this pathvray in

order to effect selectíve recruitrnent of fasÈ motor units is very

strong. Evidence that this is true in humans and non-human prinates is

much stronger, hov¡ever, and thJ-s may be vhy some previous authors have

focussed heavily on this idea. At, the momenL we can only suggest that

the relative medio-lateral placement of Èhe MG and LG muscles may bear

a relationship to asyrmetries in the particular reflex effects evoked

by different híndlinb cuLaneous nerves. This may subserve movements

r^rhich require asyrrmetries in MG and LG muscle contraction, perhaps

during co-contraction with SOL. Alternatively, there may be a

differential segmental input to MG, LG and SOL motoneurons from a

variety of cutaneous nerves which is rooted in development, but in the

normal behaving adult ani-nal, interneurons in these pathways are

utilized by descending systems to activate these grouPs of motoneurons

in concert.

The techníque of spatial facilitation was used in Part II as an

indirect test of convergence by several other (rnostly) cutaneous reflex

pathways orito connon spinal interneurons. Again, the object was to

obtain a data base in animals nith intact spinal cords for subsequent

comparison r,¡íth data from chronic spinal ani¡rals. Using the lor+

threshold excitatory pathway from CCS t.o MG motoneurons as the test

pathway, the results suggest a preferentíal convergence by CCF

afferents compared to the other peripheral afferents tested. Thís

relatively restricted pattern of convergence may be rooted in the

organization of excitatory skin reflexes described by Hagbarth (l-952) 
'

but his studies using monosynaptic test reflexes of combined ventral

roots have not, to our knowledge, been previously anralyzed or

demonstrated at the single motoneuron level v¡ith intracellular

recording techniques. In reflection of his own findings, Ëagbarth
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argued that n Éhe organizatíon of spinaT skin refTexes

demonstrates the presence of a set of rules other than the classicaL

one of ipsilateral flexíon and thereby assembles under a singLe headìng

a number of disconnected observations on ipsÍTateral extension. The

experiments have also drawn attention to the extreme compJexity of

afferent skÍn nerves regatded from the poìnt of view of theÍr teflex

effects. They have emphasized a connexion between soutce and centte at

the expense of fÍbre size and centren (Hagbarth L95Z). Now, almost

forty years later, it appears that spatial facilitation of shorÈ-

latency excitatory reflex pathv¡ays to individual extensor motoneurons

may be predícted on the basis of this same organízation. An important

imptication here is that ínvestigators nåy be able to predict spatial

overlap in cutaneous reflex pathways to other extensor (or flexor)

motoneurons, if what \úe have described reflects a more global

organization of cuLaneous reflex paths through the spinal cord. In

addition, identification of the interneurons involved in these

excitalory pathways, and fuII analysis of their convergence r¡iÈh non-

cutaneous prímary afferents, will help clarify if there is a central

circuitry at work here which is separate, or a part of the FRA spinal

network described by Lundberg.

part III r.ras concerned with the neural basis for the well-lrrown, but

poorly understood, cutaneous hyperreflexia which occurs caudal to

chronic spinal cord lesions. The study in Patt f was repeated in

chronic spinal anjmals, and the results showed that while sural PSPs

in triceps surae motoneurons Ì.rere substantially enhanced in freguencyo

aurplítude, and rate of rise and decay, their quaTitatÍve distribution

remained essentially unchanged. This suggests that the segmental

organization of reflex pathways is highly conserved during development,

but after transection there are quantitative changes in segmental

synaptic transmission vrhich serve to synchronize afferent inPuts to
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motoneurons. A behavioral consequence of this could be an amplification

of the reflex gain¡ towards enhanced recruitment' of motoneurons in the

case of excilatory cutaneous reflex pathways, and towards faster de-

recruitment in the case of inhibitory ones. Hays in v¡hich altered

interneuron activíty could account for enhanced transmission qlere

offered previously in this thesiso but there is one more nless exotico

possibility we would like to consider. specifically, to what extent

does the removal of descending control systems which exert tonic

inhibitory control over reflex pathways serve to nsynchronizen signals

coming from the períphery? This rray be a simple idea, but' the afferent

input to ínterneuronal relays (or primary afferent terminals) must now

be greatly nde-modified" by the loss of descending fiber systems with

last-order inhibitory connections to the sarne sites. Afferent input is

no longer adapted to purpose through selective descending inhibition

of reflex pathways, but ís transmitted to motoneurons through a spinal

network which is conceivably much less complicated, and more self-

organized, and hence, the remainíng postsynaptic effects inmotoneurons

may be more synchronous. Unfortunately, post-transection trauma

probably precludes the use of acutely spinalized animals to test this

idea (for e.g. by examining shape characteristics of cutaneous PSPs)'

and in these animals degradation of severed descending axons could not

be expected to be complete. Another consideration, is that if

motoneurons are now receiving a nmore simj-larn barrage of synaptic

input each time a natural peripheral sti-mulus is applíed, to what

extent nay transmission subsequently be enhanced at the postsynapt'ic

membrane through natural forms of synapse nodifiability which occur

with repeated use? It is compelling t.o think about explanations for

altered cutaneous reflexes after chronic spinalization that do not

involve nÂjor structural changes (such as abberant connections of

axonal sprouts), which have been largely shown to occur with other

types of lesions, and not necessarily in segmental reflex pathways
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(e.g. McCouch et ê1.0 J. Neurophysiol. l-958; Brenowitz and Pubols"

Braín Res. 1981). The results of this study provide a dat'a base of

cuLaneous reflex characteristics after chronic transection, and may

afford a more rational approach to equatíng functlonal changes with

known forms of neuronal plastícity"

Because individual reflex pathways are not functionally independent,

part IV of thÍs thesis compared patterns of peripheral convergence upon

the excitatory CCS pathway to MG motoneurons ín chronic spínaI animals

with the results obtained in unlesÍoned ani¡nals (Part ff). In suslglary'

patterns of convergence were arguably similar in the two preparations '

but spatial facilitation of CCS EPSPs in MG was generally much more

demonstrable in the transected spinal cord. Similar to Lhe results in

part III, if interneurons in cutaneous reflex pathvrays are no\ù more

responsive to a given afferent stimulus, then norrnally weak points of

convergence between pathways may be stronger. Ho\üever, it is dífficult

to make a case for altered refl-ex function on the basis of enhanced

convergence, when we do not know the futl repetoire of reflex patterns

under conditlons of descending control. However, there is one

particular aspect of the present results which could prove to be

interesting in this regard. Although the data was not presented, SAPH

EpSp latencies in I4G motoneurons lrere frequently as short as 2 ms in

chronic spinal ani¡als (the earliest being 1.8 ms), although such earLy

latencies Iùere rarely measured in unlesioned animals ' and l{ere

generally much longer. Because SAPH afferenÈs enter the spinal cord

primarily via the Lu dorsal roots (our own observations), this ur,ay be

pretiminary evidence of a disynaptíc excítatory Pathway from SAPH

afferents to MG motoneurons. However, is this pathway present in

( chloralo se-anae sthetized ) unle sioned ani-nal s but normally Ie s s active ?

Condition-test delays to facilitate CCS EPSPs in the tr,¡o preParations

incite speculation. SAPH-CCS delays to demonstrate EPSP faciliation
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rdere frequently very short in chroníc spinal ani¡rals (see Part fIl' Fig.

5), which was intuitively appreciated by the comparable latencies of

CCS and SAPH EPSPs (around 2 ms). However, in the one unlesioned

animal v¡here very large facilitation (>1.1 mV) was obtained v¡ith SAPH

conditioning, the delay was 0 ms but the latencies of the CCS and SAPH

EPSPs were Z.O ms and 7.8 ûIS, respectively (see Part II" Fig. 4i

latencies not illustrated). The latency of the combined SAPH-CCS EPSP

!¡as also slightly shorter. It is possible then, that short-laÈency

(perhaps disynaptic) segnental pathways from SAPH afferents to MG

motoneurons are normally present in the intact spinal cord' but require

facilitation by corlvergent activity in other segmental, propriospinal,

or descending pathways to be recorded. Future experi-ments to identify

interneurons in cosmon to CCS and CCF excitatory pathl.tays to MG, as

well to CCS and SAPH excitatory pathways to MG, will tel1 us more about

the qualitative integrity of convergent reflex systems after chronic

spinalization. However, I think the results in Part III of this thesis

speak to a high degree of integrity ín patterns of cutarieous reflex

activity, and cutaneous hyperreflexia probably does not reflect
ndisorderedn patterns of segmental convergence, but rather enhanced

transmission through still highly ordered ones.

The organizatíon and integration of segmental reflexes has been a

prominent focus of motor control research, but we are still without a

unifying framework with !¡hich to study the contribution of cutaneous

reflex pathways to movement. Indeed, the most useful framework in which

rüe presently study spinal reflexes as a whole (Lundberg's Flexor Reflex

Àfferent hypothesis), has not provided us v¡ith knowledge of

interneuronal convergence between cutaneous pathways themselves, and

our study should make a significant contribution in this respect.

Furthermore, since interneuronal convergence in chronic spinal animals

has not, to our knowledge, been previously investigated for either
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cutaneous or muscle reflex
towards understanding the

pathways, our efforts sígnify a new approach

basis of altered cutaneous reflex function.
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